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Abstract The Large Hadron Collider is the first particle
accelerator that provides high enough energy to produce large
numbers of boosted top quarks. The decay products of these
top quarks are confined to a cone in the top quark flight
direction and can be clustered into a single jet. Top quark
reconstruction then amounts to analysing the structure of the
jet and looking for subjets that are kinematically compatible
with top quark decay. Many techniques have been developed
in this context to identify top quarks in a large background of
non-top jets. This article reviews the results obtained using
data recorded in the years 2010–2012 by the experiments
ATLAS and CMS. Studies of Standard Model top quark pro-
duction and searches for new massive particles that decay to
top quarks are presented.
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1 Introduction
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the European parti-
cle physics research centre CERN in Geneva, Switzerland,
is a discovery machine at the energy frontier. A primary
goal, the observation of the Higgs boson, has already been
achieved [1,2] and major emphasis is being placed now on
the determination of the properties of the observed particle.
Another important research topic is the search for deviations
from predictions of the Standard Model of particle physics
(SM). The top quark plays an important role in these fields.
The top quark decays before it hadronises and is recon-
structed via its decay products. This review focuses on the
boosted decay topology in which the decay particles are con-
fined to a cone in the top quark flight direction, the opening
angle of which depends inversely on the top quark Lorentz
factor γ = E/m.1 The particles inside the cone can be clus-
tered into a jet, the structure of which reflects the top quark
decay pattern. The first paper on this topic was published by
Seymour [3].
The LHC is the first machine that provides high enough
energy to produce large numbers of boosted top quarks for
experimental study. The Tevatron experiments are not sen-
sitive to boosted top quarks as shown by the CDF Collab-
oration in [4]. The study of boosted topologies has seen an
explosion of interest after it had been shown by Butterworth
et al. [5] that the boosted signature makes possible the use
of hadronic decay channels in searches at the LHC. These
channels have often the highest branching ratio but had been
deemed infeasible before because of the large background
at a hadron-hadron machine. In the years following, many
aspects of jet structure have been investigated in the light of
the identification of boosted top quarks and boosted W, Z,
and Higgs bosons. The crucial point has always been how
well the jets that include the decay products of a heavy parti-
cle can be distinguished from background jets that originate
from hard light quarks or gluons (QCD jets).
After the start of the LHC, the two multipurpose exper-
iments ATLAS and CMS began studying the behaviour of
jet structure techniques in the real world. Before these tech-
niques could be used in analyses, a number of basic and
technical works had to be carried out. The jets in top quark
reconstruction are much larger than the ones used to recon-
struct the kinematics of single partons. These large jets (fat
1 Throughout this text, natural units are used with c = 1 = h¯.
jets) first needed to be calibrated and the precision with which
simulations can model the jet structure observed in the detec-
tor had to be quantified so that comparisons with predictions
became meaningful. The quality of predictions of the par-
ton shower and hadronisation needed to be assessed which is
especially important in the context of large jets that contain
several hard partons, some of which may be connected by
colour strings. In addition, the situation is complicated by
the presence of overlay signals that result from slow detec-
tor read-out and additional particles due to multiple inelastic
proton–proton (pp) interactions. The size of the large jets
makes them especially susceptible to this pile-up energy.
Jet structure techniques have been studied using SM pro-
cesses in pp collisions at centre-of-mass energies
√
s = 7
and 8 TeV. Background samples that are dominated by jets
which do not contain top quark decay products are easily
obtained and were studied extensively. Samples of events
with a top quark and an anti-top quark (t t¯ pair) were obtained
through a conventional selection, i.e., without relying on jet
structure techniques. These events were used to test the per-
formance of boosted top quark reconstruction methods and
to evaluate systematic uncertainties. This made first applica-
tions of jet structure techniques in searches for new TeV-scale
particles that decay to highly energetic top quarks possible.
To this day, these types of analyses feature prominently in
the analysis of ATLAS and CMS data.
In the LHC Run-2 collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV in 2015, SM
cross sections will be high enough to allow the application of
jet structure techniques. One example is the associated pro-
duction of a Higgs boson with a t t¯ pair [6]. The measurement
of the production cross section of this process will allow the
extraction of the coupling strength between the Higgs boson
and the top quark. This top Yukawa coupling plays an impor-
tant role for the stability of the vacuum because it drives
the Higgs self-coupling toward zero at high scales. If and at
which scale vacuum instability occurs depends on the value
of the top Yukawa coupling. Only by measuring t t¯ H produc-
tion can the coupling be determined in a model-independent
way without assuming the absence of new particles. In the
SM, the coupling is related to the top quark pole mass which
has been measured independently and a direct determination
of the coupling will therefore test the SM.
Jet structure and its application to identify bosons and top
quarks is a new and extremely rich field, both on the phe-
nomenological and on the experimental side. Many ques-
tions need to be addressed and new developments are emerg-
ing from the collaboration of theorists and experimentalists.
The most important annual meeting of the community is the
BOOST workshop, of which reports are published in [7–9].
A theoretical review of jet structure methods is given in [10].
For a review of mostly conventional LHC top quark analyses
see [11].
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This article reviews the current state of boosted top quark
reconstruction using jet structure techniques and its applica-
tion in physics analyses. For future searches, a new method
is presented that overcomes current experimental limitations
in the regime of very high top quark energies. The review
closes with an outlook on the future of the field.
2 Motivation
This section introduces the basic ideas behind jet structure
methods and how they are used to find top quarks. Top tagging
had a major impact in analyses of LHC Run-1 data which
searched for physics beyond the SM and two frequently used
benchmark models are briefly described at the end of the
section.
2.1 Top quark production and decay
The top quark is the heaviest particle in the SM and processes
involving its production correspondingly have small cross
sections. The current Particle Data Group top quark mass is
173.21 ± 0.51(stat.)± 0.71(syst.) GeV [12], obtained from
measurements at the Tevatron and the LHC. Proton–proton
(pp) and proton–antiproton (p p¯) collisions are dominated
by soft collisions in which little energy is exchanged and the
outgoing particles do not acquire large momenta transverse
to the beam line. The total inelastic pp cross section at
√
s =
7 TeV was measured to be2 70(7) mb [13]. At this energy,
the jet cross section (anti-kT R = 0.4 jets, rapidity interval
|y| < 2.5) for transverse momenta (pT) larger than 100 GeV
is ≈31 nb [14], six orders of magnitude smaller.
The pair-production cross section for top quarks is,
according to the current state-of-the-art prediction at next-
to-next-to leading order (NNLO) QCD with next-to-next-to-
leading-log (NNLL) soft gluon resummation, σt t¯ (7 TeV) =
172.0+4.4+4.7−5.8−4.8 pb [15] with the first uncertainty coming from
scale variations and the second from parton density functions.
This is approximately a factor 1/200 smaller than the quoted
jet cross section. Another important background to top tag-
ging, especially in the leptonic decay channels, is the pro-
duction of a W boson in association with jets (W+jets back-
ground). The production cross section for a W boson in asso-
ciation with at least one jet (anti-kT R = 0.4, pT > 30 GeV,
|y| < 4.4) is ≈5×102 pb [16] at √s = 7 TeV, approximately
three times as large as the t t¯ cross section. This illustrates that
top quark physics at the LHC has to fight large backgrounds
from jets and/or W boson production.
The top quark decay width predicted by the SM at next-
to-leading order (NLO) is ≈1.35 GeV, corresponding to a
2 The short-hand notation 70(7) for 70 ± 7 is used in this text with the
value in parentheses denoting the uncertainty in the last digits.
Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams of the decay of a particle X to two jets
when the particle is at rest (top) and boosted (bottom). In the boosted
case, the two jets merge into a single fat jet. The fraction of the particle
momentum taken by one of the jets is denoted by z. From [17]
lifetime of ≈0.5 × 10−24 s [15]. The CKM matrix element
Vtb is estimated to be larger than 0.999, indicating that almost
all top quarks decay according to t → Wb. The W boson
decays in 67 % of the cases to two quarks (hadronic decay),
the branching ratio to a neutrino and a lepton is 11 % for each
lepton flavour. The tau lepton decays in 34 % of the cases to
an electron or a muon and these cases look experimentally
like direct W boson decays to electron or muon. The electron
and muon channels (including the corresponding τ decays)
are collectively referred to as leptonic decay.
For decays of pairs of top quarks3 (t t¯) the decays are
to 45 % hadronic (both top quarks decay hadronically) and
to 35 % semileptonic (e/μ+jets, one top quark decays lep-
tonically). The rest of the decays are dileptonic decays and
hadronic tau decays.
2.2 Boosted particle decays
The LHC can produce particles with kinetic energies much
larger than the electroweak scale. In the laboratory frame, the
decay products of such a particle are collimated in the parti-
cle flight direction. This poses new experimental challenges
compared to decays at rest. The difference between decay
at rest and boosted decay is illustrated in Fig. 1. A particle
X decays to two jets. If X is at rest, the two jets are well
separated and will be detected as two distinct jets. If X is
boosted, the two jets are collimated in the forward direction.
If the boost of X is large enough, the two jets merge into a
large single jet (fat jet). The structure of this fat jet contains
information about the decay.
3 Throughout the text, the word ‘quark’ is used to denote also the anti-
quark. In addition, in decays like t → bqq it is understood that the
quarks from W boson decay are of different flavour.
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For a two-body decay, the distance of the decay products
in rapidity–azimuth space4 (y, φ) is given by
R ≈ 2m/pT (1)
in which m and pT are the mass and transverse momentum
of the decaying particle, respectively. For a W boson with
pT = 200 GeV, the distance is R = 0.8 and R = 0.5
for pT = 320 GeV. The conventional jets used in the LHC
experiments cover distances R = 0.4–0.6. With these jets,
the two decay products of a highly energetic W boson cannot
be resolved and conventional reconstruction techniques fail.
The same is true for the decays of other boosted particles,
like Z bosons, Higgs bosons, and top quarks.
The minimal size of a Cambridge/Aachen (C/A) jet that
contains the decay quarks in hadronic top quark decay, t →
bqq, is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the top quark pT.5
This size corresponds to the minimal radius parameter R that
would have to be used in a jet to capture the three quarks (cf.
Sect. 3.1). Even jets with R = 1.5 catch only a small fraction
of top quark decays with pT = 200 GeV.
Conventional techniques that rely on the detection of iso-
lated decay products fail when those products are collimated
and merged into single reconstructed objects, such as jets. It
is the analysis of the internal structure of these objects that
offers a way to identify and measure boosted particles.
Boosted techniques are also useful if the background falls
more rapidly with pT than the signal. An example of this kind
is the analysis of associated Higgs boson production with a
t t¯ pair [6]. Shown in Fig. 3 are the pT spectra of the involved
particles: the distributions for the Higgs boson and the top
quarks are harder than those for the background. An analysis
in the boosted regime can therefore have the advantage of an
enhanced signal-to-background ratio (S/B).
2.3 Higgs mass fine-tuning
Boosted particles are also frequently encountered in exten-
sions of the SM. In these theories and models, new heavy
4 The rapidity of a particle is defined as y = 0.5×ln[(E+pz)/(E−pz)],
in which E denotes the particle energy and pz is the component of the
momentum along the beam direction. The azimuthal angle φ is mea-
sured in the plane transverse to the beam direction and the polar angle
θ is measured with respect to the beam direction. The pseudorapid-
ity is defined as η = 0.5 × ln[(p + pz)/(p − pz)] = − ln tan(θ/2).
Transverse momentum and energy are defined as pT = p × sin θ and
ET = E × sin θ , respectively. The distance between two objects in
rapidity–azimuth space (y, φ) is given by R = √(y)2 + (φ)2
and the distance in pseudorapidity–azimuth space (η, φ) is denoted by
Rη. The two distances are identical for massless objects.
5 The size Rbj j is defined as follows: the two closest quarks k and
l, separated by the distance Rkl , are combined by adding their four-
momenta to obtain a vector m. The distance between m and the third
quark n is calculated and Rbj j is defined to be the maximum of this
distance and Rkl .
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Fig. 2 The minimal size of a Cambridge/Aachen jet that contains the
decay quarks in the decay t → bqq as a function of the top quark pT.
From [18], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
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Fig. 3 Normalised transverse momentum distributions in simulated
LHC events at
√
s = 14 TeV for associated t t¯ pair plus Higgs boson
production (ttH) and background processes (W+jets production, Wjj,
and W+H production). Shown are the pT distributions of the top quarks
(pT,t), the Higgs boson (pT,H) and the leading pT jet (pT,j) as predicted
by MadGraph+HERWIG++. From [6], used with permission
particles are proposed with masses at or above the TeV
scale. The SM particles to which these new states decay are
highly boosted, making jet structure techniques ideal dis-
covery tools. The new theories are introduced to overcome
shortcomings of the SM, such as the hierarchy problem and
the Higgs mass fine-tuning.
In the SM, electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB)
occurs due to the introduction of a scalar weak isospin
Higgs doublet. One component of the doublet has a non-
vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV). Upon expand-
ing the complex doublet Higgs field in four real fields about
the VEV, three of the fields are massless (the Nambu–
Goldstone bosons, NGB) and one field gains mass (the Higgs
boson). In the unitary gauge, the three NBGs are eaten by
the vector bosons W+,W−, Z and give them mass.
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Fig. 4 The largest radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass in the
SM. After [25]
One of the puzzles of the SM is the fine-tuning of the
radiative corrections to the Higgs mass. These large correc-
tions appear because the Higgs boson is a scalar. By contrast,
fermion masses are protected by a custodial symmetry as fol-
lows [19]. The fermion spinors can be decomposed into left-
and right-handed components [using the projection opera-
tors PR,L = (1 ± γ 5)/2]. In the massless limit, the free
Lagrangian decomposes into two terms, one for each chiral
component:
L = ψi/∂ψ = ψLi/∂ψL + ψRi/∂ψR . (2)
This Lagrangian is invariant under two independent global
symmetry transformations. For example, for the massless
electron in QED, the symmetries are U (1)L and U (1)R ,
which act only on the left- and right-handed components,
respectively. The theory is chiral because it distinguishes
between left and right handedness and U (1)L × U (1)R is
called chiral symmetry. An explicit mass term −mψψ would
couple both chiralities and breakU (1)L ×U (1)R . It turns out
that the chiral symmetry also forbids a finite electron mass to
be generated by radiative corrections: all corrections to the
mass are multiplicative and therefore only relevant if the mass
is non-zero. The chiral symmetry is said to be the custodial
symmetry that protects the electron mass.
Typically, scalar particles do not have a custodial symme-
try and perturbative corrections can produce a large mass.
Important exceptions are [19]: (i) Nambu–Goldstone bosons
which are protected by the spontaneously broken global sym-
metry; (ii) composite scalars which form at a strong scale
could receive only additive corrections to their mass of order
this scale; (iii) scalars which have fermion partners are pro-
tected by the chiral symmetry of their partner, like in super-
symmetry (SUSY) [20–24].
The largest radiative corrections to the SM Higgs boson
mass are shown in Fig. 4. They result from loops of top
quarks, W and Z bosons, and the Higgs self-coupling. The
momentum integration in the loops is cut off at some scale
. Numerically, the corrections to m2H are [25]
at  = 10 TeV :
top quark loop − 3
8π2
λ2t 
2 ≈ −(2 TeV)2 (3)
SU (2) gauge boson loops
9
64π2
g22 ≈ (700 GeV)2 (4)
Higgs boson loop
1
16π2
λ22 ≈ (500 GeV)2 (5)
with λt the top quark Yukawa coupling to the Higgs boson,
g = e/ sin θW and λ the Higgs self-coupling. At  =
10 TeV, which is approximately the centre-of-mass energy
of the LHC, the observed Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV is
obtained from a bare mass m0 and corrections:
m2obs = m20 + m2H
= m20 − (2 TeV)2 + (700 GeV)2 + (500 GeV)2
= m20 − (256 − 31 − 16) (125 GeV)2
= m20 − 209m2obs
m20 = 210m2obs. (6)
The ratio of the bare mass to the mass correction is
m0/|mH | =
√
210/
√
209 = 1.002. (7)
This means that the bare mass has to be fine-tuned to the
mass correction at the level of 0.2 %. The subtraction of two
finely tuned large variables is unnatural and an impetus to
develop new theories. The fact that the level of fine-tuning is
already problematic at 10 TeV prompts hopes of finding New
Physics at the LHC. Of course, if the cut-off scale is taken to
be the Planck scale of 1019 GeV then the problem is all the
worse. The top quark is at the heart of this problem because it
contributes the largest mass correction. The corrections due
to the other fermions are much smaller because their Yukawa
couplings are 1.
Different extensions of the SM exist that tackle the fine-
tuning problem. Supersymmetry introduces partner particles
which differ by 1/2 in the spin quantum number such that
their loop contributions cancel those of the SM particles.
Little Higgs models [26] (and references in [25]) generate the
Higgs boson as a (pseudo-)Nambu–Goldstone boson of a new
approximate global symmetry that is collectively broken. The
Higgs boson mass is then protected by this symmetry, to
the extend that the divergence at the 1-loop level is only
logarithmic and not quadratic as in (3)–(5).
Other models that are tested with the data presented in this
review are technicolor and warped extra dimensions.
2.4 Technicolor
In a simplified model of QCD with only u and d quarks, a
mechanism was observed [27,28] that dynamically creates
a scalar as a composite particle. The mass of this scalar is
protected because the scalar is composed of two fermions.
The description below follows [19].
In the massless limit, the two quarks are arranged in a
doublet and the Lagrangian is invariant under transforma-
tions of the chiral symmetry SU (2)L × SU (2)R . At low
energies, the strong coupling is large and binds quarks and
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antiquarks into a composite scalar state (quark condensate).
This state can be taken to have a non-vanishing VEV and
spontaneously break the chiral symmetry. The quark con-
densate plays a role analogous to that of the Higgs doublet
in SM EWSB. Expanding the quark condensate about the
VEV, three massless quark–antiquark states occur that can
be identified with the three pions. The pions are the NGBs
of the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry. This
finding is the idea behind technicolor [27,28]: the Higgs
field is not fundamental but a composite, a condensate of
fermions.
Technicolor is a new force that is modelled after QCD and
exists at scales larger than the electroweak scale. At the elec-
troweak scale, the techniquarks condensate to a scalar field.
This field breaks the technicolor symmetry and the technip-
ions are eaten by the W and Z bosons.
As in the SM, the fermion massesm f are given by Yukawa
couplings λ f : m f = λ f v/
√
2, in which v/
√
2 is the Higgs
VEV. The parameter v = 1/
√
G
√
2 ≈ 246 GeV is related to
the Fermi constant G ≈ 1.166 × 10−5 GeV−2.
The top quark is special because its mass corresponds
approximately to the VEV so that λt ≈ 1. This has inspired
EWSB models in which the top quark plays a special role,
such as topcolor and topcolor-assisted technicolor [29,30].
The following summary is based on the introduction in [31].
Topcolor is a new force, given by SU (3)1×SU (3)2, in which
group 1 couples the first two generations and group 2 the third
generation and the coupling in group 2 is much stronger. The
breaking of global SU (3)1 × SU (3)2 to the SM SU (3)C
produces eight NGBs, the topgluons, which couple mainly
to bb¯ and t t¯ . To remove the degeneracy between top and bot-
tom quarks, a new neutral gauge boson, the topcolor Z ′, is
introduced. It provides an attractive interaction between t t¯
and a repulsive interaction between bb¯. This is achieved by
introducing a new U (1)1 × U (1)2 symmetry which is bro-
ken to the SM U (1)Y . The Z ′ is the gauge boson of the
U (1)i . Different Z ′ models can be obtained by changing
the assignment of the generations to the two groups [31].
The topcolor Z ′ boson is produced in the s-channel through
quark–antiquark annihilation and the decay width is typically
 = 1.2 % × mZ ′ .
2.5 Warped extra dimensions
Another example for a theory beyond the SM is that of
warped extra dimensions [32,33]. Introductory overviews
of the theory are for example given in [34–36]. A fifth
dimension, denoted by the coordinate y, separates two four-
dimensional branes: the ultraviolet (UV) brane at y = 0 and
the infrared (IR) brane at y = πR, where R is the com-
pactification radius. The space between the branes is called
bulk. The four-dimensional metric depends on y through a
Fig. 5 Schematic view of Randall–Sundrum spacetime. Two four-
dimensional branes are separated in a fifth dimension which is denoted
by the coordinate y. Masses on the infrared brane (IR) at y = πR are
reduced by the warp factor exp(−πkR) with respect to the same mass
on the ultraviolet brane (UV). The quantity R is the compactification
radius of the fifth dimension and k the spacetime curvature. The Higgs
boson (H) is located on the IR brane. After [35]
factor exp(−2k|y|) in which k is the spacetime curvature.
The SM particles live on the IR brane (the Higgs boson)
or near it (other particles). The Higgs boson VEV is sup-
pressed by the warp factor exp(−πkR) with respect to a
bare VEV which is (this is the natural choice) of the order
of the Planck scale. The VEV determines all particle masses
(also the Higgs mass) which are therefore suppressed in the
same way. A schematic view is shown in Fig. 5. Effectively,
fine-tuning of the radiative corrections to the Higgs mass
is avoided by lowering the cut-off scale near the IR brane
[37].
The fifth dimension is assumed to be periodic (y ∈ (−πR,
πR] with y = −πR = πR). All fields in the five dimensions
(specified by five coordinates, xμ and y) can be Fourier-
expanded in a series of fields that depend only on xμ [36]:
F(xμ, y) =
∞∑
n=−∞
Fn(x
μ)einy/R . (8)
The Fn are the Kaluza–Klein (KK) [38,39] excitations of F .
At the LHC, the KK particle with the largest production
cross section is the first excitation of the gluon. The KK
gluon (gKK) is the most strongly coupled KK particle and is
produced resonantly in the s-channel from two quarks. It is
localised near the IR brane.
The SM particles live at different distances to the IR
brane. The distances are free parameters of the theory and
are adjusted manually to obtain the observed masses. The
masses are determined by the overlap of the particle wave
function with that of the Higgs boson which lives on the IR
brane. The top quark is the SM fermion closest to the IR
brane because it has the largest mass. Because the gKK also
lives near the IR brane, the consequence is that it prefers to
decay to t t¯ pairs. Shown in Fig. 6 are distributions of the
invariant mass of the t t¯ pair in LHC collisions for differ-
ent gKK masses mgKK from 2 to 7 TeV. The width of the
KK gluon is gKK/mgKK = 17 %. For these high resonance
masses, the top quark pT is ≈mgKK/2 and the decay products
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Fig. 6 Invariant mass of t t¯ pairs from decays of Kaluza–Klein gluons
with different masses (generated with MadGraph). The distributions
are compared to those from SM background (PYTHIA): a t t¯ production
and b multijet production for which the invariant mass of the leading pT
dijets is plotted (|ηjet| < 0.5 and leading pT > 500 GeV). The events
are produced in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV and the background
uncertainties correspond to 100 f b−1. From [40], used with permission
are strongly collimated. Each top quark is therefore recon-
structed as a single jet. Also shown in Fig. 6a is the back-
ground from SM t t¯ production above which the signal clearly
stands out. The dominating background is that from QCD
dijet production (also referred to as multijet production) in
which two partons scatter and produce two high pT outgoing
partons. After the QCD shower (gluon radiation and split-
ting) and fragmentation into hadrons, the final state consists
of two or more jets. This background is shown in Fig. 6b and
it exceeds the signal by approximately one order of mag-
nitude. To discover the signal, the multijet background has
to be suppressed by analysing the internal structure of the
jets.
3 Jet structure
This section first briefly summarises the jet algorithms that
are used in the results presented in this review. It then goes
on to explain how jet structure differs for signal and back-
ground and introduces methods that exploit these differences.
The susceptibility of jets to corrections from hadronisation
and underlying event (UE) is discussed before methods are
introduced that remove contributions from UE and pile-up
from a jet (grooming). The analysis of the internal structure
of jets is also referred to as substructure analysis, and the
words structure and substructure are used synonymously in
this context.
3.1 Jet algorithms
Jets are collimated sprays of particles and algorithms are
used to define the geometrical size and the kinematics of
the combined object. Conventionally, jets are used to get
an estimate of the kinematics of partons that underwent a
hard scattering process or which originate from the decay
of a heavy particle. These high-energy partons surround
themselves with a parton cloud by radiating gluons which
can split into gluons or quark pairs. After hadronisation,
the original parton momentum is distributed among many
particles. A jet algorithm tries to find the original par-
ton momentum by iteratively combining the momenta of
nearby partons and in that sense reverse the parton split-
ting.
The most natural definition of a jet is based on a cone
within which most of these particles are contained and the
first jet algorithms used this concept [41,42]. Another class of
algorithms is based on the iterative recombination of neigh-
bouring particles. These algorithms are easier made infrared-
safe such that they arrive at the same hard jets when an addi-
tional soft gluon is added to the event. A discussion of jet
algorithms can be found in [43]. All results discussed in this
text use recombination algorithms.
All jet algorithms operate on a list of four-momenta, which
can correspond to particles or detector quantities like tracks
or calorimeter clusters, which will generically be referred
to as constituents in the following. The combination algo-
rithms merge two neighbouring constituents into one by
combining their momenta. For the results discussed in this
text, the E-scheme is used in which the four-momenta are
added, leading to massive jets. The objects that result from
the merging are called protojets if they are not the final
jets.
A distinction is made between inclusive and exclusive
clustering: in the case of the former, a distance parameter
R is specified and the constituents or protojets i and j that
are nearest in terms of a chosen distance scale are combined
as long as Ri j < R. All resulting jets are separated by
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R ≥ R. Exclusive clustering, on the other hand, ends when
a specified number of jets has been obtained. Each jet is repre-
sented by a four-momentum vector, the θ and φ components
of which define the jet axis.
The merging order is determined by the definition of the
distance scale which specifies which neighbours i, j are clos-
est and hence will be merged next. Three common choices
are
– the separation Ri j . In this case, the neighbours nearest
in (y, φ) space are clustered first and the procedure is
referred to as Cambridge/Aachen algorithm (C/A) [44–
46].
– min(pT,i , pT, j ) × Ri j (kT algorithm [47–49]). Com-
pared to C/A, this clusters low pT constituents earlier.
– min(1/pT,i , 1/pT, j ) × Ri j (anti-kT algorithm [50]).
This clusters high pT constituents earlier.
The kT algorithm aims at reversing the angular ordered
parton shower implemented in the HERWIG generator [51].
Jets reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm have a cone-
like shape with the covered area given by ≈πR2 whereas
C/A and kT jets tend to have more irregular shapes [50] as
discussed in Sect. 7.1. Regardless of this fact, the distance
parameter R is commonly referred to as jet radius for all jet
algorithms.
3.2 Jet structure in signal and background
To analyse differences in the (fat) jet structure between sig-
nal and background, it is instructive to compare the kine-
matics of the signal decay with QCD parton splitting pro-
cesses. Schematic diagrams of these processes are shown in
Fig. 7.
It is of interest how the parent particle energy is distributed
between the two outgoing particles. For gluon radiation in the
Fig. 7 Schematic diagrams of (top) the boosted decay of a particle X
to two quarks and (bottom) gluon radiation off a quark. In the bottom
diagram, the fraction of the initial quark momentum retained by the
quark is denoted z. The momentum fraction of the radiated gluon is
1 − z. Similarly, in the top diagram, the two quarks from the decay of
X carry momentum fractions z and 1 − z. From [17]
collinear approximation, the probability that the quark retains
a fraction z of its momentum is given in leading order by the
Altarelli–Parisi splitting function [52]
Pqq = 4
3
1 + z2
1 − z . (9)
Most of the gluons are therefore soft (z → 1). For the sig-
nal, the decay is not as asymmetric. For example, the decay
amplitude of the Higgs boson for H → bb¯ is flat in z [17].
An efficient way to suppress background is therefore to reject
configurations with large z. This is the idea behind the mass
drop technique [5].
3.2.1 Mass drop
The mass drop (MD) criterion was developed to identify the
decay H → bb¯ against a large multijet background [5]. The
idea is to use boosted Higgs bosons for which the bb¯ pair
is collimated and contained inside a C/A fat jet. To find the
subjets that correspond to the b-jetsfrom the Higgs decay,
the MD algorithm searches for a merging i + j → p in the
fat jet clustering history for which the combined mass mp
is significantly larger than either one of mi and m j . Fat jets
that originate from hard light quarks or gluons are unlikely to
display this pattern because the splitting function (9) prefers
soft radiation.
An iterative procedure is used because C/A clustering is
by smallest angular separation and the last two protojets are
not necessarily the wanted subjets. The algorithm starts with
a fat jet p and proceeds as follows:
1. The last clustering of p is undone to obtain two pro-
tojets i and j , labelled such that mi > m j . If p can-
not be split because it is a constituent then the fat
jet is discarded. When applying the MD algorithm to
calorimeter clusters, the detector resolution becomes rel-
evant, and to account for that, a constraint can be placed
on the angular separation of the protojets. For exam-
ple, in [53] the jet p was also discarded if Ri j <
0.3.
2. Ifmi/mp < μ and
√
v ≡ Ri j×min(pT,i , pT, j )/mp >√
vcut then i and j are identified as the wanted sub-
jets and the procedure ends. Otherwise the procedure
continues with step 1 but now using the leading mass
subjet as input (p = i). With Ri j ≈ 2mp/pT,p,
the second requirement reads min(pT,i , pT, j )/pT,p √
vcut/2 and implies a minimum pT for the softer proto-
jet.
If two subjets can be found in this way then the original
fat jet satisfies the MD criterion. In [5], the parameters are
μ = 0.67, implying a mass drop of at least 33 %, and vcut =
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0.09, i.e., the softer protojet has to have at least ≈15 % of the
combined pT.
By changing the parameters, the procedure can be adapted
to the decay of other massive particles, like W or Z bosons or
the top quark. One can also continue the mass drop procedure
to identify two successive decays of massive particles, like
in t → Wb → qqb.
3.2.2 kT splitting scales
The splitting function (9) is also the motivation for cuts on kT
splitting scales [54] as explained in [43]: for quasi-collinear
splitting to two partons i and j , the squared invariant mass
of the two partons is given by [43,55]
m2 ≈ pT,i pT, j R2i j . (10)
Transverse momenta are used in this expression because jets
are detected centrally in the LHC detectors where pT is a
good approximation of the full momentum. With j denoting
the softer parton and pT = pT,i + pT, j , Eq. (10) can be
rewritten as
m2 ≈ x (1 − x) p2T R2i j , (11)
with the fraction x = pT, j/pT < 0.5. For a signal-like flat
x distribution with an average value of 0.25, the mass is
m ≈ 0.43 pT Ri j , which corresponds to (1). In the case of
gluon radiation, x is the pT fraction carried by the gluon and
corresponds to 1 − z in (9).
The kT splitting scale corresponds to the distance scale of
the kT algorithm and is given by
√
di j ≡ min(pT,i , pT, j )Ri j = x pT Ri j ≈
√
x
1 − x m.
(12)
For gluon radiation, x → 0 and the scale is small.
For heavy particle decays with a more uniform x distri-
bution, this is not the case and a cut can be used to sup-
press the background. For a flat x distribution,
√
di j ≈
0.58m. For top quark and vector boson decay, values of
approximately half the parent particle mass are observed
for
√
di j .
The kT algorithm clusters high pT objects late, so that the
scale of the last merging,
√
d12, and the one of the second-
to-last merging,
√
d23, are sensitive to the hard structure
of the jet. For a fat jet containing a hadronically decay-
ing top quark, the distribution of
√
d12 peaks near half the
top quark mass and
√
d23 peaks near half the W boson
mass.
The kT splitting scales are used also for fat jets that have
originally been clustered with a different jet algorithm. The
Fig. 8 The correction from underlying event (δpt > 0) and hadro-
nisation (δpt < 0) to the pT of C/A jets as a function of the radius
parameter R for gg → gg scattering in pp collisions at √s = 14 TeV.
The parton-level jet (after the parton shower) is required to have
55 < pT < 70 GeV. Shown are predictions from PYTHIA and from
HERWIG with the JIMMY underlying event model and an analytical
result for the hadronisation correction. From [56], used with permission
kT scales are then obtained by reclustering the constituents
of the fat jet with the kT algorithm.
3.3 Jet energy corrections and contamination
The size of a jet is determined by the radius parameter R.
The larger R, the larger the area in (η, φ) that is covered
by the jet and the more underlying event (UE) energy will
be picked up. The underlying event are the particles scat-
tered in interactions that are not related to the hard scatter.
These additional interactions are predominantly soft and the
energies are small compared to those involved in the hard
scatter. Nevertheless, these energies lead to a shift in the
reconstructed jet energy compared to the energy of the hard
scatter parton. The shift in pT due to the UE is shown in
Fig. 8 (upper curves) as a function of the radius parameter
R for C/A jets with 55 < pT < 70 GeV at the parton level
in gg → gg scattering at the LHC with √s = 14 TeV. The
shift is evaluated using two different UE models (PYTHIA
and HERWIG). It is approximately proportional to R2 and
for R = 1 amounts to ≈5 GeV which is almost 10 % of the
jet pT. The correction depends on the collision energy. For
Tevatron p p¯ collisions at 1.96 TeV, the correction at R = 1
is 1–2 GeV, depending on the model.
Another effect that depends on R is the energy lost outside
the jet by hadronisation. Hadronisation denotes the transition
from coloured partons to colour-neutral hadrons. In this pro-
cess, new partons emerge between colour-connected partons
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and the energy is in part re-assigned. If one compares a jet
built from the partons with a jet of the same size built from the
hadrons, the hadron jet has smaller energy (or pT) because
some of the parton energy is lost in hadrons that are not cap-
tured in the jet. This loss is larger when the jet R is smaller
as shown in Fig. 8 (lower curves). The pT shift can be calcu-
lated analytically [56] and is approximately proportional to
1/R. For R = 1 the shift is ≈−1 GeV for C/A jets. In mag-
nitude this shift is only 20 % of the UE shift which works
in the opposite direction. The parameter R that minimises
the quadratic sum of the UE and hadronisation corrections is
R = 0.41 for quark jets and R = 0.54 for gluon jets [56].
The standard jet sizes in the ATLAS and CMS experiments
(R = 0.4 and R = 0.5, respectively) are driven by such
optimisations. For fat jets (R ≥ 0.8), the UE corrections are
more important than for these standard jets.
Experimentally, jets are contaminated by pile-up which
denotes the case that several hard interactions appear in the
same event. This happens for two reasons: first, when the
luminosity of the collider is sufficiently high (thereby giving
a high probability for two hard interactions to occur in the
same bunch crossing) and second, when the detector readout
is slow such that events see remnants of signals from earlier
events. These two contributions are sometimes referred to
as in-time and out-of-time pile-up, respectively. This pile-up
energy is larger than the UE contribution and scales with the
area of the jet.
Jet substructure analysis tries to identify jets from top
quark decay (or decay of other particles) inside a large (fat)
jet. By exploiting kinematic relations between the decay par-
tons, background can be suppressed. However, these relations
no longer hold if the jet kinematics are changed by UE and
pile-up contributions. In other words, these contaminations
have to be removed to clearly “see” the jet substructure. Dif-
ferent techniques have been devised in this regard and are
referred to as jet grooming.
3.4 Jet grooming
The process of jet grooming is the removal of unwanted con-
stituents from a fat jet. Different procedures have been devel-
oped and the ones relevant for this text are described in the
following. The radius parameter of (R ≥ 0.8).
Trimming
Contributions from underlying event and pile-up are usu-
ally soft, i.e., have small energy, compared to those from the
high-pT hard scatter. The trimming procedure [57] reclusters
the constituents of the fat jet into kT subjets, using a radius
parameter Rsub that is small compared to the radius R of the
fat jet (typically Rsub = 0.3 and R ≥ 0.8). The constituents
that end up in subjets which carry less than a fraction fcut
b Rbb Rfilt
Rbbg
b
R
retlifpordssam
Fig. 9 Illustration of the mass drop filtering technique. A fat jet con-
taining the two bottom quarks from the decay H → bb¯ is broken down
into two hard subjets (mass drop). The constituents of the subjets are
reclustered with a radius parameter Rfilt that is small compared to the
subjet distance Rbb and only the three highest pT small-R jets are kept
(filtering). The third jet captures gluon radiation. From [5], used with
permission
(typically 5 %) of the fat jet pT are removed (trimmed) from
the fat jet. This method removes soft contributions that do not
overlap with the hard subjets. It is therefore most useful for
substructure variables that are very sensitive to soft contribu-
tions. An example is the fat jet mass, to which even low pT
constituents contribute significantly if they lie at large angles
with respect to the hard constituents.
Pruning
The jet pruning procedure [58,59] removes soft protojets at
large angles in every jet clustering step. At every merging
step of two protojets, i + j → p, one calculates
z ≡ min(pT,i , pT, j )/pT,p (13)
and discards the softer protojet if
z < zcut and Ri j > Dcut. (14)
Otherwise the merging is applied. A protojet is therefore
discarded if the other protojet carries much more pT and the
distance between the two protojets is large. The jet obtained
using this conditional clustering is called a pruned jet. In [58]
the cut values are zcut = 0.1 for the C/A algorithm and 0.15
for the kT algorithm, and Dcut = mJ/pT,J is the ratio of the
mass of the unpruned jet to its pT.
Filtering
For filtering, the constituents of a jet are inclusively clustered
using a filter radius that is small compared to the size of
the jet. Only N filter jets with the largest pT are kept. The
combination of a mass drop criterion with filtering was first
used in [5] and has become known as mass drop filtering. It
is illustrated in Fig. 9 for H → bb¯. It is used in a number of
substructure algorithms that have been suggested since, such
as the HEPTopTagger [6,18] which is described in Sect. 7.7.
4 Experimental setup
This section describes the collider running conditions and
the detectors used for the experimental results in this review.
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4.1 Large Hadron Collider
The results shown in this review are obtained using pp col-
lisions at centre-of-mass energies of
√
s = 7 TeV (2011)
and 8 TeV (2012). The LHC was designed for
√
s = 14 TeV
but operation at higher energies was not possible because
cable connections between dipole magnets that were sol-
dered at room temperature can develop high resistivity due
to mechanical stress when cooled down to superconducting
temperature. This can lead to electric arcs when the current
is large. This happened on 19 September 2008 when a mag-
net quenched and an electric arc developed and punctured the
enclosure that held the liquid helium. The helium expanded to
the gaseous state and was released into the vacuum that ther-
mally insulates the beam pipe. Upon expansion, the helium
volume increased by a factor 1000 and the resulting pressure
destroyed several magnets. The LHC had to be shut down for
a year for repairs. After the restart, the magnet currents were
kept below a safety threshold, thereby limiting the bending
power and consequently the beam energy. Safely going to
higher collision energies requires the replacement of all sol-
dered connections with clamped splices. This work is ongo-
ing since spring 2013 in the so-called Long Shutdown 1. After
the replacement, the LHC is expected to collide protons with√
s = 13–14 TeV starting in spring 2015.
In 2011 and 2012, the number of protons per bunch was
1.5–1.7 × 1011 with 1380 bunches in the machine [60]. The
bunch separation was 50 ns. The instantaneous luminosity
L reached values of 3.5 × 1033 Hz/cm2 in 2011 and 7.7 ×
1033 Hz/cm2 in 2012.
The variable μ denotes the average number of inelastic
pp interactions per bunch crossing. It is calculated from the
inelastic cross section σinel, L, and the average frequency
fbunch of bunch crossings in the LHC:
μ = σinel L
fbunch
. (15)
The value used by ATLAS for the inelastic cross section is
71.5 mb at
√
s = 7 TeV and 73.0 mb at 8 TeV. Figure 10
shows the μ distribution and the maximum instantaneous
luminosity as a function of time. The average μ was 9.1 in
2011 and 20.7 in 2012.
4.2 ATLAS detector
A schematic view of the ATLAS detector is shown in
Fig. 11. A full description of it can be found in [62,63].
The parts relevant to the discussion of the results presented
in this text are summarised below.
Closest to the interaction point is the inner tracking detec-
tor (ID) which consists of a silicon part (pixel and strips) and
a transition radiation detector (TRT). The ID spans the full
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10 a The luminosity-weighted distribution of the average number
of inelastic pp interactions per bunch crossing μ for 2011 and 2012
ATLAS data. b The peak instantaneous luminosity as a function of
time. From [61]
azimuthal range and |η| < 2.5, and is immersed in a magnetic
field of 2 T that is provided by a coil outside of the ID volume.
Hits in the ID are used to construct tracks of charged
particles. The angular resolution of the ATLAS inner track-
ing detector for charged particles with pT = 10 GeV and
η = 0.25 is ≈10−3 in η and ≈0.3 mrad in φ [62] with a track
construction efficiency larger than 78 % for charged parti-
cles with pT > 500 MeV [64]. The momentum resolution
for charged pions is 4 % for momenta p < 10 GeV, rising to
18 % at p = 100 GeV [62].
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) which consists
of a barrel part (|η| < 1.475) and two endcap parts (1.375 <
|η| < 3.2) surrounds the magnet coil. It is a sandwich
calorimeter with lead absorber plates and kapton electrodes
immersed in liquid argon (LAr). The electrode cell size in
(η, φ) varies from 0.025 × 0.025 to 0.1 × 0.1, depending
on the layer and η. The hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) in the
barrel (|η| < 1.7) uses scintillating tiles while in the endcaps
(1.5 < |η| < 3.2) the ECAL technology is used. HCAL cell
sizes vary from 0.1 × 0.1 to 0.2 × 0.2.
Topological cell clusters are formed around seed cells
with an energy |Ecell| > 4σnoise by adding the neighbour-
ing cells with |Ecell| > 2σnoise, and then all surround-
ing cells [65]. The minimal transverse size for a cluster
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Fig. 11 Schematic view of the ATLAS detector. From [62]. ©SISSA Medialab Srl. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights
reserved
of hadronic calorimeter cells is therefore 0.3 × 0.3 and is
reached if all significant activity is concentrated in a single
cell. Two particle jets leave distinguishable clusters if each
jet hits only a single cell and the jet axes are separated by at
least Rη = 0.2, so that there is one empty cell between the
two seed cells.6 The finest angular resolution of the hadronic
calorimeter is therefore Rη = 0.2 which is much coarser
than the resolution of the tracking detector given above.
The LAr system is slow and signals from several inelastic
pp interactions can overlap. The signal from one of the cells
in the barrel is shown in Fig. 12. A long tail of several hun-
dred nanoseconds is visible. With a bunch spacing of 50 ns
and many interactions per bunch crossing, it is likely that
the same cell again detects activity while signals from previ-
ous events are still being processed. The bipolar shape was
designed such that the negative signal from earlier events
cancels pile-up signals from current events. This cancella-
tion holds for L = 1034 Hz/cm2 at √s = 14 TeV. For other
luminosities and collision energies the system is susceptible
to (out-of-time) pile-up.
Muons are detected in a spectrometer that covers |η| < 2.7
with a toroidal magnetic field that is perpendicular to the
momentum of central muons.
4.3 CMS detector
The CMS detector is shown schematically in Fig. 13. A
detailed description is given in [66]. Tracking is provided
6 A splitting algorithm has to be used in this case to divide this big
cluster into two.
Fig. 12 Amplitude vs. time for a triangular current pulse in one of
the ATLAS LAr calorimeter cells. From [62]. ©SISSA Medialab Srl.
Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved
by silicon pixel and strip detectors inside a 3.8 T magnetic
field. The magnet coil has a diameter of six metres and sur-
rounds the barrel and endcap calorimeters (|η| < 3). The
ECAL consists of scintillating lead tungstate crystals. The
HCAL is of a sandwich type with alternating layers of brass
and scintillator tiles. Outside the magnet coil are gaseous
detectors that are used to measure muons. The use of scin-
tillator technology for the calorimeters makes the CMS data
less susceptible to pile-up than ATLAS data.
To reconstruct particles, CMS uses the particle flow
approach, which correlates information from the inner track-
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Fig. 13 Schematic view of the CMS detector. From [66]. ©SISSA Medialab Srl. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All rights reserved
ing detector, the calorimeters, and the muon detector. Clusters
are reconstructed separately in the preshower detector, the
ECAL, and the HCAL. Tracks and clusters are linked if they
can be geometrically matched. The tracks are extrapolated
to the calorimeter and if the end point is within the cluster
or within a margin of one cell around the cluster, a track-
cluster link is established. Clusters in different calorimeters
are linked if the cluster in the finer calorimeter is within the
cluster of the coarser calorimeter.
The particle flow algorithm [67] first reconstructs muons,
then electrons and Bremsstrahlung photons, and finally
charged hadrons. The remaining entries are then taken to be
photons and neutral hadrons. After every step, the detector
entries associated with a particular particle type are removed
before continuing with the next type. Muons are identified
through a global fit of hits in the inner detector and the muon
detector. The energy left by muons is 0.5(5) GeV in the
ECAL and 3(3) GeV in the HCAL. Electrons are found in
a fit that includes emission of Bremsstrahlung photons at
layers of the tracking detector and cuts on calorimeter vari-
ables. Charged hadrons are identified by comparing the pT
of a track with the calibrated energy of the associated cluster
(track-cluster link). If the pT and the energy are compatible,
a charged hadron is reconstructed using the track pT and the
mass of a charged pion. A complication arises when several
ECAL clusters are associated to the track. These clusters can
correspond to the electromagnetic part of a hadronic shower,
in which case they should be included in the charged hadron
energy, or to photons. The clusters are ordered in distance
from the extrapolated track position and the energy of the
closest clusters is added to the track-associated cluster until
the pT of the track is reached. If the cluster energy exceeds
the track pT then a photon is reconstructed with the energy
measured in the ECAL and a neutral hadron with the HCAL
energy. The preference is given to photons because they con-
stitute on average 25 % of the jet energy while only 10 %
is carried by neutral hadrons and not all of their energy is
deposited in the ECAL. The cluster calibration is obtained
from simulation and is validated using test-beam data and
collision data with isolated charged hadrons [68]. The pho-
ton energy is validated using π0 decays [68].
5 Monte Carlo generation and detector simulation
This section briefly describes the simulation tools that are
used to obtain predictions for jet substructure. The degree
to which jet substructure observables can be predicted using
generated events and a simulation of the detector response
greatly determines their usefulness in physics analyses as the
precision of these predictions enters as a systematic uncer-
tainty.
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5.1 Monte Carlo generators
Different Monte Carlo (MC) generators are used to obtain
predictions at the particle level. The multipurpose generator
PYTHIA is used in versions 6 [69] and 8 [70]. PYTHIA cal-
culates hard 2 → 2 parton scattering at leading order (LO) in
perturbative QCD. Higher orders are emulated using a parton
shower [71]. In version 6, the evolution variable in the parton
shower can be chosen to be either virtuality (mass) or trans-
verse momentum. In version 8, the evolution is in transverse
momentum and dipole showering is possible for the final
state.7 The partons are hadronised using Lund string frag-
mentation [73]. PYTHIA has a multiple interactions model
for the underlying event (UE). The hadronisation and UE
model parameters are tuned to minimum bias data. ATLAS
tunes are described in [74,75].
Another LO generator is HERWIG [51,76,77]. It uses
an angular-ordered parton shower to emulate higher order
effects. The final state partons are hadronised using clus-
ter fragmentation [78]. HERWIG is commonly combined
with the JIMMY generator [79] for multiple interactions. The
hadronisation and UE parameters are tuned to data, for exam-
ple in [80]. HERWIG++ [81] is a replacement for HER-
WIG and is written in C++. It includes an underlying event
model [82].
MC@NLO [83] was the first program to combine next-
to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations with a parton
shower without double-counting. It uses the HERWIG par-
ton shower. POWHEG [84] also combines an NLO matrix
element with a parton shower but any parton shower program
can be interfaced.
In the NLO MC programs, the matrix element calcula-
tions are limited to a small number of outgoing particles.
Multileg generators were created that calculate final states
with more particles at LO. An example is AMEGIC++ [85]
which was integrated in the SHERPA framework [86,87] to
supplement it with a parton shower and evolve the events
to the hadron level. SHERPA uses virtuality-ordered parton
showering, cluster fragmentation, and an underlying event
model similar to that of PYTHIA. Other multileg genera-
tors are ALPGEN [88] and MadGraph [89,90]. The program
AcerMC [91] uses matrix elements from MadGraph and has
optimised phase space sampling for a selection of SM pro-
cesses.
5.2 Detector simulation
Detectors for particle physics experiments are very com-
plicated setups. To correct experimental effects introduced
through the measurement apparatus, the generated particles
7 Different parton shower evolutions are discussed in [72].
at the stable hadron level are passed through a simulation of
a detector.
The best detector simulation is obtained when every inter-
action of each particle with the detector material is calculated
separately, usually with the program Geant4 [92]. This type
of simulation is referred to as full simulation and requires
detailed knowledge about the detector geometry and mate-
rial. Pile-up is simulated by overlaying the hard scattering
event with minimum bias events that are produced using
PYTHIA. All predictions in this review use full simulation,
except where indicated.
Full simulation is part of the intellectual property of the
detector collaboration and usually not available to non-col-
laborators. Without access to the full simulation, phenome-
nologists use generic detector simulations to estimate the
impact of detector effects. The generic simulations are based
on simplified virtual versions of existing detectors such as
ATLAS or CMS. Key figures like geometry, acceptance,
granularity, tracking and calorimeter resolutions are taken
from information published by the collaborations. In this
way, a decent simulation is possible that achieves predic-
tions within approximately 20 % of the real response. Exam-
ples of generic simulation frameworks are AcerDET [93],
Delphes [94,95], and PGS [96].
6 Jet reconstruction
This section summarises jet reconstruction and calibration
in ATLAS and CMS. Both collaborations use the Fast Jet
program [97,98] to cluster input objects into jets.
6.1 Jets in the ATLAS detector
Different stages in the construction and use of ATLAS jets
are discussed below. First the inputs to jets are described,
followed by summaries of the calibration of calorimeter jets
and the evaluation of systematic uncertainties associated with
the modelling of the jet response in simulation. Finally, the
procedure used to identify jets originating from hard bottom
quarks (b-jets) in ATLAS is discussed.
6.1.1 Inputs to jet construction
For the analysis of ATLAS data, jets are formed using the
four-momenta of different input quantities. At the particle
level, jets are obtained from all particles with a lifetime of
at least 10 ps. These particle jets are used to calibrate the
calorimeter jet response.
The standard detector level jets in ATLAS are built
from topological calorimeter clusters with positive energy.
Depending on the cluster energy density, likelihoods are
calculated that the cluster results from electromagnetic
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or hadronic interactions and a correction is applied to
the cluster energy based on simulations of single pion
interactions with the calorimeter (a process called local
cluster weighting, LCW). The clusters are taken to be
massless.
Jets are also constructed using tracks. The resulting track
jets are used to validate the calibrations obtained through
calorimeter simulation. The tracks have to fulfil quality
requirements such as a minimal number of hits in the sil-
icon detector and small longitudinal and transverse impact
parameters with respect to the hard scattering vertex which
is chosen to be the one with largest
∑
p2T,track. For jet recon-
struction, tracks must have pT > 500 MeV and the mass is
set to the charged pion mass to obtain a four-momentum for
jet clustering.
6.1.2 Jet calibration
The standard ATLAS jets that are used in conventional anal-
yses are constructed with the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.4
or R = 0.6. A long chain of sophisticated methods is applied
to calibrate the jets and to derive the systematic uncertainties
associated with the simulation of the jets [99–101]. The meth-
ods were refined when higher statistical measurement preci-
sion allowed the application of more data-driven approaches.
Only parts of the full chain are so far used for substructure jets
(fat jets and their subjets) and the corresponding uncertain-
ties tend to be larger than for conventional jets. The inclusion
of substructure jets in the full calibration process is planned
for the data taking during LHC Run-2. Only the substruc-
ture jet calibrations and uncertainties are discussed in the
following.
The jets are calibrated using a simulation of the calorime-
ter jet response by comparing the energy and pseudorapid-
ity of a particle jet to that of a matching calorimeter cluster
jet [99]. The mass of fat jets is calibrated in an analogous
way. The procedure matches particle jets to calorimeter jets
geometrically and determines the distribution of the ratio of
the reconstructed quantity (energy, pseudorapidity, mass) and
the particle level quantity. A Gaussian fit is performed to the
core of the distribution to obtain a correction factor. Simula-
tions of multijet events are used for the correction. Fat jets are
required to be isolated (typically Rη > 1.0) and the parti-
cle/detector level jet matching uses Rη < 0.3. For subjets,
the isolation criterion is removed and a tighter matching is
used (Rη < 0.1).
Different approaches are used for 2011 and 2012 ATLAS
data to suppress pile-up contributions. For the 2011 substruc-
ture jets, an implicit average pile-up correction is applied by
overlaying minimum bias events with the hard multijet events
that are used to calculate the detector-to-particle-level cor-
rection factor. In the correction to the particle level, pile-up
due to earlier collisions (and the slow calorimeter) is there-
fore removed because it is not part of the particle level jet.
The 2012 procedure is described in [102]: before calibrating
the subjets, energy depositions that originate from pile-up
are removed to a large extent by applying an area correc-
tion [103] to each jet [104]. In this correction, the product
ρ×AT is subtracted from the jet pT, in which ρ is the median
pT density of the event and AT is the transverse component of
the jet area which is evaluated using ghost association [105].
The median pT density is defined as
ρ = median{pjetT,i/Ajeti } (16)
in which the index i enumerates the jets found when clus-
tering the event with the kT algorithm with R = 0.4 and
requiring positive jet energy but no minimal jet pT.
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Fig. 14 Mass response of the ATLAS calorimeter for anti-kT R = 1.0
jets a before and b after jet mass calibration. The response is defined as
the mean of Gaussian fit to the core of the ratio of the reconstructed jet
mass to the mass of a geometrically matched particle jet. From [106],
used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
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The 2011 ATLAS mass response for anti-kT R = 1.0
fat jets before and after calibration is shown as a function
of η in Fig. 14. Before calibration, the mass in the central
region (|η| < 2) is too large by 10–20 % because of pile-
up contributions and noise. After correction, the particle jet
mass is reconstructed within 3 % for all energies.
The C/A subjets used in the HEPTopTagger are calibrated
as follows. To be able to provide calibrations for the filtering
step with its dynamic distance parameter Rfilt, the calibration
constants are derived for jets with R = 0.2, 0.25, . . . , 0.5.
When applying the calibration in the HEPTopTagger, the
constants are used that correspond to Rfilt or the next largest
R if no constants exist for the dynamically calculated Rfilt.
6.1.3 Validation of jet calibration using tracks
Uncertainties in the jet calibration are determined from the
quality of the modelling of the calorimeter jet pT and mass
distributions. The direct ratio pjetT (MC)/p
jet
T (data) is sensi-
tive to mis-modelling of jets at the particle level (the same is
true for the mass). To reduce this effect, the calorimeter jet
pT is normalised to the pT of tracks associated with the jet
(or to the pT of a geometrically matched track jet) because
the uncertainty on the track pT is small compared to the
uncertainty on the calorimeter energy.
To evaluate the calorimeter-associated uncertainties of
fat jets, jets built from tracks are geometrically matched to
calorimeter jets (Rη < 0.3). The ratios r
pT
track jet and r
m
track jet
are defined as the calorimeter-to-track ratios
r pTtrack jet =
pjetT
ptrack jetT
, rmtrack jet =
mjet
mtrack jet
. (17)
Figure 15 shows rmtrack jet for ungroomed C/A fat jets and
trimmed anti-kT fat jets ( fcut = 5 %, Rsub = 0.3). The ratios
are larger than unity because only charged particles con-
tribute to the track jets. The distribution for the ungroomed
C/A jets is well described by the simulations. The ratio for
the trimmed jets is described within 20 %. Data-to-simulation
double ratios are defined using the average values of r pTtrack jet
and rmtrack jet:
RpTtrack jet =
〈r pTtrack jet(data)〉
〈r pTtrack jet(MC)〉
, Rmtrack jet =
〈rmtrack jet(data)〉
〈rmtrack jet(MC)〉
.
(18)
The double ratio is calculated in bins of pT and η and for
different Monte Carlo generators. The deviation from unity is
used as an estimate of the systematic simulation uncertainty.
The uncertainty is in the range of 4–8 %, depending on pT,
η, the jet algorithm, and on whether the jet is trimmed or not.
This uncertainty includes uncertainties related to the tracking
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Fig. 15 Ratio of the calorimeter jet mass to the mass of geometrically
matched track jets for a C/A R = 1.2 jets without grooming and b anti-
kT R = 1.0 jets, trimmed with fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3. From [106],
used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
efficiency which arise from the imperfect knowledge of the
material distribution in the tracking detector.
To evaluate the subjet energy scale uncertainty, tracks are
matched to calorimeter jets using ghost association [103,105]
as follows. For every track, a ghost is created by setting the
pT to a small value (10 eV) and using the track η and φ at the
calorimeter surface. The energy of the ghost is set to 1.001
times its momentum to ensure a positive ghost mass. The
ghost tracks are added to the calorimeter jet clustering but
do not change the jet because their energy is negligible. If
the ghost track ends up in the jet then the original track is
taken to be associated with the jet. The jets are required to lie
within |η| < 2.1 to ensure coverage of the associated tracks
by the tracking detector. The impact of pile-up is reduced
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the calibrated Cambridge/Aachen R = 0.4
calorimeter jet pT with the pT of tracks matched to the jet for ATLAS
data recorded in 2011 and for multijet simulations from PYTHIA. The
average number μ of inelastic pp interactions per bunch crossing ranges
from 4 to 7. a The average ratio rtrk as a function of the calibrated jet pT.
b The double ratio Rtrk = 〈r subjettrk 〉data/〈r subjettrk 〉MC. The horizontal line
indicates the uncertainty-weighted average. From [106], used under CC
BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
because only tracks coming from the hard scattering vertex
are used. The ratio rtrk is defined as the ratio of the sum of
the pT of the tracks associated with the jet to the pT of the
jet:
r subjettrk ≡
∑
ptrackT
psubjetT
. (19)
Figure 16a shows the average rtrk as a function of jet pT
for C/A R = 0.4 jets with calibrated pT between 30 and
40 GeV for 4 < μ < 7. The track-to-calorimeter pT ratio
r subjettrk would be equal to 2/3 if all produced particle were
pions because the tracking detector responds only to charged
pions. However, this ratio is changed by the production of
other mesons and baryons. The fraction of charged particles
is well simulated by PYTHIA as evident from the description
in Fig. 16a.
The double ratio Rtrk ≡ 〈r subjettrk 〉data/〈r subjettrk 〉MC is shown
in Fig. 16b. The largest deviation from unity is 4 % at low pT
with a statistical uncertainty of 1 %. No rise of the uncertainty
with jet pT is observed. Similar results are obtained when
varying the jet radius parameter between 0.2 and 0.5 and for
high pile-up conditions (13 < μ < 15). Including systematic
uncertainties on the tracking performance, the subjet energy
uncertainty varies between 2.3 and 6.8 %, depending on pT,
η, and the jet radius.
A sample of semileptonically decaying t t¯ pairs is used
to study the energy scale in events with heavy flavour jets
and a boosted topology in which subjets are close-by. Events
are selected from the 2011 dataset as described in Sect. 9.1
with a C/A R = 1.5 jet with pT > 200 GeV. According
to simulation, ≈50 % of the events have semileptonically t t¯
pairs in which the hadronically decaying top quark has pT >
200 GeV and the remaining events are dominated by W+jets
production. The subjet energy uncertainty determined from
this sample varies between 2.4 and 5.7 %.
6.1.4 b-jets
The b-tagging algorithm MV1 used for the results presented
in this article is based on a neural net that combines infor-
mation from significances of impact parameters and decay
length, the total invariant mass of the tracks at the vertex, the
fraction of the total jet energy carried by tracks that is asso-
ciated with tracks from the vertex, the multiplicity of two
track vertices, and the direction of the b-hadron determined
from the subsequent decay vertex of the charmed hadron.
The algorithm tags anti-kT R = 0.4 jets.
The MV1 efficiency is shown in Fig. 17 as a function of the
rejection of light quark jets and charmed jets for simulated t t¯
events. Rejection is defined as the inverse of the mis-tag rate
(fake rate). At an efficiency of 70 %, the fake rate is ≈0.8 %
for light quark jets and ≈20 % for c-jets.
Systematic simulation uncertainties on the b-tagging effi-
ciency and on the mis-tag rate are obtained from data using
different methods. The most precise method determines the
uncertainty for jets with pT < 300 GeV from t t¯ events [108]
and fits the observed b-tag multiplicity. The study is carried
out using a semileptonic t t¯ selection and a leptonic selec-
tion. The flavour composition before the tag is obtained from
simulation. The expected number of b-tags is given by the
product of the number of signal and background jets of a par-
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Fig. 17 The performance of b-tagging algorithms in ATLAS in sim-
ulated t t¯ events. a Rejection of light quark jets vs. efficiency and b
rejection of charmed jets vs. efficiency. Preliminary results from [107]
ticular flavour with the efficiency to tag this jet. The mis-tag
rates are taken from simulation but with data-driven scale
factors applied [108]. The efficiency is obtained through a
fit to the measured b-tag multiplicity. If one would con-
sider only one data sample then the equation could be solved
for the efficiency instead of fitting. However, several chan-
nels are considered: e+jets, μ+jets, ee, μμ, and eμ. The
t t¯ production cross section is known to 10 % and the nor-
malisation is left floating in the fit within this uncertainty.
Similarly, the background normalisation is determined in the
fit.
The obtained MV1 b-tag efficiency is shown in Fig. 18a
as a function of the anti-kT R = 0.4 jet pT for the 70 %
efficiency working point settings. The efficiency is 55 % at
pT = 25 GeV and reaches 75 % for pT = 100 GeV. The
(a)
(b)
Fig. 18 Efficiency and mis-tag rate of the MV1 algorithm operating at
the 70 % working point for anti-kT R = 0.4 jets as a function of the jet
pT. a The b-tag efficiency obtained from a fit of the b-tag multiplicity
in a selection of t t¯ events. The simulation is from MC@NLO. Pre-
liminary result from [108]. b The mis-tag rate obtained from negative
impact parameters and decay lengths. The simulation is from PYTHIA.
Preliminary result from [109]
relative uncertainty in the pT range 200–300 GeV is 25 %. A
different method that uses a kinematic fit to the W boson and
top quark masses to determine the b-jet yields an uncertainty
of 10 % in this pT range but has slightly larger errors at low
pT. The uncertainty for 200–300 GeV is assumed to be valid
also for larger pT but additional uncertainties are added in
quadrature as discussed below. The efficiency decreases with
pT for pT > 200 GeV.
The rate at which light quark jets are tagged by the MV1
algorithm has been studied in [109]. Mis-tags occur from
fake secondary vertices which result from tracks being recon-
structed at displaced locations due to the finite tracking res-
olution, from material interactions, or from long-lived par-
ticles (e.g., K 0,). For the former of these sources of mis-
tags, the signed impact parameter distribution and the signed
decay length distribution should be symmetric around zero
and a mis-tag rate is calculated from the negative tail of these
distributions in multijet events. This rate is then corrected for
contributions from material interactions and long-lived par-
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ticles which occur predominantly at positive impact param-
eters and decay lengths. The measured mis-tag rate is shown
in Fig. 18b. It is 1 % for jet pT < 100 GeV and rises to 3 %
for 750 GeV. The uncertainty is ≈30 % for 300–450 GeV.
Additional uncertainties on the b-tagging efficiency and
fake rate are estimated using simulation and are added in
quadrature to the uncertainties determined at lower pT. The
largest contribution comes for the loss of tracking efficiency
in the core of jets where adjacent hits created by two charged
particles in the pixel detector are merged such that only one
track is reconstructed. This effect is relevant for jet pT >
500 GeV and is propagated to the b-tagging algorithm using
simulation. The resulting uncertainty on the b-tagging can
be as large as 50 % for pT > 800 GeV.
6.2 Jets in the CMS detector
The CMS analysis discussed in this article uses jets recon-
structed from charged hadrons reconstructed with the particle
flow approach (cf. Sect. 4.3). The hadrons have to be con-
sistent with originating from the hard scattering vertex (the
primary vertex with the largest
∑
p2T,track) to reduce pile-up
contributions.
The jets are calibrated in different stages [110]. First, the
jet area correction is applied to reduce pile-up contributions.
The method is based on the multiplication of the jet area with
the average pT density in the event as discussed for ATLAS
jets in Sect. 6.1.2. Then the jet energy is corrected using sim-
ulation by comparing the jet to a geometrically matched par-
ticle jet (Rη < 0.25). The correction for anti-kT R = 0.5
jets is +10 % at pT = 20 GeV and smaller at higher pT. The
smallness of the correction is due to the use of the track pT
in the particle flow algorithm. For comparison, the correc-
tion of ATLAS C/A R = 0.4 jets which are calculated from
clusters calibrated to the response of single pions (LCW) is
+33 % when a similar jet area correction has been applied
before [102]. Next, the jets are intercalibrated in η using the
pT balance of jets in the central region (|η| < 1.3) with more
forward jets. The measured pT balance in γ+jets events and
Z+jets events with /ET is used to correct for small differences
in simulation and data (missing transverse energy projection
fraction method, MPF [111]). This last correction factor is
calculated for the central region.
The full jet energy correction factor is shown in Fig. 19a
for anti-kT R = 0.5 jets with pT = 50 GeV. It is less than
1.13 for |η| < 2.7. Also shown are the correction factors for
jets constructed from calorimeter towers and using the Jet-
Plus-Track (JPT) algorithm [112], which corrects the energy
of calorimeter jets using track jets. The corrections for the
JPT algorithm are smaller in the central region with uncer-
tainties similar to the particle flow approach. The correction
rises for |η| > 2 because the calorimeter jets extend beyond
the acceptance of the tracking detector. The correction factor
(a)
(b)
Fig. 19 Calibration of the energy of CMS anti-kT R = 0.5 jets. a The
energy calibration factor at jet pT = 50 GeV as a function of η for jets
constructed using particle flow (PF), calorimeter towers (CALO), and
the Jet-Plus-Track algorithm (JPT). b The energy scale uncertainty for
particle flow jets as a function of pT. From [110]. ©2011 CERN for the
benefit of the CMS collaboration. Reproduced by permission of IOP
Publishing. All rights reserved
for the calorimeter tower jets is larger than 1.5 for |η| < 2 and
reaches ≈2 in the barrel-to-endcap transition at |η| = 1.3.
Uncertainties on the jet energy originate from a variety of
sources. The largest contribution at low pT results from the
uncertainty on the pT density in the pile-up offset correction.
The photon energy scale is known to≈1 %. A 1 % uncertainty
at pT = 20 GeV results for the MPF method from leakage
of forward particles (|η| > 5), the uncertainty of which is
taken from simulation to be 50 % of the difference between
the true response and the MPF response. The jet energy scale
uncertainty is shown in Fig. 19b. It is 5 % at pT = 20 GeV
and smaller than 3 % for pT > 50 GeV.
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7 Boosted top quark finders
Boosted top quark identification algorithms operate on fat jets
which, for signal, are supposed to contain all decay products
of the top quark. The non-top contributions inside the fat jet
are removed using jet grooming procedures. If the remaining
constituents fulfil certain kinematic requirements (such as
the jet mass being compatible with the top quark mass) they
form a top quark candidate. The algorithms are referred to
as top taggers, because of their ability to tag labels top or
non-top to the fat jets.
The taggers can be classified into two categories. The first
class, commonly called energy flow taggers, uses the spa-
tial distribution of the fat jet constituents and their energies
to calculate cut variables. The second approach is to explic-
itly reconstruct the 3-prong top quark decay structure in the
form of subjets inside the fat jet. The algorithms and vari-
ables used so far in ATLAS and CMS are introduced in the
following. They all aim at reconstructing hadronically decay-
ing top quarks and their grouping into the two categories is
as follows:
energy flow: jet mass, kT splitting scales,
N -subjettiness, Top Template Tagger
3-prong: Johns Hopkins Top Tagger,
CMS Top Tagger, HEPTopTagger.
A detailed review of top taggers is given in [10].
7.1 Jet mass
The mass of a jet is an inclusive substructure variable. The
structure information is encoded in a single number that
results from a convolution of energy deposits and angles. The
mass of a jet that contains all top decay products can have
a mass greater than the top quark mass mt because of con-
tributions from other particles. The application of grooming
techniques is particularly useful here.
To illustrate the distributions and the effect of grooming,
simulated signal events are used with pairs of top quarks, and
simulated background events from multijet production. The
top quarks result from the decay of a hypothetical new parti-
cle, the topcolor Z ′ introduced in Sect. 2.4, of mass 1.6 TeV
into t t¯ . The top quarks are back-to-back in φ and their pT is
large and peaked at 800 GeV (Jacobian peak). Two different
algorithms are used to construct fat jets: the anti-kT algo-
rithm with R = 1.0 and the C/A algorithm with R = 1.2.
The figures are taken from [106], an extensive study of jet
substructure methods with ATLAS.
The fat jet mass for the chosen signal and background
events is shown in Fig. 20. The ungroomed mass of anti-kT
jets in signal events is peaked near the top quark mass. Trim-
(a)
(b)
Fig. 20 The mass of the leading pT fat jet in simulated ATLAS events
before and after applying the trimming procedure with fcut = 5 % and
Rsub = 0.3. The fat jet pT ranges from 600 to 800 GeV and the jets have
been reconstructed using a the anti-kT algorithm with R = 1.0 and b
the C/A algorithm with R = 1.2. Shown are distributions for Z ′ → t t¯
events with mZ ′ = 1.6 TeV, simulated using PYTHIA and for multijet
events from POWHEG+PYTHIA. From [106], used under CC BY 4.0
and unchanged from original
ming with parameters fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3 removes
part of the constituents which shifts the distribution to lower
masses. The peak position shifts by 5–10 GeV. In some cases,
the clusters from the b-jet are removed, giving rise to the
shoulder at mW .
The jet mass is smaller for background because the partons
themselves have negligible mass and the jet mass is generated
geometrically in quasi-collinear splitting (cf. (10)). The trim-
ming effect is larger for the background jets because for them
more soft particles contribute to the mass while the mass of
signal jets is dominated by three hard particle jets. The orig-
inal background distribution is peaked near 100 GeV and
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Fig. 21 Catchment areas of jets reconstructed with different jet algo-
rithms from the same simulated ATLAS events. The jet pT at the local
cluster weighting scale (LCW), i.e., corrected to the level of single
pions, is between 40 and 80 GeV. Preliminary results from [104]
trimming shifts it down by 60 GeV. The separation of sig-
nal and background is therefore improved by the application
of trimming. To select events with top quarks, the trimmed
fat jet mass is required to lie in a mass window around the
true top quark mass. Other grooming techniques can be used
instead of trimming.
For C/A R = 1.2 jets, the ungroomed mass distributions
are broader and the masses larger on average when compared
with the anti-kT R = 1.0 jets. Trimming yields mass distri-
butions similar to the ones of the trimmed anti-kT jets. The
ungroomed C/A jets therefore contain more soft constituents
that lie at large angles to the jet axis. This is what one naively
expects from the larger radius parameter but C/A jets are
not cone-like. Figure 21 shows the jet catchment area [105]
for anti-kT and C/A jets for 40 < pT < 80 GeV. This
area is calculated by including in the jet clustering a large
number of ghosts which are distributed according to a fine
grid in (y, φ). The ghosts carry no significant energy such
that they do not affect the kinematics of the jet. By look-
ing at the ghosts which end up in the jet, the catchment
area of the jet can be determined. The area of anti-kT jets
is close to πR2, with the peak for R = 0.6 being narrower
than the one for R = 0.4, which is why it is reasonable
to assume that the area will scale similarly when going to
R = 1.0. For C/A R = 1.2 jets the distribution is much
broader and the most probable area is 0.7 × π × 1.22 ≈ π ,
which corresponds to the area of anti-kT R = 1.0 jets. For
approximately equal areas, the irregular shape of a C/A jet
implies that it contains more constituents at large angles
to the jet axis which leads to a larger mass. The average
area for C/A jets is also slightly larger because the distri-
bution is asymmetric with a more pronounced large area
tail.
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Fig. 22 The a first and b second kT splitting scale of the leading pTanti-
kT R = 1.0 fat jet in simulated ATLAS events before and after applying
the trimming procedure with fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3. The fat jet pT
at the local cluster weighting scale (LCW) ranges from 600 to 800 GeV.
Shown are distributions for Z ′ → t t¯ events with mZ ′ = 1.6 TeV, simu-
lated using PYTHIA and for multijet events from POWHEG+PYTHIA.
From [106], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
7.2 kT splitting scales
Figure 22 shows the first and second kT splitting scales for
anti-kT fat jets whose constituents have been reclustered
using the kT algorithm. For the top jets, the first scale
√
d12
shows a broad peak near mt/2 and
√
d23 peaks at ≈mW /2.
For background jets the values are much lower because the
transverse momenta in their mergings are more asymmetric.
Trimming affects signal jets only slightly but has a significant
impact on the background jets. The distributions for C/A fat
jets are similar. Top quark jets can be selected by requiring,
e.g.,
√
d12 > 40 GeV and
√
d23 > 20 GeV for the trimmed
jets.
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7.3 N -subjettiness
N -subjettiness is a variable that quantifies to what extend
the constituents of a jet align along N subjet axes. The con-
stituents of a jet with radius R are clustered exclusively into
N subjets using the kT algorithm. The N -subjettiness τN is
defined as the normalised pT-weighted sum of the constituent
distances to the nearest subjet axis:
τN ≡ 1
d0
M∑
k=1
(pT,k × Rmink ). (20)
The sum is over all M constituents k, and Rmink is the dis-
tance of k to the nearest subjet axis. The normalisation is
given by the variable d0 which is the sum of the pT of all
constituents multiplied by R.
For N = M each constituent represents a subjet and
τM = 0. For N = 1 all constituents are clustered into a
single kT jet and in almost all cases τ1 < 1. If the internal
jet structure follows an N -prong pattern, then τN is signifi-
cantly smaller than τN−1 because the constituents align more
closely with the axes of the N subjets. A useful variable to
identify hadronic top quark decay is therefore τ32 ≡ τ3/τ2
while τ21 ≡ τ2/τ1 is used for 2-prong decays, like that of Z
or W bosons.
Distributions of τ32 for signal and background fat jets are
shown in Fig. 23a. Jets with hadronic top quark decay prod-
ucts are better described by three than by two subjets and
hence have small average τ32. For background jets the addi-
tional subjet does not reduce τ3 much compared to τ2. Trim-
ming affects signal and background jets similarly. A typical
cut to enrich top quark decays is τ32 < 0.65 for trimmed
fat jets. Trimmed jets are used for the cut because the N -
subjettiness of trimmed jets is better described by simulation
than that of ungroomed jets, as will be shown in Sect. 8.4.
Figure 23b shows τ21 but here the signal is given by
hadronic SM Z boson decays. These jets are better described
by two subjets than the background jets, resulting in a smaller
value of τ21. Again, trimming does not help to separate sig-
nal and background. The distributions for C/A fat jets look
similar [106] (not shown).
7.4 Top Template Tagger
The Top Template Tagger method [113,114] compares the
energy distribution inside a jet with a template at the parton
level. The agreement is quantified in terms of the energy
difference between the energies of the three final state partons
in t → bqq and the energies of the calorimeter clusters in
the vicinity of the partons. The method represents a typical
energy flow tagger.
The technique has first been applied to measured jets in an
ATLAS analysis that searched for t t¯ resonances [115], which
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Fig. 23 N -subjettiness ratios τ32 (a) and τ21 (b) for the leading pTanti-
kT R = 1.0 fat jet in simulated ATLAS events before and after applying
the trimming procedure with fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3. The fat jet pT
at the local cluster weighting scale (LCW) ranges from 600 to 800 GeV.
Shown are distributions for Z ′ → t t¯ events with mZ ′ = 1.6 TeV, simu-
lated using PYTHIA and for multijet events from POWHEG+PYTHIA.
From [106], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
is discussed in Sect. 10.2.2. In this analysis, the overlap of
a parton configuration with the measured calorimeter cluster
energies is given by
overlap = exp
⎡
⎢⎢
⎣−
3∑
parton
i=1
1
2σ 2i
⎛
⎜⎜
⎝Ei −
∑
Rη(clus,i)
<0.2
Eclus
⎞
⎟⎟
⎠
2⎤
⎥⎥
⎦ ,
(21)
in which σi ≡ Ei/3 and the minimum cluster pT is 2 GeV.
Clusters are matched to partons if the distance in (η, φ) space
Rη ≡
√
(η)2 + (φ)2 is less than 0.2, which corre-
sponds to the approximate angular calorimeter resolution.
The overall performance of the method has been found to
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Fig. 24 Normalised distribution of the Top Template Tagger over-
lap variable OV3 for the leading pTanti-kT R = 1.0 fat jet with
pT > 500 GeV at the local cluster weighting scale (LCW) in an ATLAS
data sample that is dominated by multijet events. Also shown are dis-
tributions for simulated events from PYTHIA with multijets and with
a hypothetical Z ′ boson of mass 2 TeV that decays to t t¯ . From [115],
used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
be insensitive to the particular choices of the matching cone
size, the normalisation variable σi , and the minimum cluster
pT.
A parton configuration is a specific arrangement of the
four-momenta of the quarks. Millions of configurations have
to be calculated and stored as templates to cover the full three-
body decay phase space to sufficient granularity to allow
separation of background. The overlap is calculated for each
template according to (21) and the maximum overlap of all
templates is called OV3.
The distribution of OV3 is shown in Fig. 24 for the leading
pTanti-kT R = 1.0 fat jet with pT > 500 GeV in ATLAS
multijet events and in simulated events with a heavy hypo-
thetical Z ′ boson that decays to t t¯ . The overlap is on aver-
age larger for the Z ′ events and a cut OV3 > 0.7 is used
to enhance signal over background in the resonance search.
The background distribution rises towards large values of
OV3 because some background jets look top-like by max-
imising the overlap accidentally. The description of the data
is not perfect, especially at high values, and that is the reason
why the background in the resonance analysis is not taken
from simulation but from data in side-bands.
A second variable used in the tagger to enhance the sig-
nal contribution is the fat jet mass which is required to be
within ±50 GeV of the top quark mass of 172.3 GeV. The
mass is sensitive to pile-up contributions as discussed in Sect.
7.1. The average mass shift is measured in data as a func-
tion of the energy flow away from the jet and a correction is
applied [116,117].
The combination of cuts on OV3 and the fat jet mass
results in an efficiency of ≈75 % for tagging top quarks and
a fake rate of ≈10 % for tagging fat jets that originate from
hard light quarks or gluons. Both cuts are found to be equally
important in the background suppression.
7.5 Johns Hopkins Top Tagger
The Johns Hopkins Top Tagger [118] was the first public
prong-based top quark tagger. It was adopted with small
changes by CMS (cf. Sect. 7.6). A C/A fat jet is iteratively
declustered with the goal of identifying three or four hard
subjets. This is done by searching for the last two mergings
of hard protojets.
The last clustering of the fat jet is undone, yielding two
protojets. If the pT of each protojet exceeds a fraction δp
(typically 5 or 10 %) of the fat jet pT then both protojets
are kept and represent the last hard merging. It frequently
happens, because C/A ordering is by angular separation, that
a soft protojet (or even a constituent) is combined with a hard
protojet in the last step. The hard structure of the fat jet is then
represented by the structure of the hard protojet. Therefore,
mergings where one of the protojets has pT < δp× pfat jetT are
skipped and the search for the last hard merging continues
by decomposing the hard protojet. This procedure continues
until the last hard merging has been found or the two protojets
are both soft, too close to each other (specified by a parameter
δr of the algorithm), or the protojet is a constituent. In the
last three cases, the fat jet is considered to be irreducible. The
two protojets of the last hard merging are then decomposed
following the same procedure. If for one (both) of them a last
hard merging is found, the resulting three (four) protojets are
taken as the hard subjets of the fat jet.
Kinematic cuts are applied to reject fat jets that do not
contain the decay products of a top quark. The invariant mass
obtained when combining the subjets should be near the top
quark mass, two subjets should give the W boson mass and
the reconstructed W boson helicity angle should be consistent
with top quark decay. The efficiency for tagging top quarks
when using R = 0.8 fat jets with 1.0 < pT < 1.1 TeV is
≈40 % and the fake rate for quark and gluon jets is below 2 %.
The inefficiency results from losses due to the subjet finding
procedure and the kinematic cuts. A detailed description of
the algorithm and of its performance is given in [118].
7.6 CMS Top Tagger
The CMS Top Tagger [119] is based on the Johns Hopkins
Top Tagger. Fat jets are built using the C/A algorithm with
R = 0.8 and three or four subjets are required to be identified
using the procedure described in Sect. 7.5 with δp = 5 %.
The invariant mass is calculated for all pairs of the three
leading pT subjets and all of these pairwise masses are
required to exceed 50 GeV. This requirement is motivated
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Fig. 25 Normalised distributions of the CMS Top Tagger top quark
candidate mass in simulated Z ′ → t t¯ events (MadGraph+PYTHIA)
and multijet events (PYTHIA). From [120], used under CC BY 4.0 and
unchanged from original
by the fact that in more than 60 % of all hadronic top quark
decays the smallest of these invariant masses is formed by
the W boson decay jets.
The tagger has first been applied in a search for t t¯ res-
onances [120] which is discussed in Sect. 10.2.3 and in
which the fat jet mass is required to be in the range from
140 to 250 GeV. The top quark candidate mass is shown in
Fig. 25 for simulated Z ′ → t t¯ events and for multijet events.
A clear signal peak near the top quark mass is obtained while
the background distribution is smoothly falling for masses
larger than 60 GeV.
7.7 HEPTopTagger
The HEPTopTagger algorithm [6,18,121] identifies the hard
substructure of a C/A R = 1.5 fat jet and tests it for compat-
ibility with the 3-prong pattern of hadronic top quark decay.
The tagger has been developed to find mildly boosted top
quarks with pT > 200 GeV in events with an associated pro-
duction of t t¯ pairs with a Higgs boson. The algorithm uses
internal parameters that can be changed to optimise the per-
formance. A detailed explanation of the algorithm is given in
the appendix of [18] and only a brief summary is given here.
The tagger uses three main steps.
First, the hard substructure of the fat jet is identified and
soft contributions are removed. This step starts by undoing
the last fat jet clustering. If one of the two resulting sub-
jets carries at least 80 % of the fat jet mass then the second
subjet is discarded because it likely represents a collinearly
radiated gluon. This approach is similar to applying a mass
drop criterion with μ = 0.8 (cf. Sect. 3.2.1). The remaining
subjets are then iteratively decomposed in the same manner
until all subjets have a mass below mcut (default value in
ATLAS: 50 GeV). These subjets constitute the hard fat jet
substructure and are referred to as substructure objects to
distinguish them from the final subjets which are obtained in
the third step. Because of the mass cut-off, the substructure
objects typically correspond to several particles (or calorime-
ter cells).
In the second phase, all combinations of three substructure
objects (triplets) are tested for compatibility with hadronic
top quark decay. Energy contributions from underlying event
and pile-up are removed using a filtering procedure that
adapts to the distance of the substructure objects: small radius
parameter C/A jets are built from the constituents of the sub-
structure objects using a filter radius parameter Rfilt that is
given by half of the smallest pair-wise distance in the triplet,
but at most Rmaxfilt . Only the Nfilt largest pT filter jets are kept
for further analysis. If there are fewer than Nfilt filter jets
then all are kept. All other constituents in the triplet under
consideration are discarded.
In the third HEPTopTagger step, the constituents of the
kept filter jets are clustered into three top quark subjets using
the exclusive C/A algorithm. Under the hypothesis that these
subjets correspond to the three products from t → bqq
decay, kinematic cuts are applied on these subjets to reject
non-top background. The kinematic constraints are the W
boson mass and the Lorentz structure of the t → bW decay
(helicity angle).
The helicity angle θ∗ is determined in the rest frame of
the W boson as the angle between the top quark momentum
and the momentum of one of the W boson decay products
(which are back-to-back). The distribution of the cosine of
this angle is asymmetric, see for example [122]. For back-
ground the distribution is more uniform and a typical cut to
enhance the top quark signal is cos θ∗ < 0.6. Experimentally,
the boost to the W boson rest frame is associated with large
uncertainties from jet reconstruction which reduce the effec-
tiveness of a direct cut on the reconstructed angle. Instead,
the kinematic constraints are formulated in terms of ratios of
invariant subjet masses.
With pi (i = 1, 2, 3) denoting the four-momenta of the
decay quarks in t → bqq, the square of the top quark mass
is given by
m2t = m2123 = (p1 + p2 + p3)2 (22)
= (p1 + p2)2 + 2(p1 + p2) · p3 + m23 (23)
= m21 + m22 + m23 + 2p1 · p2 + 2p1 · p3 + 2p2 · p3.
(24)
In the limit of negligible subjet masses (m2i = 0), the equation
simplifies to
m2123 = (p1 + p2)2 + (p1 + p3)2 + (p2 + p3)2 (25)
= m212 + m213 + m223. (26)
This is the equation of a sphere with radius m123 = mt . In
the limit m2i = 0, the kinematics of the decay t → bqq is
fully specified for each point on the surface of this sphere.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 26 Distributions of kinematics of the final three subjets used
in the HEPTopTagger for a SM t t¯ production, b W+jets events, and
c multijet events. Shown is the surface of the sphere defined by
m2123 = m212 + m213 + m223. The quantity m123 is the invariant mass
of all three subjets. The quantities mi j are invariant masses of two of
the subjets which are ordered in pT such that pT,1 > pT,2 > pT,3.
From [18], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
The kinematics is therefore described by the two angles of
spherical coordinates,
cos θ = m23/m123, (27)
φ = arctan(m13/m12). (28)
In the HEPTopTagger, the final three exclusively clustered
subjets are identified with the top quark decay products, such
that p1 denotes the four-momentum of the leading pT subjet,
p2 that of the subleading pT subjet, and p3 that of the sub-
subleading pT subjet.
Figure 26 shows how the subjet kinematics is distributed
on the surface of the sphere given by (26) in terms of the coor-
dinates cos θ and φ as defined in (27) and (28) for fat jets in
different event samples. Shown are the distributions for signal
events (SM t t¯ production) and background events [W+jets
and multijets (QCD)]. The signal distribution resembles the
shape of the letter A. As written on the plots in the figure, the
arms of the letter A can be identified with the relations
m23 ≈ mW (horizontal arm), (29)
m12 ≈ mW (right arm), (30)
m13 ≈ mW (left arm), (31)
in which mW = 80.4 GeV denotes the W boson mass. Most
of the background is located below m23/m123 = 0.35. Kine-
matic cuts are now defined that reject most of the background
while retaining the signal.
The relations in (29)–(31) are formulated in terms of a
W boson mass window which is specified by R∓ = (1 ∓
fW)mW /mt in which the width is given by fW which has a
default value of 15 % and mt = 172.3 GeV (this value stems
from a previous best global value of the measured top quark
mass):
m23 ≈ mW : R− < m23
m123
< R+ (32)
m12 ≈ mW : R2−
(
1 +
(
m13
m12
)2)
< 1 −
(
m23
m123
)2
< R2+
(
1 +
(
m13
m12
)2)
(33)
m13 ≈ mW : R2−
(
1 +
(
m12
m13
)2)
< 1 −
(
m23
m123
)2
< R2+
(
1 +
(
m12
m13
)2)
. (34)
With the relationsmi j ≈ mW used as short-hand notations
for the mass windows specified in (32)–(34), the kinematic
selection cuts for the HEPTopTagger subjets are given by
(m23 ≈ mW and 0.2 < arctan(m13/m12) < 1.3) (35)
or (m12 ≈ mW and m23/m123 > 0.35) (36)
or (m13 ≈ mW and m23/m123 > 0.35) . (37)
The HEPTopTagger therefore requires one of the three pos-
sible subjet pairs to reconstruct the W boson mass but it does
not explicitly reconstruct the W boson or identify the b-quark
jet.
The top quark candidate four-momentum vector is given
by the sum of the vectors of the Nfilt largest pT filter jets.8
The top quark candidate mass has to lie in a window around
the measured top quark mass, usually 140–200 GeV. If all
8 At the particle level, the sum of the four-momentum vectors of the Nfilt
largest pT filter jets is identical to the sum of the momenta of the three
final subjets. At the detector level, however, the jets have to be calibrated.
The calibration constants are determined as a function of the radius
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Table 1 HEPTopTagger parameter settings used in the analysis of
ATLAS data
Parameter Default Default-30 Tight Loose
mcut ( GeV) 50 30 30 70
Rmaxfilt 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.5
Nfilt 5 5 4 7
fW 15 % 15 % 10 % 20 %
criteria are met, the fat jet is considered to be tagged. If several
top quark candidates are found, the one with mass closest to
172.3 GeV is used.
The parameter settings used in this text are summarised in
Table 1. The parameters listed in the ‘default’ column gave
the best expected significance in a search for t t¯ resonances in
the hadronic decay channel [115] which is discussed in Sect.
10.2.1.
8 Measurements of jet structure
This section presents measurements of jet substructure vari-
able distributions at the detector level and distributions
corrected to the level of stable particles (lifetime longer
than 10 ps). The impact of pile-up energy is evaluated for
ungroomed and groomed jets.
8.1 Data samples
The studies presented in this section have been performed
using data collected with the ATLAS detector in pp collisions
in 2010 [53], 2011 [106], and 2012 [102]. The increased
luminosity in each year allowed the study of different event
topologies.
In 2010, the integrated luminosity was 35(1) pb−1. This
dataset is used to study the structure of non-top fat jets that
occur in dijet or multijet production because no significant
number of boosted top quarks were produced. An advantage
of this dataset is that pile-up was very limited: approximately
22 % of the events had only one reconstructed primary vertex
(with at least five tracks). This allows to study fat jets in the
absence of pile-up and how the structure changes in the pres-
ence of a few additional vertices. Fat jets are reconstructed
using the C/A algorithm with R = 1.2 and the anti-kT algo-
rithm with R = 1.0. To show the effect of grooming, mass
Footnote 8 continued
parameter (cf. Sect. 6.1.2). For the filter jets this parameter is known
because they are clustered inclusively. For the exclusive jets it is not
immediately clear which constants should be chosen. One possibility
to assign a radius parameter to an exclusively clustered jet is to use the
minimal radius that would yield the same jet in inclusive clustering. To
remove the uncertainty associated with choosing a radius parameter for
the exclusive jets, the momenta of the (calibrated) filter jets are used.
drop filtering (cf. Sects. 3.2.1, 3.4) is applied to the C/A jets.
The mass drop criterion with μ = 0.67 and vcut = 0.09
is used to identify two subjets which must be separated by
R12 ≥ 0.3. Compared to the original jet, a jet that satis-
fies this MD criterion exhibits a 2-prong structure like that
expected from hadronic heavy particle decay (W , Z , or Higgs
bosons): two hard subjets (each with pT > 15 % of the sum
of the two subjet transverse momenta) and a significant mass
increase when the two subjets are combined. The fraction of
jets in this data sample that contain decay products of heavy
particles is negligible. A jet that survives the splitting/filtering
criteria is a background jet that displays the 2-prong pattern
by accident.
Filtering is applied to the jets that pass the MD criterion
to reject pile-up and underlying event activity: the separation
R12 of the two subjets identified by the MD procedure is
used to determine the filter radius Rfilt = min(0.3,R12/2)
and the three leading pT filter jets (or all if fewer than three
are found) when clustering all constituents of the original fat
jet are combined to obtain a split/filtered fat jet. The data are
corrected for detector effects using matrix-based unfolding
with simulated events from PYTHIA. SHERPA events are
used to estimate systematic uncertainties.
The 2011 data correspond to 4.7(1) fb−1. In this dataset,
a significant number of top quarks with pT > 200 GeV are
present. The pT spectrum of the leading pT top quark in
SM t t¯ events generated with PYTHIA 8 is shown in Fig. 27.
The fraction of leading pT top quarks with pT > 200 GeV is
18 % for
√
s = 7 TeV and 27 % for √s = 14 TeV. Using this
fraction in combination with the approximate NNLO cross
section for t t¯ production of 167 pb (cf. Sect. 2.1), the num-
ber of t t¯ events with top quark pT > 200 GeV in the 2011
data sample is predicted to be approximately 142,000. Events
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Fig. 27 Normalised distributions of the leading top quark pT in t t¯
events generated with PYTHIA 8 for two LHC centre-of-mass energies
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with t t¯ pairs from 2011 will be used in the HEPTopTagger
performance studies in Sect. 9.1. For the substructure vari-
ables discussed in the present section, multijet events from
2011 and t t¯ events from 2012 are used. The multijet events
differ from those in the 2010 data by the much larger pile-up
energy (average μ = 9.1). The main goal is therefore the
study of fat jets (anti-kT R = 1.0) with pT > 350 GeV, both
ungroomed (i.e., including the pile-up energy) and trimmed
(using the parameters fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3 introduced
in Sect. 3.4).
From the 2012 data sample, corresponding to 20.3(6) fb−1
at
√
s = 8 TeV, SM t t¯ events, in which one W boson decays
to a neutrino and a muon, are selected as follows. Events must
contain exactly one muon with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5
and have missing transverse momentum /ET > 20 GeV.
The scalar sum of /ET and the transverse mass mWT of the
leptonic W boson candidate must be larger than 60 GeV,
where mWT =
√
2 pT,μ /ET (1 − cos φ) in which φ is
the azimuthal angle between the muon-pT and /ET vectors.
To reduce contamination from W+jets events, each event
must contain at least one b-tagged anti-kT R = 0.4 jet with
pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.5 within Rη = 1.5 of the muon.
Substructure variable distributions will be shown in the fol-
lowing for anti-kT R = 1.0 jets which have been trimmed like
the 2011 jets. The t t¯ simulation is divided into two categories,
contained and non-contained. A hadronically decaying top
quark is said to be contained if all decay quarks are separated
by less than Rη = 1.0 from the top quark flight direction.
8.2 Jet mass
Figure 28 shows the normalised particle level measurement
of the mass of C/A R = 1.2 jets before (left panel) and after
splitting and filtering (right panel) for 300 < pT < 400 GeV
in events with only one primary vertex, i.e., without pile-up.
The mass is peaked between 70 and 80 GeV for the original
jets and between 90 and 100 GeV for the split/filtered jets.
The higher mass is explained by the requirementR12 ≥ 0.3
used in the splitting. The PYTHIA prediction for the original
jet mass spectrum (the one before splitting and filtering) tends
to be too soft, with the ratio to the measured distribution vary-
ing between 1.2 and 0.8. Although this is within the measure-
ment uncertainties, a clear trend is visible. The HERWIG++
prediction is too hard, within +30 % and −40 % of the data.
The level of description by the simulation is similar for jet pT
between 200 and 600 GeV and for anti-kT R = 1.0 jets (not
shown). The shape of the mass distribution of split/filtered
jets in Fig. 28b is well described, indicating that the problem
lies in the simulation of soft hadrons. Potential candidates
for improvement are the underlying event models and their
tunes, and the fragmentation models.
The average detector level jet mass is shown in Fig. 29a
for anti-kT jets with different radius parameters as a func-
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Fig. 28 Unfolded normalised distribution of the mass of C/A R = 1.2
jets with 300 < pT < 400 GeV a before and b after splitting and
filtering in an inclusive jet sample without pile-up (number of primary
vertices NPV = 1). From [53], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged
from original
tion of the number NPV of reconstructed primary vertices
in the event. The number NPV is a measure of the num-
ber of inelastic pp interactions in the event. For R = 0.4,
the jet mass is ≈35 GeV and does not depend on NPV. For
R = 0.6 (1.0), the mass is 55 GeV (80 GeV) without pile-
up and increases by 0.7(1) GeV (3.0(1) GeV) per primary
vertex. As described in [53], the jet mass pile-up dependence
d〈m〉/dNPV is approximately proportional to R3: the ratios
of the fitted slopes sR are
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 29 The average detector level mass of jets with pT > 300 GeV as
a function of the number of reconstructed primary vertices in the event.
Shown are a anti-kT jets with different radius parameters R and b C/A
R = 1.2 jets before grooming, after the mass drop criterion (splitting),
and after mass drop filtering (splitting/filtering). From [53], used under
CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
s1.0/s0.6 = 4.3 ± 0.5 ((1.0/0.6)3 = 4.6),
s1.0/s0.4 = 13 ± 3 ((1.0/0.4)3 = 15.6),
s0.6/s0.4 = 3.0 ± 0.8 ((0.6/0.4)3 = 3.4),
in good agreement with R3 scaling. This scaling is explained
by two factors. First, the jet area of anti-kT jets is ≈πR2
(cf. Sect. 7.1; Fig. 21). The amount of pile-up energy in a jet
is proportional to the jet area because the pile-up energy is
approximately equally distributed in (y, φ). Another power
of R results from the separation of the constituents (cf. (10)).
The pile-up dependence of the C/A R = 1.2 jet mass
is shown in Fig. 29b. The mass is 100 GeV and rises with
4.2(1) GeV per vertex. The jet mass is also shown for the jets
that satisfy the mass drop criterion before filtering (labelled
in the figure as after splitting only). These jets have a larger
mass (150 GeV at NPV = 1) because the R12 ≥ 0.3 cut
enhances configurations with a geometrically induced higher
mass (cf. (10)). The dependence on the number of vertices is
reduced for these jets, but still significant at 2.9(3) GeV per
vertex. Efficient pile-up removal is achieved in the filtering
step: after applying filtering to the split jets (label after split-
ting/filtering), the slope is consistent with zero. The mass of
the split/filtered jets is reduced (≈130 GeV) because only the
three leading pT filter jets are used.
Detector level distributions of the jet mass are shown
Fig. 30 for jets with 600 < pT < 800 GeV in multijet
events with an average pile-up μ of 9.1 (2011 data). Before
grooming, the jet mass is peaked at 100–120 GeV and the
description by the Monte Carlo generators is within ±10 %
for the bulk of the distribution. The shift of the peak position
with respect to Fig. 28 is in part due to the larger jet pT.
In Fig. 30, HERWIG++ uses a refined UE model (colour
reconnection model) [123] with parameters tuned to LHC
data (tune UE7-2). The description of the jet mass by HER-
WIG++ is improved by this model compared to Fig. 28
where the default UE model was used. Also the description
by PYTHIA is improved, through the use of the parame-
ter set AUET2B [74,75] which is tuned to LHC data and
results in a better prediction than the AMBT1 set [64] used
in Fig. 28 which was tuned to e+e− and Tevatron data. After
trimming, the peak is at 20–40 GeV, with the Monte Carlo
distributions within ±20 % of the data points up to 250 GeV.
The fact that the ungroomed and the trimmed jet masses are
well described by the simulation, where trimming reduces the
mass by ≈80 GeV, demonstrates that pile-up contributions to
jets as well their removal is well modelled in the simulation.
Preliminary 8 TeV ATLAS results are presented in Figs. 31
and 32. Figure 31a shows the mass distribution for trimmed
anti-kT R = 1.0 fat jets in the event sample obtained with
the t t¯ selection. The peak at the top quark mass results from
hadronically decaying top quarks for which all decay prod-
ucts are captured in the fat jet. The peak at the W boson
mass represents the cases in which the b-jet is not part of the
fat jet. The average mass above 100 GeV is shown in Fig.
31b as a function of μ. Within the statistical uncertainty of
≈5 GeV, no pile-up dependence is present. Figure 32 shows
the jet mass distribution for different subjet multiplicities.
The subjets are reconstructed with the kT algorithm using
R = 0.3 and correspond to the subjets that remain after trim-
ming and have pT > 17.5 GeV = 5 % × 350 GeV. All
distributions are well described by the simulation as is the
integrated distribution in Fig. 31a. The prediction for t t¯ pro-
duction is obtained from POWHEG with PYTHIA for the
parton shower and hadronisation. For exactly one subjet, the
fat jet mass peaks at 20–30 GeV and the fat jet results from
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 30 Detector level distributions of the mass of anti-kT R = 1.0
jets with 600 < pT < 800 GeV in multijet events with an average
pile-up μ of 9.1. a Ungroomed jets and b trimmed jets using fcut = 5 %
and Rsub = 0.3. From [106], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged
from original
hadronic top quark decays with more than one decay jet not
captured, background from W+jets events, or production of
single top quarks. With two subjets, the distribution peaks
at the W boson mass, indicating that the subjets correspond
to the two W boson decay jets. A shoulder towards higher
masses is also visible, resulting from t → bqq decays in
which the subjets correspond to one W boson decay jet and
the b-jet, which has on average larger pT. A W boson peak
is also visible for events with single top quarks, which there-
fore seem to contain a hadronically decaying W boson while
still satisfying the requirements for an isolated muon and
significant /ET. Fat jets with three subjets have a mass that
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Fig. 31 a Detector level distributions of the mass of trimmed anti-kT
R = 1.0 jets ( fcut = 5 %, Rsub = 0.3) with pT > 350 GeV in a
selection of semileptonic t t¯ decays. Contained refers to hadronically-
decaying top quarks for which all three decay quarks are separated by
less than Rη = 1.0 from the top quark flight direction. The shaded
band represents the statistical simulation uncertainty. b The average
of the distribution of masses larger than 100 GeV as a function of the
average number of inelastic pp collisions per bunch crossing. The t t¯
simulation is obtained from POWHEG with PYTHIA for the parton
shower and hadronisation. Preliminary results from [102]
peaks near the top quark mass and result mostly from SM t t¯
events in which all top quark decay jets are contained in the
fat jet. For four or more subjets, the high mass tail is more
pronounced but is still described by t t¯ production, indicating
that energy from underlying event and/or pile-up is picked
up. These studies suggest that the mass of trimmed anti-kT
R = 1.0 jets with exactly three subjets is well suited for the
identification of hadronically decaying top quarks.
8.3 kT splitting scales
Normalised distributions of the kT splitting scales
√
d12 and√
d23 are shown in Fig. 33 for jets in multijet events without
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(c) (d)
Fig. 32 Detector level distributions of the mass of trimmed anti-kT
R = 1.0 jets ( fcut = 5 %, Rsub = 0.3) with pT > 350 GeV in
a selection of semileptonic t t¯ decays for different kT R = 0.3 sub-
jet multiplicities. Contained refers to hadronically-decaying top quarks
for which all three decay quarks are separated by less than Rη = 1.0
from the top quark flight direction. The shaded band represents the
statistical simulation uncertainty. The t t¯ simulation is obtained from
POWHEG+PYTHIA. Preliminary results from [102]
pile-up overlay energy. The distributions peak in the ranges
5–10 and 2.5–7.5 GeV, respectively. The uncertainties from
unfolding (related mainly to the uncertainty with which the
detector jet energy scale and resolution can be simulated)
are ±20 % in the ranges 5–70 and 2.5–25 GeV, respectively,
which contain the bulk of the data. The predicted distribu-
tions describe the data within these uncertainties. Trends are
however visible, with the HERWIG++ spectrum being too
hard and the one by PYTHIA too soft.
Detector level distributions of the splitting scales are
shown in Fig. 34 for jets in multijet events with an aver-
age pile-up μ of 9.1. Compared to the no-pile-up case in Fig.
33, the horizontal axis now extends to much larger values of
the scales and a logarithmic vertical axis is chosen to high-
light the tails of the distributions. For
√
d12 < 100 GeV and√
d23 < 40 GeV, the quality of the descriptions is similar to
the no-pile-up case and describes the data within 10–20 %.
A typical cut for top quark identification is
√
d12 > 40 GeV
and the prediction at this value is within 10 % of the data. In
the tails, POWHEG and HERWIG++ give a better predic-
tion than PYTHIA. The PYTHIA spectra are too soft with
the relative difference to the data points being ≈30 % for√
d12 > 160 GeV and
√
d23 > 80 GeV. The HERWIG++
spectrum tends to be too hard for
√
d12 > 200 GeV. Groom-
ing has little impact on the splitting scales and the quality of
the simulation is similar for trimmed jets [106] (not shown).
The distributions of the splitting scales for jets in the t t¯
event selection are shown in Fig. 35 (preliminary results).
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 33 Unfolded normalised distributions of kT splitting scales of
anti-kT R = 1.0 jets with 300 < pT < 400 GeV in an inclusive jet sam-
ple without pile-up. From [53], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged
from original
They are well described by the simulation. For contained
top quarks, the
√
d12 (
√
d23) distribution peaks at approxi-
mately 80–90 GeV (35–40 GeV) as expected. The major-
ity of top quarks is however not contained because the
radius parameter of R = 1.0 is not large enough to cap-
ture all decay products of top quarks with pT > 350 GeV
(cf. Fig. 2). The splitting scales for non-contained top
quarks are naturally smaller. Also these cases are well
described.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 34 Detector level distributions of kT splitting scales of anti-kT
R = 1.0 jets with 600 < pT < 800 GeV in multijet events with
an average pile-up μ of 9.1. From [106], used under CC BY 4.0 and
unchanged from original
8.4 N -subjettiness
Normalised distributions of the measured N -subjettiness
ratios τ32 and τ21 at the particle level are shown in Fig. 36
for jets in multijet events without pile-up overlay energy. The
most probable values are ≈0.85 for τ32 and ≈0.7 for τ21. The
bulk of each distribution is described by simulations within
the measurement uncertainties, which amount to ±20 and
±10 %, respectively.
Detector level distributions of the N -subjettiness ratio τ32
are shown in Fig. 37 for jets in multijet events with an average
pile-up μ of 9.1. The distribution for ungroomed jets peaks
at 0.8–0.9 (panel a) like in the no-pile-up case. HERWIG++
(with the UE model parameters tuned to LHC data) gives the
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 35 Detector level distributions of the kT splitting scales for
trimmed anti-kT R = 1.0 jets ( fcut = 5 %, Rsub = 0.3) with
pT > 350 GeV in a selection of semileptonic t t¯ decays. Contained
refers to hadronically-decaying top quarks for which all three decay
quarks are separated by less than Rη = 1.0 from the top quark flight
direction. The shaded band represents the statistical simulation uncer-
tainty. The t t¯ simulation is obtained from POWHEG+PYTHIA. Pre-
liminary results from [102]
best description while PYTHIA and POWHEG+PYTHIA
underestimate the tail for τ32 < 0.7. Trimming shifts the
distributions by 0.1 to lower values and increases the tail
(panel b). Trimming therefore makes the non-top jets more
top-like. This has already been observed in simulation in Sect.
7.3. A benefit of trimming is, however, that it improves the
description of the distribution by simulation: all generators
yield a description within 10 % of the data.
A similar observation is made for τ21 which is shown in
Fig. 38. Also here, HERWIG++ gives the best description
before trimming. After trimming, the HERWIG++ distribu-
tion is shifted to lower values, although still within ±20 %
of the data points. The PYTHIA prediction underestimates
the data in the tail (τ21 < 0.6) by 30 % or more and is
(a)
(b)
Fig. 36 Unfolded normalised distributions of N -subjettiness ratios for
anti-kT R = 1.0 jets with 300 < pT < 400 GeV in an inclusive jet sam-
ple without pile-up. From [53], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged
from original
shifted towards high values. Trimming reduces the discrep-
ancy in the tail to 20 % but the distribution is still shifted. This
shift is also seen for POWHEG with trimming having little
effect.
The N -subjettiness ratios τ32 and τ21 are shown in
Fig. 39 for fat jets in the t t¯ event selection (preliminary
results). The distributions are well described by the simu-
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Fig. 37 Detector level distributions of the N -subjettiness ratio τ32 for
anti-kT R = 1.0 jets with 600 < pT < 800 GeV in multijet events with
an average pile-up μ of 9.1 a before trimming and b after trimming
with fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3. From [106], used under CC BY 4.0
and unchanged from original
lation. Fat jets containing all top quark decay jets have the
smallest τ32. This is the expected behaviour because most
of the containing fat jets have three or four subjets while
the other fat jets have one or two (cf. Fig. 32). The 3-prong
or 4-prong structure of the fully-containing fat jets leads to
reduced τ3 with respect to τ2, and therefore a small value
of τ32 = τ3/τ2. Similarly, fat jets with only two subjets are
expected to have the smallest τ21. Figure 39b is compatible
with this expectation: the non-containing fat jet contribution
at low values of τ21 presumably originates from fat jets with
two subjets while that at larger values stems from fat jets with
only one subjet.
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Fig. 38 Detector level distributions of the N -subjettiness ratio τ21 for
anti-kT R = 1.0 jets with 600 < pT < 800 GeV in multijet events with
an average pile-up μ of 9.1 a before trimming and b after trimming
with fcut = 5 % and Rsub = 0.3. From [106], used under CC BY 4.0
and unchanged from original
8.5 Summary of measurements of substructure variables
Jet grooming is a powerful tool to remove the pile-up depen-
dence of substructure variables as was shown for the jet
mass. Similar pile-up stability is obtained for the other
variables [106] (not shown). The leading order plus parton
shower generators HERWIG++ and PYTHIA give a good
description of the hard substructure of inclusive fat jets. The
distributions of the mass and N -subjettiness ratios of trimmed
jets, as well as the kT splitting scales, are described within
20 % or better. The soft substructure is less well modelled,
as shown for the mass and N -subjettiness of ungroomed jets,
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Fig. 39 Detector level distributions of N -subjettiness ratios for
trimmed anti-kT R = 1.0 jets ( fcut = 5 %, Rsub = 0.3) with
pT > 350 GeV in a selection of semileptonic t t¯ decays. Contained
refers to hadronically-decaying top quarks for which all three decay
quarks are separated by less than Rη = 1.0 from the top quark flight
direction. The shaded band represents the statistical simulation uncer-
tainty. The t t¯ simulation is obtained from POWHEG+PYTHIA. Pre-
liminary results from [102]
where the difference to the measured data points can be as
big as 40 %. The quality of the modelling by the NLO gen-
erator POWHEG is similar, suggesting that the NLO effects
in jet substructure are well modelled by the parton shower
approach. The structure of hadronic top quark decay is well
described by POWHEG.
9 Performance of boosted top quark reconstruction
In this section, the signal efficiency and background rejection
of different top tagging approaches are examined. First, the
HEPTopTagger performance is studied in data and simulation
using t t¯ and multijet events. Then the HEPTopTagger perfor-
mance is compared to that of cuts on substructure variables
(trimmed jet mass, kT splitting scales, and N -subjettiness) in
a simulated scenario of high pT top quarks originating from a
massive t t¯ resonance. The section closes with a performance
comparison of the HEPTopTagger and substructure variable
cuts in events with a high multiplicity of jets and intermediate
top quark pT, as it is common in supersymmetry.
9.1 HEPTopTagger performance
The HEPTopTagger performance has been studied with event
samples enriched in SM t t¯ production. These events are
selected from 2011 and 2012 ATLAS data by requiring a lep-
tonically decaying top quark as described for 2012 in Sect.
8.1. The selection for 2011 is similar, with the exceptions
that no b-jet was required and that events had to have four
small-R jets with pT > 20 GeV.
The mass of the HEPTopTagger input jets is shown in
Fig. 40a. These C/A R = 1.5 fat jets have pT > 200 GeV
and the distribution is peaked near the top quark mass with
a large width of ≈160 GeV. The simulated distribution is
shifted by ≈8 GeV to higher masses. This difference to the
observed mass is within the typical jet mass simulation uncer-
tainty of 5–6 % found for fat jets [106]. Approximately 50 %
of the fat jets sample are SM t t¯ events and the other half is
dominated by W+jets events. The HEPTopTagger top quark
candidate masses are shown in Fig. 40b–d for different HEP-
TopTagger parameter settings. The default-30 settings are
used in Fig. 40b which shows a peak at the top quark mass that
falls rapidly towards larger masses. The tail towards lower
masses results from cases where not all energy associated
with the top quark decay is recovered. These losses occur
in the filtering and when not all decay products are con-
tained in the fat jet. The effect on the mass distribution of
tightening and loosening the filtering is shown in Fig. 40c,
d: tight settings enhance the tail with respect to the peak
while loose settings reduce it. Which settings are optimal
depends on the analysis and on the amount of background
that needs to be rejected. The top candidate mass mt above
50 GeV is well described by the simulation. The t t¯ events
are generated using MC@NLO and ALPGEN is used for
W+jets events. The HEPTopTagger increases the purity from
≈50 % t t¯ processes before tagging to 86 % in the mass win-
dow 140 < mt < 200 GeV.
The simulation underestimates the data at low mt . This
phase space represents the deep substructure, where three
subjets with pT > 20 GeV combine to a small invariant mass
of 10–40 GeV. The subjet energy scale simulation uncer-
tainty is expected to play an important role here and this
uncertainty is not shown in the figure. The peak at low mass
is removed when using the loose settings (Fig. 40d). This is
due to an increase of the mcut parameter from 30 to 70 GeV.
As described in Sect. 7.7, this parameter controls the maxi-
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Fig. 40 Detector level distributions in a selection of semileptonic t t¯
decays of a the mass of C/A R = 1.5 jets with pT > 200 GeV and of the
HEPTopTagger candidate mass using b the default-30, c tight, and d
loose HEPTopTagger settings of Table 1. The t t¯ simulation is from
MC@NLO and the W+jets simulation from ALPGEN+HERWIG.
From [106], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
mal mass of the substructure objects which enter the filter-
ing procedure. Lowering this mass implies a larger number
of substructure objects. A triplet of substructure objects is
combined to a top quark candidate. If mcut is too small then
a fat jet that contains a hadronically decaying top quark is
split into four or more substructure objects which share con-
tributions from the three decay jets. In that case, a triplet of
these objects cannot reconstruct the top quark. The value that
was used in the HEPTopTagger analysis described in Sect.
10.2.1 is mcut = 50 GeV which removes the peak in the top
candidate mass distribution as shown below.
Preliminary ATLAS results are presented in Figs. 41 and
43. Figure 41a shows the fat jet mass distribution for ATLAS
events from 2012 that pass the semileptonic t t¯ event selec-
tion, including a b-tag to reduce the W+jets background. The
top quark purity of this sample of fat jets is 86 %. The fat jet
mass exhibits a broad peak with a maximum at 180 GeV. The
distribution predicted by the simulation is shifted towards
higher masses. Between 200 and 350 GeV the shift is approx-
imately 10 GeV, which corresponds to a relative change of
5 % at a mass of 200 GeV. As for 2011, this difference is
covered by the typical fat jet simulation uncertainty [106].
The HEPTopTagger candidate mass, reconstructed using the
default settings listed in Table 1, is shown in Fig. 41b. No peak
is visible at low mass due to the use of mcut = 50 GeV. The
top candidate mass is well described by the simulation. The
HEPTopTagger increases the top quark purity to 98 % in the
candidate mass window 140 < mt < 200 GeV. The number
of top quark candidates reconstructed in this mass window
in the data is 4210. As proposed in [124], the top quark mass
peak can be used to calibrate the HEPTopTagger subjets and
to evaluate the subjet energy simulation uncertainty.
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Fig. 41 Detector level distributions in a selection of semileptonic
t t¯ decays with a b-tag of a the mass of C/A R = 1.5 jets with
pT > 200 GeV and b the HEPTopTagger candidate mass using the
default HEPTopTagger settings of Table 1. The t t¯ simulation is from
POWHEG+PYTHIA, the W+jets events from ALPGEN+PYTHIA,
and single-top production in the s-channel with a leptonically decaying
W boson is from MC@NLO. Preliminary results from [102]
Distributions of substructure variables used by the HEP-
TopTagger to apply kinematic cuts on the three identified
subjet are shown in Fig. 42 for the top quark candidates with
140 < mt < 200 GeV. These variables are invariant mass
ratios of combinations of the three (exclusive) subjets identi-
fied in the last step of the HEPTopTagger procedure (cf. Sect.
7.7). For example, the variablem23 is the invariant mass of the
subleading pT and the sub-subleading pT subjet, and the vari-
able m123 is the mass of all three subjets combined. The ratio
m23/m123 displayed in panel (a) shows a peak at mW /mt .
This indicates that in most of the cases the leading pT subjet
corresponds to the b-quark (but this information is not used
in the HEPTopTagger). The distribution is well described by
the simulation as is the quantity arctan(m13/m12) in panel
(b).
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Fig. 42 Detector level distributions of the HEPTopTagger substruc-
ture variables for top quark candidates that pass the HEPTopTagger
procedure and have a mass between 140 and 200 GeV in a selection of
semileptonic t t¯ decays with a b-tag. a The subjet invariant mass ratio
m23/m123. b The quantity arctan(m13/m12). The quantities mi j are
invariant masses of two of the three final subjets in the HEPTopTagger
procedure which are ordered in pT such that pT,1 > pT,2 > pT,3. The
t t¯ simulation is from POWHEG+PYTHIA, the W+jets events from
ALPGEN+PYTHIA, and single-top production in the s-channel with a
leptonically decaying W boson is from MC@NLO. Preliminary results
from [102]
Figure 43 shows the reconstructed top candidate mass for
different pile-up conditions. The average candidate mass in
the window 140 < mt < 200 GeV is plotted as a function
of the average number of interactions per bunch-crossing μ
in panel (a) and as a function of the number of reconstructed
primary vertices NPV in panel (b). The μ and NPV intervals
are chosen such that each average mass is calculated from
at least 100 entries. Within the statistical uncertainty of the
average mass of approximately ±1 GeV, the reconstructed
top quark mass is not affected by pile-up energy in the full
accessible range up to μ = 31 and NPV = 19. This is also
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Fig. 43 HEPTopTagger top candidate mass as a function of a the aver-
age number of interactions per bunch-crossing μ and b the number of
reconstructed primary vertices in the event. The mass is defined as the
average mass in the window 140 < mt < 200 GeV and the error bars
correspond to the statistical uncertainty of the average mass. The t t¯ sim-
ulation is from POWHEG+PYTHIA. Preliminary results from [102]
seen for the generated semileptonic t t¯ events that have been
passed through a full ATLAS detector simulation under the
same pile-up conditions. The numerical value of the recon-
structed top quark mass depends on the choice of the mass
window and is well predicted by the simulation.
As shown above, the simulation describes the data well
before and after applying the HEPTopTagger. Simulated
HEPTopTagger efficiencies are presented in Fig. 44. The top
quark tagging efficiency per top quark is shown in panel (a)
as a function of the top quark transverse momentum pT,t .
The efficiency is a product of the efficiency to find a fat jet in
the event and the efficiency to tag the fat jet. The former effi-
ciency is close to 100 % for pT,t > 300 GeV. The efficiency
shows a turn-on at pT,t ≈ 200 GeV and rises to a plateau
of ≈40 % for pT,t > 500 GeV. The turn-on is a geometric
effect, with more top quark decay products contained in the
fat jet at larger pT. This is evident from a comparison with the
efficiency obtained when using C/A R = 1.8 fat jet which
is larger in the turn-on but equal to the R = 1.5 efficiency
in the plateau. The plateau is given by the internal HEPTop-
Tagger inefficiencies associated with the procedure that iden-
tifies the hard substructure (mass drop), the filtering, and the
kinematic selection. Different choices of the HEPTopTagger
parameters allow to tighten or loosen the top quark selec-
tion to achieve an optimal signal-to-background ratio (S/B).
Typically tight settings are needed when the background is
large and the fake rate needs to be kept as small as possible.
Loose settings are possible if the background is small or has
been reduced to a low level through other selection cuts. In
this case a high efficiency is preferred. The tight and loose
parameters are listed in Table 1. The tight settings include
more aggressive filtering, through the use of a smaller filter-
ing radius and a smaller number of kept filtered jets, and a
smaller W boson mass window. For the loose settings, the
filtering is relaxed (more jets are accepted) and the W boson
mass window is widened. The tight HEPTopTagger settings
reduce the efficiency to 30 % while the loose settings increase
it to 44 %.
The HEPTopTagger fake rate is shown in Fig. 44b for
multijet events. This is a per-event rate with no event selec-
tion cuts other than the HEPTopTagger applied. The rate is
shown as a function of the leading anti-kT R = 0.4 jet pT in
the event to facilitate comparisons between taggers that use
different definitions of fat jets. The fake rate shows a turn-on
at ≈200 GeV and rises to ≈4 % at 800 GeV and continues
to rise slowly with pT. This turn-on is an effect of increased
hard QCD radiation at large parton pT which increases the
chance to fake the three prong structure of hadronic top quark
decay. With tight settings, the fake rate is reduced from 4 %
to 2.5 % at high pT. The fake rate with loose settings dif-
fers from that obtained with the default settings only in the
turn-on.
Figure 44c shows the fat jet tagging efficiency as a function
of the fat jet pT for multijet events andW+jets events in which
the W boson decays hadronically. For both types of events,
the fake rate is ≈2.5 % for fat jet pT > 500 GeV, while the
turn-on begins ≈50 GeV earlier for W+jets events. This is
expected because W → qq decay provides a hard 2-prong
structure that is not present in most QCD jets.
9.2 Performance comparison of top tagging approaches
With the multitude of different available top tagging
approaches, the natural question is which tagger works best
in a given analysis. The performance of taggers can be com-
pared in terms of signal efficiency and background rejection
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Fig. 44 Simulated HEPTopTagger efficiency for different parameter
settings in a semileptonic t t¯ decays (MC@NLO), b multijet events,
and c multijet and W+jets events. The efficiency in a is per top quark
and shown as a function of the top quark pT. The fake rate in b is
an event-level rate and is shown as a function of the leading anti-kT
R = 0.4 jet pT in the event. The fake rate in c is per fat jet and shown as
a function of the fat jet pT. The default filtering efficiencies correspond
to the default-30 settings in Table 1. From [106], used under CC BY
4.0 and unchanged from original
(the latter being defined as the inverse of the background tag-
ging rate). The signal efficiency is the probability for tagging
a hadronically decaying top quark and it depends heavily on
the pT of the top quark, as shown for the HEPTopTagger in
Fig. 44a. The mis-tag rate depends strongly on the fat jet pT
(Fig. 44c). The performance should therefore be studied dif-
ferentially in fat jet pT, otherwise the efficiencies and rejec-
tions are valid only for the pT spectra of the particular signal
and background fat jet samples used in the study. A perfor-
mance comparison is also limited to the particular choice of
background fat jets: as shown in Fig. 44c, the fake rate is
significantly different for dijet production and hadronic W
boson decay for fat jet pT < 300 GeV.
In [102], the ATLAS Collaboration performed a prelimi-
nary comparison of the HEPTopTagger and taggers based on
cuts on substructure variables. The performance is compli-
cated by the fact that the two approaches use different defini-
tions of fat jets. The HEPTopTagger uses C/A R = 1.5 jets
and is optimised to filter out underlying event and pile-up
contributions in the large jet area associated with this large
radius parameter. The fat jets used for tagging with substruc-
ture variable cuts are in ATLAS traditionally reconstructed
with the anti-kT algorithm and use R = 1.0. A clean tagger
comparison can be obtained by looking at the same signal
and background events with both approaches and by com-
paring the tagged events (event-level efficiency and mis-tag
rate). This approach is also best suited to answer the question
of which tagger works best in a particular analysis because
for an analysis the figure of merit is how many signal and
background events survive the selection cuts.
The procedure in [102] does however not follow this
approach. Instead it bases the comparison on per-fat jet effi-
ciencies and rejections. The same events are used for all tag-
gers and in each event the different fat jets are geometrically
matched to ensure that the taggers probe the same region
of the event. The C/A fat jet radius parameter was lowered
from the nominal 1.5–1.2 to bring it closer to the value used
for the anti-kT jets. The comparison is made in the context of
searches for resonances in the t t¯ invariant mass spectrum and
therefore uses top quarks and fat jets with high pT. The signal
efficiency is determined from simulation, using PYTHIA 8
Z ′ events withmZ′ = 1.75 TeV, in which the Z ′ boson decays
exclusively to t t¯ . The used Z ′ mass is just above the exclu-
sion limit determined in [125] which is discussed in Sect.
10.1. The rejection is determined for an inclusive jet sample
(QCD dijets) generated with PYTHIA 8.
The events are required to contain one reconstructed C/A
R = 1.2 jet and one reconstructed trimmed anti-kT R = 1.0
jet, each with pT > 550 GeV and |η| < 1.2. If there are
several fat jets then only the leading pT jet of each type is
considered. The trimming parameters are fcut = 5 % and
Rsub = 0.3. The normalised detector level fat jet pT distri-
butions are shown in Fig. 45. The signal spectrum reflects the
Jacobian peak structure of the top quark pT distribution and
peaks near mZ′/2. The pT of the C/A jets is greater on aver-
age than the pT of geometrically matched trimmed anti-kT
jets.
The reconstructed C/A and anti-kT fat jets are required to
be within Rη = 0.75 of one another. Each reconstructed
fat jet is required to be matched within Rη < 0.75 × R to
a corresponding particle level jet of the same algorithm and
R parameter (R = 1.2 for the C/A jets and R = 1.0 for the
anti-kT jets). The particle level jets have pT > 150 GeV and
|η| < 1.2. For the signal events, the particle level jets must
be within Rη = 0.75 × R of a hadronically decaying top
quark with pT > 150 GeV and |η| < 1.2.
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The HEPTopTagger performance is evaluated using the
default, tight, and loose parameters specified in Table 1. Six
different substructure variable based taggers are compared,
all based on trimmed anti-kT R = 1.0 jets. The cuts used for
these taggers are listed in Table 2. Tagger III has been used in
a search for t t¯ resonances in the semileptonic channel [125].
The others are compared to study the performance of cuts on
different combinations of substructure variables.
The fat jet tagging rejection is shown as a function of the
fat jet tagging efficiency in Fig. 46. The HEPTopTagger with
the tight filtering settings provides the highest rejection of
≈70 (corresponding to a fake rate of 1/70 = 1.4 %) at an
efficiency of ≈30 %. For the default HEPTopTagger param-
eters the efficiency is increased to ≈40 % and the rejection
drops to ≈40. The loose parameters do not change the per-
formance much compared to the default settings.
The efficiency of the substructure tagger III is high com-
pared to the HEPTopTagger (≈85 %) and the multijet rejec-
tion is smaller (≈4). It is therefore well suited for analyses in
which the multijet background is small, for example because
of the requirement of a final state lepton.
When the requirement on the trimmed fat jet mass is
removed from tagger III, this results in tagger I which has
an efficiency above 90 % at a rejection of ≈3. Tagger I con-
sists of the splitting scale cut
√
d12 > 40 GeV. Varying
this threshold results in the continuous curve labelled ‘
√
d12
scan,’ which crosses the points for taggers III and IV. For
the high pT signal and background fat jets studied here,
the mass cut in tagger III can therefore be dropped with-
out reducing the performance if a different value is cho-
sen for the
√
d12 cut. Similarly, tagger IV does not benefit
from the requirement imposed on the second splitting scale
(
√
d23 > 10 GeV). A larger threshold of 20 GeV for
√
d23,
in combination with the mass cut (tagger V), however, pro-
vides better rejection at the same efficiency as a cut on the
first splitting scale. Applying only a cut on the minimal fat
jet mass mjet (‘trimmed mass scan’) leads to a performance
very similar to the
√
d12 cut, for efficiencies above 50 %.
This is an indication that the two variables are strongly cor-
related. The splitting scale cut performs better for efficiencies
below 50 %.
A standalone cut on the second splitting scale was also
investigated (‘
√
d23 scan’) and for efficiencies below ≈75 %
performs better than a cut on
√
d12. Cutting only on the N -
subjettiness variable τ32 gives a significantly reduced per-
formance compared to cuts on the splitting scales. However,
using N -subjettiness information in addition to a splitting
scale cut (tagger VI) improves the performance for efficien-
cies less than ≈60 %. A rejection of ≈75 % (70 %) of that of
the HEPTopTagger can be achieved at an efficiency of 40 %
(30 %) by changing the upper limit on τ32.
In summary, for efficiencies above ≈75 % the best sub-
structure variable to distinguish high pT signal and back-
ground fat jets in t t¯ resonance searches is the first splitting
scale
√
d12. The second splitting scale is the best variable
at lower efficiencies. Including N -subjettiness information
improves the performance whereas the trimmed fat jet mass
is correlated too strongly with the splitting scales to help sig-
nificantly. The HEPTopTagger is the algorithm of choice for
analyses in which the multijet background is large because
it provides a larger background rejection than cuts on sub-
structure variables at the same efficiency. Analyses in which
the background is small benefit most from high-efficiency
cuts on substructure variables (preferably on
√
d12). The
best tagger choice for a particular analysis depends on the
Table 2 Top taggers based on
fat jet substructure variable cuts
used for the efficiency and
rejection comparison in Fig. 46
Tagger label Cut(s)
√
d12 tagger I
√
d12 > 40 GeV
mjet tagger II Trimmed anti-kT R = 1.0 mass mjet > 100 GeV
mjet and
√
d12 tagger III mjet > 100 GeV,
√
d12 > 40 GeV
mjet and
√
d12 and
√
d23 tagger IV mjet > 100 GeV,
√
d12 > 40 GeV,
√
d23 > 10 GeV
mjet and
√
d12 and
√
d23 tight tagger V mjet > 100 GeV,
√
d12 > 40 GeV,
√
d23 > 20 GeV√
d12 and N-subjettiness tagger VI
√
d12 > 40 GeV, 0.4 < τ21 < 0.9, τ32 < 0.65
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Fig. 46 Comparison of the simulated fat top jet tagging efficiency and
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of different taggers. The top jets originate from the decay of a Z ′ boson
of mass 1.75 TeV and the background is given by multijet events. All
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Preliminary results from [102]
required efficiency and rejection to obtain the best signal-to-
background ratio.
9.3 Top tagging in high jet multiplicity environments
In this section the performance of top tagging approaches is
studied in LHC events with a large number of jets. Such an
environment is typically encountered in scenarios of New
Physics models where new massive particles decay with
large hadronic branching fractions. For the present study,√
s = 14 TeV pp collisions are used and small-R jets are
constructed using the anti-kT algorithm with R = 0.4. Fat
jets are constructed using the C/A algorithm with R = 1.5,
and the efficiency and rejection of the HEPTopTagger is com-
pared with those of cuts on the fat jet mass, pT, and the mul-
tiplicity of hard substructure objects inside the fat jet. In a
real analysis, these substructure techniques would be com-
bined with other requirements to increase the signal sensitiv-
ity. Many such requirements, e.g., cuts on /ET and b-tagging,
factorise because the HEPTopTagger does not use the corre-
sponding variables and the fat jet variables are not or only
weakly correlated with those variables. The approach taken
in this study is therefore to not consider other cuts and to look
at the significance improvement rather than absolute values
of S/
√
B.
A supersymmetric extension of the SM (R-parity con-
serving SUSY) is used as the benchmark model for the
comparison. Gluinos are pair-produced and decay to four
top quarks and two neutralinos, as shown in Fig. 47a. Each
gluino decays according to g˜ → t¯ t˜ → t¯ t χ˜01 , in which χ˜01
is the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). The masses
chosen for the study are mg˜ = 1.3 TeV, mt˜ = 2.5 TeV,
and mχ˜01
= 100 GeV with the top squark t˜ from gluino
decay being off-shell. These signal events are generated using
MadGraph+HERWIG++.
The pT spectrum of the top quarks is shown in Fig. 47b
were the event counts correspond to 10 fb−1. The quarks
are moderately boosted, with the average leading pT being
504 GeV and the average subleading pT being 326 GeV.
The events are processed with the Delphes simulation of the
ATLAS detector. The pT distribution of anti-kT R = 0.4 jets
reconstructed in the events is shown in Fig. 48a.
The background for the study are multijet events gener-
ated with PYTHIA 8.175 and the pT spectra are shown in
Fig. 48b. A leading-order 2 → 2 parton generator, supple-
mented with a parton shower to approximate higher orders
particle emission, may not be the optimal tool to simulate the
multijet background. Multileg generators like SHERPA (up
to 6 partons in the matrix element) and MadGraph (up to 4
partons) might be better choices although both also rely on
the parton shower for higher multiplicity. The best approach
is to take the multijet distributions from data as done in the
high jet multiplicity ATLAS analysis discussed in Sect. 10.4.
The simulations used in this study do not include pile-up.
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Fig. 47 a Feynman diagram for the process pp → g˜g˜ → 4t 2χ˜01 . b
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No grooming techniques are therefore used to clean the fat
jets.
The HEPTopTagger top quark candidate multiplicity is
shown in Fig. 49 as a function of the multiplicity Njet of anti-
kT R = 0.4 jets with pT > 50 GeV for signal and background
events when using the default HEPTopTagger settings. The
average Njet in signal events is 7.6 while the background Njet
spectrum is steeply falling. For signal and background, the
Njet distribution is shifted towards higher values the more
top tags are found. In other words, the probability for a top
tag rises with the number of jets in the event. This behaviour
can be understood as follows. The HEPTopTagger looks for
hard substructure objects inside the fat jet. It then tries all
permutations of three of the substructure objects and looks
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Fig. 48 The pT distributions of the ten leading pTanti-kT R =
0.4 jets in events of a the SUSY benchmark model (from
MadGraph+HERWIG++) and b the multijet background (from
PYTHIA 8). The events correspond to 10 fb−1 of
√
s = 14 TeV pp
collisions and have been passed through the Delphes simulation of the
ATLAS detector
if this triplet combines to a top quark. E.g., the (filtered)
triplet has to fulfil the top quark mass constraint and two
subjets have to fulfil the W boson mass constraint. The larger
the small-R jet multiplicity, the higher the number of hard
substructure objects and the probability increases that a triplet
is found which satisfies the kinematic cuts (hits the mass
windows).
The observed feature, that the tagging probability rises
with the jet multiplicity is not limited to the HEPTopTagger.
It is a general feature that affects all top taggers. The reason
is that the more jets are in the event, the larger the probability
that a combination of jets looks like hadronic top quark decay.
The chance that the structure of a fat jet resembles hadronic
top quark decay is higher if the fat jet has more subjets.
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Fig. 49 The HEPTopTagger top quark candidate multiplicity as a func-
tion of the anti-kT R = 0.4 jet multiplicity in 10 fb−1 of √s = 14 TeV
pp collision events that have been passed through the Delphes simu-
lation of the ATLAS detector for a the SUSY benchmark model (from
MadGraph+HERWIG++) and b multijet background events (from
PYTHIA 8)
Experimentally, a minimal Njet cut is more natural than
a requirement of exactly Njet small-R jets. Measuring an
exact number of jets is harder and the systematic uncertainties
are larger. Therefore, in the rest of this section, distributions
like those in Fig. 49 are integrated over Njet, starting from a
minimal value.
Figure 50a shows the HEPTopTagger efficiency for at least
one and at least two top tags in signal and background events
as a function of the minimal number of required jets. The
efficiency to find at least one top tag in SUSY events rises
from 44 % at Njet ≥ 4 to 60 % for Njet ≥ 12. The efficiency
to have at least a double-tag rises from 6 % to 18 %. The rise
min jet multiplicity
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Fig. 50 a The HEPTopTagger efficiency to tag signal events (SUSY,
from MadGraph+HERWIG++) and background events (QCD jets,
from PYTHIA 8) with at least one or at least two tags as a function of the
minimal required number of anti-kT R = 0.4 jets with pT > 50 GeV.
The default HEPTopTagger settings from Table 1 are used. b The ratio of
the signal efficiency to the square root of the background efficiency for
different HEPTopTagger settings. The events have been passed through
the Delphes simulation of the ATLAS detector
is due to mass window hits which are more likely at higher
jet multiplicity. This effect is more dramatic for the fake rate
which rises from 10−4 at Njet ≥ 2 to 16 % at Njet ≥ 8 for
single-tags.
The rise of the signal efficiency is much smaller than that
of the fake rate. The explanation is that for signal, the fat jets
contain top quark decays and the efficiency is already high
at low Njet. The plateau efficiency of the HEPTopTagger is
≈40 % when using full detector simulation (Sect. 9.1). The
HEPTopTagger inefficiency of ≈60 % is due to mass drop
filtering and mass cuts. High jet multiplicity in signal events
helps reduce this inefficiency. E.g., a signal event that would
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have escaped detection because the top quark candidate has a
mass larger than the maximum allowed value can be tagged
if the excess energy is removed in the form of a radiated
hard gluon. This gluon then gives rise to another jet in the
event. The efficiency increase from such processes is rela-
tively small because the mass windows are already designed
for high signal efficiency.
For background events, however, QCD radiation makes
the difference between almost no fat jet structure, where
most of the energy is carried by one subjet, and structure that
resembles top quark decay. The fake rate therefore depends
strongly on the number of small-R jets in the event.
The ratio of the signal efficiency to the square root of the
background efficiency is shown in Fig. 50b. This ratio corre-
sponds to the improvement in the significance S/
√
B from
applying the HEPTopTagger. The HEPTopTagger is most
useful at low jet multiplicity. For Njet ≥ 4, the improve-
ment is by a factor of ≈10 for double-tags. Single-tags with
tight HEPTopTagger settings give a factor of 5 and default
and loose settings give 4 and 3.5, respectively. The best per-
formance is obtained with tight settings which suppress the
background most. However, the background jet multiplicity
spectrum is steeply falling and requiring more jets helps more
than HEPTopTagger tags as long as the signal is preserved.
Most of the signal events contain at least seven R = 0.4 jets
and for Njet ≥ 7 the improvement from a tight double-tag is
a factor of ≈2.
For comparison with the performance of the HEPTop-
Tagger, cuts on fat jet quantities, detailed below, are used
to separate signal and background events. Figure 51 shows
the distributions of the C/A R = 1.5 fat jet quantities. The
distributions are shown for Njet ≥ 4 and Njet ≥ 7. Most
of the signal events have Njet ≥ 7 (Fig. 49a). This implies
that the signal fat jets for Njet ≥ 4 and those for Njet ≥ 7
have almost the same number of subjets. The subjets deter-
mine the kinematics of the fat jet. This is the reason why the
distributions of the kinematic variables and the number of
substructure objects do not change much for the signal fat
jets when Njet is increased. The situation is quite different
for fat jets in background events. These events have a falling
jet multiplicity spectrum (Fig. 49b) and the fat jets in events
with Njet ≥ 4 have fewer subjets than those in events with
Njet ≥ 7. Consequently, the kinematics of background fat
jets becomes more signal-like at high Njet.
Figure 51a shows the leading fat jet pT. As expected, the
background distribution is less well separated from the sig-
nal at high jet multiplicities. A cut pT > 500 GeV is used to
enhance signal events. This cut and the cuts on the other fat
jet quantities are chosen to ensure a high signal efficiency of
at least 50 %. The leading pT fat jet mass is shown in panel
(b) and the sum of the masses of all fat jets in the event in
panel (c). Cuts m > 350 GeV and
∑
m > 800 GeV are
used, respectively. The fat jet mass sum has been proposed
in [126] to select top quark events in high multiplicity envi-
ronments. The sum
∑
Nsub of the number of substructure
objects obtained by the HEPTopTagger after the mass drop
requirement (μ = 80 %,mcut = 50 GeV) in all fat jets in
the event is shown in panel (d). A cut
∑
Nsub > 10 is used.
This variable is inspired by [127] in which the counting of
subjets has been proposed as an effective discriminant. Sys-
tematic uncertainties on the fat jet mass and pT, and on the
HEPTopTagger subjet calibrations have only a small impact
on the efficiency: the relative uncertainty on the efficiency is
a few percent for all investigated methods.
The significance improvement with these cuts is shown in
Fig. 52. The leading pT fat jet mass cut and the cut on the
number of substructure objects yield similar improvements
which are the smallest of all tested approaches. The best
improvement is obtained with the cut on the sum of the fat
jet masses. At small Njet, this method is superior to all other
methods, reaching an improvement by a factor of more than
ten for Njet ≥ 4. For Njet ≥ 7 and at higher multiplicities,
the cuts on the leading fat jet pT and the tight HEPTopTagger
double-tag yield similar results. The significance is improved
by the fat jet mass sum method by factors 2.2, 1.6, 1.4 for
Njet ≥ 7, 8, 9, respectively. This method is used in the high
multiplicity ATLAS analysis discussed in Sect. 10.4.
10 Searches for new physics using boosted top quarks
This section discusses analyses that have been carried out
using jet structure techniques to identify boosted top quarks.
The first analyses of this type at the LHC looked for t t¯ res-
onances, both in the semileptonic decay channel, in which
one of the top quarks decays into a W boson that decays
into a lepton and a neutrino and the other W boson decays
hadronically, and in the (fully) hadronic channel.
The analyses use different methods to identify boosted top
quarks and are compared using the upper limits they give for
the production of new particles in two benchmark models
of New Physics: topcolor (cf. Sect. 2.4) and warped extra
dimensions (Sect. 2.5). Both models predict new particles
(the Z ′ boson and the Kaluza–Klein gluon, respectively) that
decay to t t¯ . The first analysis discussed in Sect. 10.1 com-
pares a boosted top quark selection with a conventional top
quark selection and details the advantages of either method.
Analyses that searched for a topcolor Z ′ boson were also
carried out at the Tevatron [128–131]. They used conven-
tional top quark reconstruction because Tevatron top quarks
are not boosted enough to benefit from substructure tech-
niques. A narrow leptophobic topcolor Z ′ boson is excluded
by the Tevatron data for masses smaller than ≈900 GeV at
95 % confidence level.
The section also discusses a search for supersymmetry
which employs boosted top quark identification.
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Fig. 51 Normalised distributions in signal (SUSY, from
MadGraph+HERWIG++) and background (QCD, from PYTHIA 8)
events of C/A R = 1.5 fat jet quantities for two anti-kT R = 0.4 jet
multiplicities: a leading fat jet pT, b mass of the leading pT fat jet,
c sum of masses of all fat jets, d sum of the number of substructure
objects in all fat jets. The substructure objects are obtained by the
HEPTopTagger after the mass drop requirement with μ = 80 % and
mcut = 50 GeV). The spikes in the background distribution for Njet ≥ 7
are statistical fluctuations. The events have been passed through the
Delphes simulation of the ATLAS detector
10.1 t t¯ resonances in the semileptonic decay channel
The best published limits at
√
s = 7 TeV on t t¯ resonances
decaying in the semileptonic channel are reported in [125]
using 4.7 fb−1 of ATLAS data. The analysis aims at recon-
structing the decay chain t t¯ → blν bqq with one top quark
decaying leptonically and the other hadronically. A fat jet
selection (called boosted selection) is compared with a con-
ventional top quark selection that is based on small-R jets
(resolved selection).
The boosted selection requires events to have at least one
anti-kT R = 1.0 fat jet with pT > 350 GeV, |η| < 2, and
m > 100 GeV. The constituents of the leading pT fat jet
are reclustered using the kT jet algorithm and the kT split-
ting scale
√
d12 is required to be larger than 40 GeV. The
events are triggered with an anti-kT R = 1.0 jet trigger with
a threshold pT of 300 GeV which is 99 % efficient for the fat
jets used in the analysis.
The resolved selection uses anti-kT R = 0.4 jets. Events
are required to contain at least three jets with pT > 25 GeV
and |η| < 2.5. One of these jets must have a mass larger than
60 GeV, the rationale being that it contains the two W boson
decay jets. If no jet passes this mass requirement, then an
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Fig. 52 The ratio of the efficiency for signal and the square root of
the background efficiency as a function of the minimal anti-kT R =
0.4 jet multiplicity in the event for different top tagging methods. The
SUSY signal events are generated with MadGraph+HERWIG++ and
the background multijet events with PYTHIA 8. The events have been
passed through the Delphes simulation of the ATLAS detector
additional small-R jet is required. The events are triggered
by a single lepton trigger.
For both selections, every event has to have at least one
anti-kT R = 0.4 jet with pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5
that is tagged as a b-jet. Decays of W bosons to electrons or
muons are selected by applying common lepton and missing
transverse energy (/ET) requirements.
For the boosted selection, the four-momentum of the lead-
ing pT fat jet is taken to correspond to the four-momentum
of the hadronically decaying top quark candidate. The four-
momentum of the semileptonically decaying top quark can-
didate is reconstructed using the lepton, the small-R jet clos-
est to the lepton, the /ET vector, and a W boson mass con-
straint to calculate the longitudinal component of the missing
momentum. The invariant mass mtt¯ is then calculated from
the four-momenta of the two reconstructed top quarks.
For the resolved selection, all possible associations of anti-
kT R = 0.4 jets with pT > 20 GeV to two top quark candi-
dates are tried and the one that gives the smallest χ2 when
applying top quark and W boson mass constraints is chosen
to calculate mtt¯ .
Figure 53 shows the reconstructed mtt¯ spectrum for sim-
ulated events with decays of Z ′ bosons and Kaluza–Klein
gluons of different masses. The mass resolution of the fat jet
method is much better for masses larger than 0.8 TeV. The
efficiency of the boosted selection for finding t t¯ pairs is com-
parable to that of the resolved selection for mtruet t¯ ≈ 1 TeV
and performs better for larger masses.
In [125], the following strategy is adopted to maximise the
sensitivity: if an event passes the boosted selection then mtt¯
is calculated using the fat jet; if the event fails the boosted
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Fig. 53 The reconstructed invariant mass mtt¯ using simulated ATLAS
events with decays Z ′(gKK) → t t¯ → blν bqq for reconstructions
based on a small-R jets and b fat jets. The Z ′ events are generated with
PYTHIA and the gKK events with MadGraph+PYTHIA. From [125],
used under CC BY 3.0 and unchanged from original
selection but passes the resolved selection then mtt¯ is recon-
structed from the small-R jets. The analysis is also split into
an electron and a muon channel. The selection for muons is
twice as efficient because the probability to fake a muon sig-
nal is lower and therefore a less stringent cut could be applied
on /ET, and because electron calorimeter clusters have to be
separated from hadronic clusters based on cuts which leads to
an inherent smaller reconstruction efficiency. The efficiency
to select events with Z ′ boson decays with muons is larger
than 8 % for mZ ′ > 1.5 TeV when using fat jets.
Figure 54 shows the kT splitting scale
√
d12 for the lead-
ing pT fat jet in muon events which pass the boosted selec-
tion (the cut on
√
d12 has been omitted to display the full
spectrum). The background from W+jets events and multijet
events has a smaller fat jet splitting scale than t t¯ events and is
reduced by the cut
√
d12 > 40 GeV. The SM t t¯ background
is taken from simulation (MC@NLO) as is the mtt¯ shape
of the W+jets background (ALPGEN+HERWIG). The nor-
malisation of the W+jets background is obtained by scaling
to the observed charge asymmetry in data. Processes other
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√
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simulated t t¯ events are from MC@NLO. The W+jets events are gen-
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from original
than W+jets give equal numbers of positively and negatively
charged leptons. The MC is scaled by a factor
(NW+ − NW−)Data/(NW+ − NW−)MC.
The uncertainty of this factor is 10–20 %, depending on
the selection, and is compatible with unity. The multijet back-
ground is obtained from data by deriving lepton efficiencies
and mis-tag rates in control samples that are signal-enriched
(dileptons in Z boson mass window) or dominated by mul-
tijets, respectively. The largest contribution to the relative
systematic uncertainty of 25 % on the yield of SM events is
17 % from the uncertainties on the energy and mass scales of
the fat jets.
The mtt¯ spectrum for electron and muon events is shown
in Fig. 55 for the resolved and the boosted selection. Note that
events which pass the boosted selection are not considered for
the resolved selection. However, even at high reconstructed
invariant masses, the resolved selection has more events. This
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Fig. 55 The reconstructed invariant mass mtt¯ measured by ATLAS in
t t¯ events a with an electron and using a selection based on R = 0.4 jets
(resolved), b with a muon and the resolved selection, c with an electron
and using R = 1.0 fat jets (boosted selection), d with a muon and using
the boosted selection. The simulated t t¯ events are from MC@NLO. The
W+jets events are generated with ALPGEN+HERWIG. The multijet
contribution is determined from data. From [125], used under CC BY
3.0 and unchanged from original
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Fig. 56 The 95 % credibility level upper limit on the production cross
section times branching ratio into t t¯ for a leptophobic Z ′ boson with
widthZ ′/mZ ′ = 1.2 % using a the resolved selection and b the boosted
selection and for a Kaluza–Klein gluon with width gKK /mgKK =
15.3 % using c the resolved selection and d the boosted selection. Events
that pass the boosted selection are not considered for the resolved
selection. The limits are obtained from an analysis of semileptonic
t t¯ decays. The expected limit is obtained by using background-only
pseudo-experiments. From [125], used under CC BY 3.0 and unchanged
from original
is due to the bad mass resolution of the resolved selection
which smears events from low true invariant masses to high
reconstructed mtt¯ .
No deviation from the SM expectation is observed and
limits are set on the production cross section times branch-
ing ratio into t t¯ for two benchmark models of New Physics.
The first is a leptophobic Z ′ boson which is predicted
by technicolor models [30,31,132]. Model IV of [31] is
used, with f1 = 1, f2 = 0, and the corrections to the
Lagrangian discussed in [132] are included. The couplings
of this new hypothetical particle are such that the width is
small in comparison to the mass, Z ′/mZ ′ = 1.2 %. This
width is also smaller than the detector mtt¯ resolution of
≈10 %. The second benchmark is a Kaluza–Klein gluon
(gKK) that is predicted by a Randall–Sundrum model of
warped extra dimensions [40,133–136]. The width of this
particle is gKK/mgKK = 15.3 %.
To illustrate the impact of the substructure technique,
the limits obtained using either only the resolved selection
or only the boosted selection are shown in Fig. 56 where
the electron and muon channels have been combined. The
expected limit from the boosted selection is better than that
from the resolved selection for masses larger than 0.8 TeV.
The better limit is a result of the better mass resolution of the
boosted selection.
The limit obtained when combining the electron and muon
events and both the resolved and the boosted selection is
shown in Fig. 57a for the Z ′ boson. Such a particle is excluded
to have a mass between 0.5 and 1.74 TeV at 95 % credibility
level (CL). The limit on the Kaluza–Klein gluon is shown in
Fig. 57b and excludes masses 0.7 < mgKK < 2.07 TeV. No
double counting occurs: the boosted and resolved selection
are orthogonal because only events which fail the boosted
selection are considered for the resolved selection. Also the
electron/muon channels are orthogonal. The final limit set-
ting procedure uses all four mtt¯ spectra of Fig. 55 sepa-
rately, i.e., the histograms are not added for the combined
limit. Adding the histograms would spoil the high mass limit
because the smearing from low true to high reconstructedmtt¯
in the resolved selection buries the high mass signal.
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Fig. 57 The 95 % credibility level upper limit on the production cross
section times branching ratio into t t¯ for a a leptophobic Z ′ boson
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Using the data from 2011, the CMS finds limits that
are less stringent than those from ATLAS: the Z ′ boson is
excluded by CMS for masses between 0.5 and 1.49 TeV and
the KK gluon in the mass range 1.00–1.82 TeV [137]. The
CMS results for
√
s = 8 TeV which include the semileptonic
channel are discussed at the end of Sect. 10.2.3.
10.2 t t¯ resonances in the hadronic decay channel
Both ATLAS and CMS have published analyses that use the
hadronic decay channel to search for t t¯ resonances. The anal-
yses use different approaches to top tagging and background
estimation.
10.2.1 ATLAS HEPTopTagger analysis
ATLAS has analysed 4.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 7 TeV data [115]
using both the Top Template Tagger and the HEPTopTagger.
The ATLAS HEPTopTagger analysis is described in detail
in [138]. Events are triggered by requiring a large sum of jet
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Fig. 58 The HEPTopTagger reconstructed invariant mass mtt¯ using
simulated ATLAS events with decays X → t t¯ → bqq bqq for a X =
Z ′ (from PYTHIA) and b X = gKK (from MadGraph+PYTHIA). The
production cross sections times branching ratios into t t¯ are set to 1 pb
and the luminosity corresponds to 4.7 fb−1. From [115], used under CC
BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
ET in the event or several jets with low ET. At the analysis
level, each event has to contain at least two C/A R = 1.5 fat
jets with pT > 200 GeV and |η| < 2.5. Each fat jet serves
as input to the HEPTopTagger and top quark candidates with
pT > 200 GeV are kept. The two leading pT candidates are
used to calculate the invariant mass mtt¯ .
Figure 58 shows the mtt¯ spectrum for simulated events
with decays of Z ′ bosons and Kaluza–Klein gluons of differ-
ent masses. Themtt¯ resolution is better than in the lepton+jets
analysis (Fig. 53). For a gKK of mass 1.3 TeV, the boosted
lepton+jets distribution has a full width at half maximum
of 500 GeV whereas with the HEPTopTagger the width is
400 GeV. For a Z ′ boson of the same mass the widths are
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Table 3 Regions used to validate the simulation and estimate the back-
ground in the HEPTopTagger analysis. The values in parentheses are
SM t t¯ purities determined from simulation. From [115], used under CC
BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
1 top tag ≥2 top tags
No b-tag U (0.3 %) V (2.4 %)
1 b-tag W (3.2 %) X (24.3 %)
≥2 b-tags Y (22.5 %) Z (80.9 %)
400 GeV and 200 GeV, respectively. For a Z ′ of mass 2 TeV
the two widths are equal (600 GeV). These widths are dom-
inated by detector resolution; the natural widths are 1.2 and
15.3 % for the Z ′ boson and the KK gluon, respectively.
Background from multijet events is reduced by requiring a
b-tag in the vicinity of each fat jet. A tagged anti-kT R = 0.4
b-jet must lie within Rη = 1.4 of each fat jet axis.
The efficiency to select events from Z ′ boson or gKK
decay depends on the pT of the top and bottom quarks and
is less than 6 % for masses of the new particles between 0.5
and 2 TeV. Compared to the boosted selection in muon+jets
events (cf. Sect. 10.1), the efficiency is similar for masses
below 1.3 TeV and smaller for larger masses.
Control regions are defined by loosening the requirements
on the number of tagged top and bottom quarks as specified
in Table 3. These regions are used to validate the simula-
tion and estimate the background. The dominating SM pro-
cess (80.9 %) is t t¯ production and its contribution to the mtt¯
spectrum is determined from simulation. The simulation is
validated in region Y, which contains exactly one top tag,
by comparing the measured top quark candidate mass distri-
bution with that predicted by the t t¯ simulation and a back-
ground template taken as the data distribution in region W
(after subtracting a small t t¯ contribution). The background
is dominated by multijet events and the shape of the recon-
structed fake top mass is significantly different from that of
reconstructed top quarks. A fit to the data is performed to
determine the normalisations of the background and t t¯ dis-
tributions as shown in Fig. 59. The fitted sum describes the
data distribution very well. The normalisation obtained in
this way for the t t¯ simulation corresponds to the predicted
normalisation within a statistical fit uncertainty of 9 %. This
result is used to constrain the t t¯ normalisation in the analysis.
The rest of the SM contribution (mostly multijet events)
is determined from data by extrapolating from sideband
regions. For multijet events, the number of b-tags and the
number of top tags are uncorrelated to first order because
the HEPTopTagger does not use b-tagging information inter-
nally. A small correlation is however present because the bot-
tom and top tagging fake rates both increase with the pT of
the jet under study (anti-kT R = 0.4 and C/A R = 1.5,
respectively). For the b-jets, this was shown in Fig. 18b. The
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Fig. 59 The distribution of the HEPTopTagger top quark candidate
mass as measured in control region Y. Also shown are the contributions
from t t¯ simulation (MC@NLO) and the template from region W, the
normalisations of which have been fitted such that the sum describes the
data. From [115], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
HEPTopTagger fake rate dependence on the fat jet pT is dis-
played in Fig. 44c. Multijet events with a b-tag have, on
average, larger b-jet pT and, because of the vicinity match-
ing between the b-jet and the fat jet, this implies larger fat
jet pT. The top quark fake rate is therefore larger in b-tagged
multijet events. The analysis could be made insensitive to
this correlation by applying the background estimation in
bins of fat jet pT (or in bins of mtt¯ because high invari-
ant masses are reached in multijet events only if the fake
top candidates are back-to-back). This has not been done in
[115].
In [115], the background distribution as a function of a
variable x (e.g., fat jet pT, top quark candidate pT, mtt¯ ) in
the signal region Z is determined from the average of the
distributions in regions V and X, normalised to the ratio of
the event count in region Y to that in U and W, respectively:
dnZ
dx
= 1
2
(
nY
nU
dnV
dx
+ nY
nW
dnX
dx
)
, (38)
with half the difference between the two averaged estimates
serving as a relative systematic uncertainty of 14 % [138].
The simulated t t¯ contribution has been subtracted from all
regions in (38). The shape of the spectrum of x is taken
from regions V and X which both contain two top quark
candidates so that the procedure is applicable to mtt¯ without
kinematic corrections which are necessary for the CMS anal-
ysis described below (Sect. 10.2.3). The correlation between
b-tags and top tags implies that the distributions of the fat
jet pT, the top quark candidate pT, and mtt¯ are different in
region Z than in X and V because more b-tags imply larger
pT.
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Fig. 60 Control distributions of a the leading fat jet pT, b the lead-
ing top quark candidate pT, c the leading pT fat jet mass, and d the
leading pT top quark candidate mass in the HEPTopTagger analysis of
hadronically decaying t t¯ pairs. Also shown are contributions from the
prediction of SM t t¯ production from simulation (MC@NLO), from the
data-driven estimate of the remaining SM contributions (multijet), and
from a hypothetical Z ′ boson (from PYTHIA). From [115], used under
CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
Control plots in the signal region Z of the pT and mass of
the leading pT fat jet and the top quark candidate are shown
in Fig. 60. Also shown are the contributions of SM t t¯ produc-
tion and the non-top background estimate. If the correlation
between b-tags and top tags had a significant impact on the
background estimation, this would show up in the pT dis-
tributions. Both the pT and the mass distributions are well
described in shape and normalisation by the SM predictions
within the statistical uncertainties of the data. The impact of
the correlation effect therefore has to be smaller than those
uncertainties. Also indicated is the contribution from a Z ′
boson which leads to a clear overestimation of the data in
the leading top quark candidate pT distribution between 340
and 540 GeV and the leading fat jet pT between 420 and
520 GeV.
The largest systematic uncertainties result from the imper-
fect knowledge of the b-tagging efficiency (19 % on the t t¯
event yield) and the t t¯ cross section (12 %) [138]. The energy
scale of the HEPTopTagger subjets contributes only 8 % to
the total relative uncertainty.
The mtt¯ spectrum is shown in Fig. 61. No deviation from
the SM expectation is observed and limits are set on the
production cross section times branching ratio into t t¯ for
the Z ′ bosons and Kaluza–Klein gluon benchmark models
described in Sect. 10.1. The limits are shown in Fig. 62 and
exclude the Z ′ boson with masses 0.70 < mZ ′ < 1.00 TeV
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Fig. 61 The HEPTopTagger reconstructed invariant mass mtt¯a on a
linear vertical scale and b on a logarithmic scale. Also shown are con-
tributions from the prediction of SM t t¯ production from simulation
(MC@NLO), from the data-driven estimate of the remaining SM con-
tributions (multijet), and from a hypothetical Z ′ boson (from PYTHIA).
From [115], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
and 1.28 < mZ ′ < 1.32 TeV and the Kaluza–Klein gluon
for 0.70 < mgKK < 1.48 TeV at 95 % CL The limits are less
stringent than in the lepton+jets case. For low masses, the
resolved selection of the lepton analysis has a higher selec-
tion efficiency than the HEPTopTagger selection. Compared
to the boosted muon selection, the HEPTopTagger analysis
suffers mainly from an efficiency decrease at high pT due to
the additional required b-tag.
10.2.2 ATLAS Top Template Tagger analysis
ATLAS used the same data set that was used for the lep-
ton+jets (Sect. 10.1) and HEPTopTagger (Sect. 10.2.1) anal-
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Fig. 62 The 95 % credibility level upper limit on the production cross
section times branching ratio into t t¯ for a a leptophobic Z ′ boson
with width Z ′/mZ ′ = 1.2 % and b a Kaluza–Klein gluon with width
gKK /mgKK = 15.3 %. The limits are obtained from a HEPTopTagger
analysis of hadronic t t¯ decays. From [115], used under CC BY 4.0 and
unchanged from original
yses also for an analysis that employed the Top Template Tag-
ger. For every top quark pT bin of width 100 GeV, starting
from 450 GeV, 300,000 templates of parton configurations
were calculated and stored. These numbers were optimised
for maximal top quark tagging efficiency at high background
rejection.
The events are triggered by an anti-kT R = 1.0 fat jet
with ET > 240 GeV and are required to have at least two
anti-kT R = 1.0 fat jets with |η| < 2. The leading pT jet
is required to have pT > 500 GeV and the subleading jet
pT > 450 GeV. These two fat jets must be tagged by the Top
Template Tagger algorithm. Each fat jet must have a b-tagged
anti-kT R = 0.4 jet within Rη = 1.0 of the fat jet axis.
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Fig. 63 Subsamples used to determine the non-t t¯ background in the
Top Template Tagger ATLAS analysis of hadronic t t¯ decays. The divi-
sion is by bottom and top tagging states of the leading pT and sublead-
ing pT (Recoil Jet) fat jets. From [115], used under CC BY 4.0 and
unchanged from original
The efficiency for selecting events from decays of high
mass Z ′ bosons is higher than for the HEPTopTagger anal-
ysis: 8 % for mZ ′ = 1.6 TeV, and 6 % for 1.3 and 2.0 TeV.
The reason for the higher efficiency is a better top quark
finding efficiency when using the Top Template Tagger (the
same number of b-tags are required in the two analyses).
The Top Template Tagger efficiency is 75(5) % for the lead-
ing pT fat jet and 62(5) % for the subleading fat jet, which are
both larger than the plateau efficiency of the HEPTopTagger
(≈40 %). For masses below 1 TeV, the selection efficiency
is an order of magnitude smaller than in the HEPTopTagger
analysis because of the larger required fat jet pT (500 vs.
200 GeV).
The SM t t¯ background is determined from simulation. The
remaining SM contribution is determined using a sideband
extrapolation method based on the bottom and top tagging
states of the leading and subleading pT fat jets. The data
are divided into 16 subsamples as shown in Fig. 63. The
top tagging fake rates for the leading and subleading pT fat
jet in multijets events are correlated because the transverse
momenta of the two fat jets are correlated: the events are
dominated by hard 2 → 2 parton scattering with equal pT
in the centre-of-mass system of the hard scatter. A simple
extrapolation using regions A, O, and J to estimate the event
count in P is therefore not possible. Instead, the method relies
on the assumption that the b-tagging and top tagging fake
rates are independent. This assumption is only approximately
valid because both rates depend on pT as discussed in Sect.
10.2.1. The regions K, L, M, and N can contain sizeable
contributions from physics beyond the standard model and
are not used directly. Instead, the event counts in K and N
are estimated from regions with smaller contamination and
these estimates are then used to predict the count in region P:
NK ′ = NJ × NF/NE , (39)
NM ′ = NF × NO/NC , (40)
NP = NK ′ × NM ′/NF . (41)
A direct comparison of the control regions with those in the
HEPTopTagger analysis is not possible because the latter
made use of all fat jets in the event and not just the two leading
pT ones. The HEPTopTagger control region U corresponds to
regions C and E, and region W to D and G. Region V includes
region F, region X includes regions K and M, and region Y
includes L and N. It is interesting that K, L, M, N could not be
used directly in the Top Template Tagger analysis because of
signal contamination while no such problem was observed in
the HEPTopTagger analysis. This could be explained if the
correlation with b-tagging is different for the two top finding
algorithms.
Other combinations of control regions are used in the Top
Template Tagger analysis to estimate a systematic uncer-
tainty on the non-t t¯ background. The dominating systematic
uncertainties in the analysis are from b-tagging, the fat jet
energy scale, and the SM t t¯ normalisation.
Control plots of the pT and mass of the two tagged fat jets
are shown in Fig. 64. The statistical uncertainties of the data
are large because of the high fat jet pT. For high leading pT
fat jet mass the estimated multijet contribution overestimates
the data significantly whereas in all other bins it is compatible
with the data within the statistical data uncertainty. The ratio
of t t¯ to multijet events in the fat jet pT spectrum is ≈1 which
has to be compared to a ratio of ≈4 in the HEPTopTagger
analysis which also holds for fat jet pT > 500 GeV. In [115],
the Top Template Tagger mis-tag rate for a light quark or
gluon fat jet is quoted to be ≈10 %. The corresponding HEP-
TopTagger fake rate is 2.5 % [102,106].
The invariant mass spectrum mtt¯ is shown in Fig. 65a. No
excess of events over the SM contributions is observed and
limits are set. No exclusion limits can be set on the masses
of the narrow width Z ′ boson benchmark model as shown
in Fig. 65b. For the Kaluza–Klein gluon model the excluded
masses are 1.02 < mgKK < 1.62 at 95 % CL (Fig. 65c). The
upper limit is better than the one from the HEPTopTagger
due to the higher analysis efficiency at high mass. The lower
mass limit is significantly less stringent than that from the
HEPTopTagger.
10.2.3 CMS Top Tagger analysis
A search for hadronically decaying t t¯ resonances was pub-
lished by CMS in [120] using 5 fb−1 of data collected at√
s = 7 TeV. Events are triggered by requiring a jet with
pT > 300 GeV (240 GeV in early 2011 running conditions).
Fat jets are selected offline using the C/A algorithm with
R = 0.8. The detector volume is divided into two hemi-
spheres, corresponding to positive and negative pseudora-
pidities, respectively. The fat jet multiplicities in the two
hemispheres are used to classify the events into two cate-
gories: the ‘1 + 1’ channel with one fat jet in either hemi-
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Fig. 64 Distributions of a the leading fat jet pT, b the leading pT fat jet
mass, c the subleading fat jet pT, and d the subleading pT fat jet mass
in the Top Template Tagger analysis of hadronically decaying t t¯ pairs.
Also shown are contributions from the prediction of SM t t¯ production
from simulation (MC@NLO), and from the data-driven estimate of the
remaining SM contributions (multijet). From [115], used under CC BY
4.0 and unchanged from original
sphere and the ‘1+2’ channel for which one hemisphere has
at least two fat jets.
The fat jets in single-fat-jet hemispheres must be tagged
by the CMS Top Tagger algorithm discussed in Sect. 7.6. The
top quark candidate pT is required to be larger than 350 GeV.
One of the fat jets that share a hemisphere in 1 + 2 events
must be tagged as coming from hadronic W boson decay.
The W boson tag requires the pruned jet mass to be between
60 and 100 GeV (the pruning parameters zcut and Dcut are
presumably chosen to correspond to the values in the original
publication [58] which are given in Sect. 3.4) and two subjets
with a mass drop of at least 60 %. The fat jet closest to the
W boson candidate jet in (η, φ) space is taken to be the b-jet
(although no b-tagging algorithm is used). The combination
of the four-momenta of these two fat jets has to yield a mass
in the range 140–250 GeV (W+b tag).
The extend to which the selection is modelled in simula-
tion is tested using an event sample of semileptonic t t¯ decays
with a single final state muon and at least one b-tag. The lim-
ited number of events does not permit the validation of the
simulated top tagging efficiency. This would require signifi-
cantly large numbers of fat jets with high pT to capture all top
quark decay products. Instead, the simulated jet energy scale
and the selection efficiency was validated for the W+b tag.
Figure 66a shows the distribution of the leading W-tagged fat
jet mass in the hemisphere opposite the one containing the
muon. A clear peak is visible near the W boson mass. The
jet mass is given by the invariant mass of the two subjets and
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Fig. 65 a The invariant mass mtt¯ reconstructed with the Top Template
Tagger. Also shown are contributions from the prediction of SM t t¯ pro-
duction from simulation (MC@NLO), from the data-driven estimate
of the remaining SM contributions (multijet), and from a hypothetical
Kaluza–Klein gluon (from PYTHIA). The 95 % credibility level upper
limit on the production cross section times branching ratio into t t¯ for b
a leptophobic Z ′ boson with width Z ′/mZ ′ = 1.2 % and c a Kaluza–
Klein gluon with width gKK /mgKK = 15.3 %. From [115], used under
CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
the peak position therefore reflects the subjet energy scale.
The peak position is extracted through a fit and the position
in simulation agrees with that in data within 1 % which cor-
responds to the statistical uncertainties of the fits. The W tag
selection efficiency is determined by comparing the num-
ber of events in the mass window from 60 to 100 GeV in
Fig. 66a with the number of all events in the semileptonic t t¯
sample. The efficiencies for data and simulation are 49 and
50 %, respectively, with relative uncertainties of 2 %. The
mass drop efficiency is determined in a similar way (64 %)
and the overall simulated efficiency overestimates the effi-
ciency by 3 ± 3 %.
The mass of the combination of the W boson candidate
and the closest fat jet in semileptonic t t¯ events is shown in
Fig. 66b. A clear peak is visible near the top quark mass with
a tail to larger masses. The position of the peak is approx-
imately described by the simulation (mostly SM t t¯ produc-
tion), although the prediction seems shifted to lower values
by ≈10 GeV. This shift corresponds to 6 % at the top quark
mass, much more than the 1 % uncertainty that was extracted
from the description of the W boson mass peak. The larger
discrepancy for the top quark mass peak could be related
to the fact that the b-jet in t → bqq decay has on average
the largest pT of all decay quark jets (see for example Fig.
42a and its discussion). The uncertainty on the simulation of
the higher pT subjets therefore seems to be larger than that
for the lower pT subjets from W boson decay. Using only
the W boson mass peak to determine the subjet energy scale
uncertainty is therefore not recommended because it does not
sample the full phase space relevant to a top quark analysis.
A data control region is used to determine the fake top
tagging rate for the multijets background. The control region
is defined by selecting 1 + 2 events in which the W boson
candidate and the W+b candidate satisfy the mass window
requirements to make the selection kinematically similar to
the signal region but the mass drop requirement on the W
candidate is inverted to remove signal-like events. The events
in this control region are then used to study the tagging of the
fat jet in the hemisphere opposite the W+b candidate. The
fake top tagging rate is shown in Fig. 67. It is approximately
0.1 % at the threshold and plateaus at 6 % for pT > 600 GeV.
The rise in the mis-tag rate is due to increased QCD radiation
at large pT which can fake the top quark decay pattern. The
top quark tagging efficiency is also shown. It is 8 % at fat
jet pT = 350 GeV, rises to 20 % at 400 GeV and reaches a
plateau of 50 % for pT > 500 GeV. The efficiency rise is a
geometric effect that results from the decay products being
more collimated at large pT, eventually all being contained
inside the fat jet with R = 0.8.
To determine the multijet contribution, the selection cuts
are relaxed by requiring only one top tagged fat jet (loose
selection). The W+b tag is required in 1 + 2 events and for
1+1 events a random one of the two fat jets is required to be
top tagged. These samples are dominated by multijet events.
The multijet contribution remaining after the second top tag
requirement is determined by weighting these events with the
fake rate at the pT of the fat jet in the hemisphere opposite
to the first tag (‘probe jet’). However, the probe jets have a
systematically smaller mass than those in the signal region
because the majority of them are not tagged. To correct for
this kinematic bias, the mass of the probe jet is ignored and
replaced by a mass drawn randomly from the distribution of
simulated multijet events in the range 140–250 GeV. A sys-
tematic uncertainty is assigned by taking half the difference
between the mtt¯ distributions resulting from the described
procedure and when not correcting the kinematic bias.
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Fig. 66 a The mass of the leading mass W boson candidate pruned fat
jet in the hemisphere opposite to that of the muon in semileptonic t t¯
events. b The invariant mass of the combination of the W boson candi-
date fat jet and the closest fat jet. Also shown are simulated events from
SM t t¯ production (MadGraph+PYTHIA). The multijet distribution is
obtained from data by reversing the muon isolation criteria. The W+jets
shape is assumed to be identical to the multijet shape and the normali-
sation is obtained from the inclusive W boson production cross section.
From [120], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
The measured mtt¯ distributions in 1 + 1 and 1 + 2 events
are shown in Fig. 68. The largest SM contribution is from
multijets and only 3–13 % from t t¯ production, depending
on the mass and the event class. At masses around 1 TeV,
the uncertainty on the multijet yield is 5 % and the largest
systematic uncertainty on the simulated SM t t¯ production
yield is the trigger uncertainty of 13 % for 1 + 1 events and
20 % for 2 + 2 events. The trigger uncertainty is taken to
be half the trigger inefficiency predicted by simulation. For
masses larger than 2.5 TeV, the biggest uncertainty results
from the finite statistics of the single-tag multijets sample.
No significant excess over the SM contributions is observed
and limits are set.
The uncertainty on the multijet background is remark-
ably small. For comparison, in the ATLAS HEPTopTagger
analysis (Sect. 10.2.1), the multijet background uncertainty
is 14 %. ATLAS took the approach to reduce the multijet
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Fig. 67 The CMS Top Tagger efficiency for C/A R = 0.8 fat jets
when no other fat jets are in the same hemisphere. Shown is the fake
rate of tagging fat jets from hard light quarks or gluons determined from
data and the efficiency to tag fat jets in simulated Z ′ → t t¯ events from
MadGraph (the label on the vertical axis corresponds only to the fake
rate). From [120], used under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
background through b-tag requirements. The 19 % relative
uncertainty on the b-tagging simulation at high pT is the main
contributor to the total uncertainty in the ATLAS HEPTop-
Tagger analysis. Given the small uncertainty found by CMS,
it seems that foregoing the use of b-tagging at high pT is the
better strategy until improved b-tagging algorithms will be
developed for that region. But since the relative background
uncertainty for CMS is a factor of ≈3 smaller than the one
for ATLAS, examining the origins of this small uncertainty
is warranted.
As described above, the multijet contribution in the signal
region is obtained by weighting fat jet pairs in a loose selec-
tion by the fake rate. In the mass ranges 0.9 < mtt¯ < 1.1 TeV
and 1.3 < mtt¯ < 2.4 TeV, the statistical error on the esti-
mated background in the final selection is quoted to be better
than 1 %. This follows from the high statistics in the loose
selection. The background uncertainty is dominated by the
systematic error which is described as resulting “from the
systematic uncertainty assigned to the procedure for modi-
fying probe-jet masses” and which is 3–5 %, depending on
the mass range and the event topology (1+1, 1+2) [120]. The
statistical uncertainty on the fake rate is quoted to be “rang-
ing from <1 % at 1 TeV/c2 to ≈ 10 % at 3 TeV/c2” [120].
Unfortunately, no mention is made of how the small uncer-
tainties on the fake rate are arrived at; the error bars in Fig.
67 correspond to much larger uncertainties.
Figure 69a, b show the limits for the narrow-width Z ′
boson and the Kaluza–Klein gluon, respectively. Below
1 TeV the multijet background is prohibitively large and the
selection is inefficient for the signal models. No limits are
therefore evaluated for this parameter space. The limit for
the Z ′ model is calculated assuming a width of 1.0 % which
is much smaller than the mtt¯ detector resolution of ≈10 %.
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Fig. 68 The reconstructed mtt¯ spectrum for a 1+1 events and b 1+2
events using the CMS Top Tagger. Also shown are SM contributions
from multijet events determined from data and simulated t t¯ production
(from MadGraph+PYTHIA). The spectra from Z ′ → t t¯ decays for
several masses of a hypothetical Z ′ boson with width Z ′/mZ ′ = 1 %
are indicated (from MadGraph). From [120], used under CC BY 4.0
and unchanged from original
Any resonance width smaller than 10 % will be broadened by
detector resolution. For this reason it is possible to compare
the Z ′ 1.2 % width model with the 1.0 % limit.
The 1.2 % width Z ′ boson model is the benchmark model
also used in the ATLAS analyses (Figs. 57, 62, 65) and the
cross section predictions are identical (including a scaling of
the leading order prediction by a factor of 1.3). This model
can be excluded at 95 % confidence level at mZ ′ = 1 TeV
and in the range ≈1.33–1.46 TeV. Compared to the HEP-
TopTagger analysis, the upper mass limit is 140 GeV higher.
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Fig. 69 The 95 % confidence level upper limit on the production cross
section times branching ratio into t t¯ for a a leptophobic Z ′ boson with
width Z ′/mZ ′ = 1.2 and 3.0 % and b a Kaluza–Klein gluon with
width gKK /mgKK = 15.3 %. From [120], used under CC BY 4.0 and
unchanged from original
The HEPTopTagger analysis, on the other hand, provides a
limit for masses below 1 TeV.
The Kaluza–Klein gluon model used by CMS has a cross
section that is ≈10 % higher at mgKK = 1.5 TeV than the
model used by ATLAS. The CMS exclusion limit is a small
interval near 1 TeV and 1.42–1.5 TeV. In this latter mass
range, the ATLAS Kaluza–Klein gluon model cannot be
excluded by the CMS analysis.
Results at 8 TeV
The CMS Collaboration published results of a t t¯ resonance
search at
√
s = 8 TeV in [139] that sets the best limits so
far. The analysis uses the full dataset of 19.7 fb−1 and com-
bines information from resolved and boosted semileptonic
channels and the fully hadronic channel
In the semileptonic channel, one lepton is reconstructed
and missing transverse energy is required similar to the
ATLAS analysis discussed in Sect. 10.1. The top decay
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Fig. 70 The observed 95 % CL upper limits on the production cross
section times branching ratio into t t¯ for a a narrow resonance (width
/m = 1.2 %) for which the reconstructed width is given by the detec-
tor resolution of ≈10 % and b a broader resonance of width 15.3 %. The
ratio of the limit of the broader to the narrower resonance is shown in c.
The limits are taken from the ATLAS analyses using lepton+jets [125],
the hadronic ATLAS analyses [115] using the HEPTopTagger (label
‘HTT’) and the Top Template Tagger (‘TTT’), and the hadronic CMS
analysis using their top tagger [120]
quarks are reconstructed as several anti-kT R = 0.5 jets
(|η| < 2.4) and the resolved and boosted channels differ
in how these jets are combined to obtain the momenta of the
two top quarks.
In the resolved case, at least four jets are required with
pT > 70, 50, 30, 30 GeV, respectively. A χ2 fit is performed
to associate the jets with the two top quarks, using kinematic
constraints on the reconstructed top quark and W candidates.
For the boosted semileptonic selection, at least two anti-
kT R = 0.5 jets with transverse momenta of at least 150 GeV
and 50 GeV, respectively. Different associations of these jets
to the leptonically decaying top candidate and the hadroni-
cally decaying candidate are tried and the sum of the χ2 of
the two top masses is minimised in a fit. The leptonic can-
didate uses one jet and the hadronic candidate can be made
up of one, two, or more jets, corresponding to fully merged,
partially merged, or resolved top quark decay. This boosted
semileptonic selection does not make use of jet substructure
techniques.
The fully hadronic analyses is performed in the boosted
channel. At least two C/A R = 0.8 jets with pT > 400 GeV
are required and the Johns Hopkins tagger (cf. Sect. 7.5) is
used to identify top candidates in these jets. Two top tags
are required and the two jets must satisfy φ > π/2 and
|y| < 1 to suppress non-top background.
The reconstructed mtt¯ spectrum is compared with that
of SM processes and the Z ′ and K/K gluon models dis-
cussed above. The combination of the semileptonic and fully
hadronic channels improves the expected limits at masses
of 2 TeV by ≈25 %. No statement is made on whether the
semileptonic limit is better than the fully hadronic limit or
vice versa. For the semileptonic analysis, the resolved chan-
nel provides a better limit below mZ ′ = 1 TeV and the
boosted channel gives the better limit above that mass. The
observed limits at 95 % CL correspond to mZ ′(Z ′/mZ ′ =
1.2 %) > 2.1 TeV, mZ ′(Z ′/mZ ′ = 10 %) > 2.7 TeV, and
mgKK (gKK/mgKK ) > 2.5 TeV.
10.3 Summary of t t¯ resonance searches
In this section, the
√
s = 7 TeV results of ATLAS and CMS
are compared. Figure 70 shows a comparison of the observed
limits in the t t¯ resonance searches as a function of the mass
m of the new particle. The limits are shown for the case of
a narrow resonance (/m = 1.2 %), for which the recon-
structed width is given by the detector resolution of ≈10 %
and a broader resonance of width 15.3 %.
The best limits for masses between 1 and 2.5 TeV are
given by the semileptonic analysis. For masses larger than
1.3 TeV the limits are below 0.1 pb. For the broad resonance,
the semileptonic limit is approximately a factor of 3 better
than the ones from the fully hadronic analyses. Figure 70c
shows the ratios of the limit for the broad resonance to the
limit for the narrow resonance. For the semileptonic analysis,
the narrow resonance limit is better by a factor of 1.5 at 1 TeV
and 2.2 at 2.5 TeV. The fact that the mass exclusion range is
larger for the Kaluza–Klein gluon model (cf. Sect. 10.1) is
due to the higher production cross section of that model. All
analyses set better limits on the narrower resonance, except
for the Top Template Tagger at 1 TeV.
The leptonic analysis uses a cut on the splitting scale
√
d12
to tag the hadronically decaying top quark. This method has
a high efficiency and a low rejection. A larger rejection is not
needed because the multijet background is inherently lower
than in the other analyses due to the lepton requirement. The
analysis also uses only a single b-tag. The tagging of bottom
quarks uses settings that have been optimised at low bottom
quark pT and which may not be optimal at high pT because
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of the collimated topology with close-by jets. Also the uncer-
tainties on the b-tagging efficiency and fake rate is large at
high pT, thereby reducing the sensitivity of the searches.
The CMS Top Tagger analysis, which does not use b-
tagging, has the next best limit between 1.3 and 2.5 TeV for
the narrow resonance. For masses larger than 2.5 TeV is gives
the best limit and reaches 0.02 pb at 3 TeV. The sensitivity to
the broad resonance is significantly worse. The CMS tagger
shows the largest dependence on the width with the limits
being a factor 3–12 worse for the broader resonance.
The HEPTopTagger analysis limit is as good as the
semileptonic limit for 700 < m < 800 GeV. Below this
range, the resolved semileptonic analysis provides a better
limit. Up to 1.3 TeV the HEPTopTagger provides the best
limit of all hadronic analyses, then the Top Template Tagger
provides a comparable or better limit.
It is reassuring that the different analyses give similar lim-
its, despite the wide range of approaches for tagging top
quarks and their different systematic uncertainties. The eval-
uation of systematic uncertainties in boosted top quark anal-
yses is often limited by the statistics of available high pT top
quarks in data control samples. Rather than taking the statis-
tical uncertainties as an upper limit for the systematic errors,
the low pT uncertainties are often taken if no clear trend is
visible within the large statistical errors when extrapolating
to high pT. High statistics datasets that will become available
in the future will allow to better constrain these uncertainties.
10.4 Search for SUSY in high jet multiplicity events
In addition to the searches for t t¯ resonances, substructure
techniques have also been used to search for SUSY. The strat-
egy of the analysis in [140] is to look for an excess of events
beyond the SM prediction in a final state with at least seven
anti-kT R = 0.4 jets (small-R jets), missing energy, and no
leptons. This final state is especially sensitive to a SUSY
model like that used in Sect. 9.3, in which top squarks decay
to top quarks and neutralinos. The analysis uses a conven-
tional selection (b-tag stream) and a selection that requires
the sum of the masses of all fat jets to be larger than two
times the top quark mass.
ATLAS data collected at
√
s = 8 TeV are used, corre-
sponding to a luminosity of 20.3(6) fb−1. Jets are built from
calorimeter clusters and multijet triggers are used to select
the events, requiring at least five jets with ET > 55 GeV or at
least six jets with ET > 45 GeV. Events with isolated muons
or electrons with pT > 10 GeV, that are separated from the
nearest jet by at least Rη = 0.4, are vetoed. Multiple signal
regions are defined, with different jet and b-tag multiplicities,
to enhance the sensitivity to different SUSY models.
For the b-tag stream, the small-R jets are required to have
|η| < 2.0. Seven signal regions are defined using jet pT >
50 GeV: six regions with exactly eight or exactly nine jets in
the event, subdivided by b-tag multiplicity (0, 1, ≥ 2) using
the MV1 algorithm. One additional signal region is formed by
events with more than nine jets without a b-tag requirement.
Another six signal regions are defined by pT > 80 GeV
and exactly seven or at least eight jets, subdivided in b-tag
multiplicity.
For the fat jet stream, the small-R jets are required to have
|η| < 2.8. The fat jets are not constructed from clusters but
by running the anti-kT algorithm with R = 1.0 over small-
R jets with pT > 20 GeV. These fat jets are required to
have pT > 100 GeV and |η| < 1.5. The scalar sum MJ
of the masses of all fat jets is required to be larger than
340 or 420 GeV for events with at least eight, nine, or ten
small-R jets with pT > 50 GeV, thereby giving six signal
regions.
In each of the 19 signal regions, /ET/
√
HT > 4
√
GeV is
required, in which HT is the scalar sum of the pT of all small-
R jets with pT > 40 GeV and |η| < 2.8. For multijet ATLAS
events, the shape of the /ET/
√
HT distribution is found to
be approximately independent of the small-R jet multiplic-
ity Njet and of MJ . The multijet background in the signal
regions can therefore be determined using /ET/
√
HT tem-
plates from multijet-dominated control regions at lower Njet.
The multijet background template is taken from Njet = 6
events and the other backgrounds are subtracted from the
template. Separate templates are used for the different b-tag
multiplicities because neutrinos from heavy quark decay con-
tribute to /ET but not to HT. A correction is applied to account
for small changes in the ratio that result from non-jet con-
tributions to /ET which do not appear in HT. The correction
amounts to reweighting the distribution of non-jet pT in the
control region to that in the signal region. The closure of
this method is tested for intervals at smaller /ET/
√
HT than
in the signal regions and observed deviations are used as
systematic uncertainties. The closure uncertainties typically
are 5 to 15 %, reaching up to ≈50 % in control regions with
small statistics. Figure 71 shows the /ET/
√
HT distribution in
control regions with (a) Njet = 7 for the selection with at
least two b-tags and (b) the requirement MJ > 340 GeV.
The data are well described for /ET/
√
HT < 4
√
GeV, where
multijet events dominate. The closure uncertainties are deter-
mined in this region. The leptonic t t¯ background becomes
important at higher values where deviations from the data
are seen in some bins. The t t¯ background carries an uncer-
tainty of ≈50 % when combining experimental and theoret-
ical sources as discussed below. Within this uncertainty, the
description is compatible with the data. The control regions
can potentially be contaminated with New Physics events, as
illustrated in the figure. A simplified SUSY model is used
with pair-produced gluinos, each decaying to t t¯ χ˜01 , as intro-
duced in Sect. 9.3. The masses chosen for the contributions
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Fig. 71 The /ET/
√
HT distribution in control regions with exactly seven
anti-kT R = 0.4 jets with pT > 50 GeV. The multijet prediction is taken
from the measured distribution with exactly six jets and after subtracting
the simulated leptonic backgrounds. The t t¯ and W+jets backgrounds
are generated with SHERPA and normalised in control regions. Single-
top production is generated with MC@NLO in the s-channel and with
AcerMC in the t-channel. Also shown is the distribution of a SUSY
model with m(g˜) = 900 GeV and m(χ˜01 ) = 150 GeV, generated with
MadGraph+HERWIG++. The distribution is shown after requiring a
at least two b-tags and b the sum of the masses of anti-kT R = 1.0 jets
in the event to exceed 340 GeV. From [140], used under CC BY 4.0
and unchanged from original
in the figure are m(g˜) = 900 GeV and m(χ˜01 ) = 150 GeV,
which are excluded by the analysis of the signal regions
as discussed below. The possible contamination is there-
fore smaller than that shown in Fig. 71 (20–30 events per
4
√
GeV).
The most important leptonic backgrounds are fromW+jets
events and t t¯ production and the dominant contributions
result from decays to τ leptons which decay hadronically.
The decays to electrons and muons are suppressed because
of the electron and muon vetos. These backgrounds are taken
from SHERPA simulations which are fitted to data in con-
trol regions. The control regions contain exactly one isolated
muon or electron and the lepton four-momentum is used to
create an additional jet that is included in the calculation of
HT. In this way, /ET/
√
HT is made similar to its value in events
with hadronic τ decay. A simultaneous fit is performed to the
signal and control regions, as discussed below, to determine
the SM contribution and potential contributions from New
Physics.
The normalisation of the background simulation for events
with Z → νν decay is taken from data using events
with same-flavour, opposite-charge lepton pairs (electrons
or muons) which combine to an invariant mass close to the
Z boson mass (80–100 GeV). The two transverse lepton
momenta are added to /ET and the prediction in the region
/ET/
√
HT > 4
√
GeV is normalised to the data in control
regions that have relaxed Njet requirements. The same nor-
malisation factor is then used in the signal region. Experi-
mental systematic uncertainties are dominated by the mod-
elling of the jet energy scale and resolution which change
the event yield by 20–30 %. Smaller uncertainties of ≈10 %
result from b-tagging. For the W+jets events, the theoretical
uncertainties are smaller than the experimental ones. For t t¯
production, two theoretical contributions each give rise to an
uncertainty of 25–30 %: (i) variations of the renormalisation
and factorisation scales by factors 2 and 0.5 and (ii) variations
of the gluon fusion production cross section. To account for
higher order terms not included in SHERPA, the probability
for events to be initiated by gluon fusion is increased by 37 %
while the other processes are reduced by a common factor
to keep the total cross section unchanged. This procedure
improves the description of the data in the control regions.
The difference in the event yield before and after the 37 %
correction is used as a systematic uncertainty.
Fits are performed to determine the compatibility of the
SM with the measured distributions. These fits are performed
separately for each of the 19 signal regions. The SM simula-
tions are fitted to the data simultaneously in one signal region
and all control regions that have at least two expected events.
The fit results for the normalisations of the SM predictions
in the control samples are consistent with the Monte Carlo
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normalisations. In each signal region, the SM prediction is
consistent with the measured events. Figure 72 shows the
/ET/
√
HT distribution for two example signal regions. There
is clearly no room for the indicated SUSY events.
The data are interpreted in terms of different SUSY models
by fitting the SM and SUSY predictions to the measured
distributions in the signal and control regions. Upper limits,
corresponding to 95 % confidence level, are set on the masses
of new particles. One limit is determined for every analysis
stream by taking the observed limit in the signal region with
the best expected limit. The limits for the simplified SUSY
model are shown separately for the b-tag stream and the fat jet
stream in Fig. 73. Gluino masses below 1210 GeV and LSP
masses below 480 GeV are excluded. The observed limits
on the gluino mass are similar for the two methods. The
expected limit is better for the b-tag stream: by ≈40 GeV
for the gluino mass and by ≈80 GeV for the LSP mass.
The limit difference is covered by the uncertainty bands but
since the uncertainties are strongly correlated between the
two methods, the difference is significant.
Why does the fat jet mass method not improve the sig-
nificance as suggested by the study in Sect. 9.3? The most
important reasons, the high jet multiplicity, the boost of the
top quarks, and the size of the fat jets, are discussed in the
following.
The study showed that the performance of substructure
methods degrades at high jet multiplicity because a large
number of jets can mimic the top quark decay signature. For
prong-based taggers, larger jet combinatorics increase the
chance to hit the top quark and W boson mass windows. For
the mass cut used in the SUSY analysis, high jet multiplicity
creates a large fat jet mass because the fat jet then consists
of more small-R jets, all of which themselves have a mass.
The shift in the fat jet mass for background events when
moving from low to high Njet is shown in Fig. 51b. When
substructure methods are used, the optimal sensitivity to New
Physics may therefore be reached at a lower jet multiplicity
than in conventional analyses.
Substructure methods work better at high boost because
then more or all of the decay products are contained in the fat
jet. The study in Sect. 9.3 was carried out for
√
s = 14 TeV
while the analysis uses the available
√
s = 8 TeV data. The
higher collision energy implies an increased production cross
section for SUSY particles and also a larger pT for these par-
ticles. The last point implies larger top quark pT. In addition,
the gluino mass used in the study is ≈100 GeV larger than the
exclusion limit, again increasing the boost. Lastly, the study
used C/A fat jets with R = 1.5. These fat jets collect more of
the decay products than the anti-kT R = 1.0 jets used in the
analysis and thereby allow for a better separation of signal
from background. The pT spectrum of the top quarks used in
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Fig. 72 The /ET/
√
HT distribution in signal regions with a exactly eight
anti-kT R = 0.4 jets with pT > 50 GeV and at least two b-tags and b at
least eight anti-kT R = 0.4 jets with pT > 50 GeV and the sum of the
masses of anti-kT R = 1.0 jets in the event exceeding 340 GeV. The
multijet prediction is taken from the measured distribution with exactly
six jets and after subtracting the simulated leptonic backgrounds. The t t¯
and W+jets backgrounds are generated with SHERPA and normalised
in control regions. Single-top production is generated with MC@NLO
in the s-channel and with AcerMC in the t-channel. Also shown is the
distribution of a SUSY model with m(g˜) = 900 GeV and m(χ˜01 ) =
150 GeV, generated with MadGraph+HERWIG++. From [140], used
under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 73 The 95 % confidence level exclusion curve (small masses are
excluded) for the simplified SUSY model g˜ → t t¯ χ˜01 in the gluino-LSP
mass plane for a the analysis stream that uses b-tags and b the stream
that uses the sum of fat jet masses. For each stream, the limit from the
signal region with the best expected limit is used. The theory error band
contains variations of the scales and PDFs in the SUSY prediction. The
experimental band contains all other uncertainties. From [140], used
under CC BY 4.0 and unchanged from original
the study (Fig. 47b) and the distance between the top quark
decay quarks as shown in Fig. 2 as a function of pT together
make it clear that only a small fraction of the top decays are
fully captured by the R = 1.0 jets.
In summary, substructure methods have been applied in
a SUSY search and the obtained limits are close to the ones
obtained by conventional methods. The greatest benefit of
top tagging is achieved at low jet multiplicities and better
results may be achieved by re-optimising the analysis cuts.
When the LHC centre-of-mass energy is increased to 13 and
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est quarks in the top quark decay t → bqq ′ as a function of the top
quark pT in SM t t¯ production generated with PYTHIA 8. From [124],
used with permission
then to 14 TeV, the boost of the hypothetical particles and
the top quarks to which they decay will be larger, thereby
improving the power of fat jet techniques.
11 Tagging highly boosted top quarks
The separate identification of the decay products of highly
boosted top quarks becomes experimentally challenging
when the detector granularity does not allow to resolve the
individual particle jets. This is particularly an issue if jets
are reconstructed using calorimeter information alone as it
is currently done with ATLAS data. If two top quark decay
jets are so close that they do not leave separate clusters then
top taggers based on identifying the 3-prong decay structure
will fail. This problem was addressed in [124] where a new
method was proposed, the HPTTopTagger, which combines
tracking and calorimeter information.
As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the minimal distance between
two clusters in a hadronic calorimeter with 0.1 × 0.1 cells in
(η, φ) is Rη = 0.2. The angular separation of the two clos-
est final state quarks in hadronic top quark decay t → bqq is
shown in Fig. 74 as a function of the transverse momentum
of the top quark. The quarks are more collimated at high pT
and the separation reaches 0.2 for pT = 1.12 TeV. Effects
reflecting the limited calorimeter resolution should appear at
values close to that pT which is relevant already in present
searches for t t¯ resonances.
The angular resolution of a tracking detector is much better
than the one of the calorimeter and the numbers for ATLAS
are given in Sect. 4.2. The challenge for a prong-based tag-
ger that is based on tracks is that the number of charged
particles fluctuates from jet to jet, making kinematic con-
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straints to reject background difficult. The solution proposed
in [124] is to use the energy Ejet measured for the fat jet
in the calorimeter and compare it with the energy Etracks of
the tracks associated with the fat jet. Charged and neutral
particles are included in Ejet and the ratio α j = Ejet/Etracks
can be used to correct for fluctuations in the charged particle
fraction in the jet.
The HPTTopTagger uses a C/A R = 0.8 calorimeter jet as
input. The algorithm then uses the tracks with pT > 500 MeV
that are associated with the jet and combines them to a track
jet. The structure of the track jet is examined in a way sim-
ilar to the HEPTopTagger. The track jet is decomposed into
hard substructure objects using an iterative mass drop pro-
cedure with μ = 0.8 which ends when all substructure
objects have a mass of 20 GeV or less. A notable difference
to the HEPTopTagger is that the HPTTopTagger does not
try out all triplets of substructure objects. Instead, all track
jet constituents that are part of the substructure objects are
included in the filtering at once. The filter radius is given by
Rfilt = max(0.05, min(Ri j/2)) in which min(Ri j ) is the
smallest pair-wise distance of all substructure objects. The
constituents of the four hardest filter jets are clustered into
three subjets. The subjet momenta are scaled by α j before
kinematic cuts are applied.
ATLAS calibrations and simulation uncertainties for C/A
jets exist for radius parameters R between 0.2 and 0.5 [106].
Jets with a smaller radius parameter approach the minimal
hadronic cluster size. However, at high top quark pT, the size
of HEPTopTagger subjets becomes smaller than R = 0.2.
This is illustrated in [124] by modifying the HEPTopTagger
to explicitly require all subjets to have R ≥ 0.2 and set-
ting the minimal filter radius and the minimal distance in
the mass drop procedure to 0.2. This modified algorithm is
labelled HEPTopTagger’ and its tagging efficiency is shown
together with that of the HPTTopTagger and the original
HEPTopTagger in Fig. 75a as a function of the top quark
pT.9 The efficiency of the HEPTopTagger’ is less than 4 %
for pT > 800 GeV. This implies that by restricting the algo-
rithm to operate with jets of size and separated by ≥0.2 in
(η, φ) space (the approximate limit imposed by calorimeter
granularity), it is not possible to find top quarks at high pT. As
a solution it was suggested in [124] to use the reconstructed
top mass peak in t t¯ events to calibrate the HEPTopTagger and
obtain simulation uncertainties by comparing with the peak
position measured in data. Then the HEPTopTagger can be
run in its original form, keeping subjets of size R < 0.2.
9 The generated events are passed through the Delphes simulation of
the ATLAS detector and the distribution of the distance Rη between
the reconstructed top quark candidate and the top quark peaks at zero
and falls smoothly with the distance. The tagging efficiency in Fig. 75a
is defined such that for the top quark to be tagged, a reconstructed top
quark candidate must be found within Rη = 0.6, which is an arbitrary
choice but it serves to illustrate the difference in tagger efficiencies.
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Fig. 75 Efficiencies for tagging top quarks using a calorimeter cells
and b stable particles in SM t t¯ events generated with PYTHIA 8. For
a, the events have been passed through the Delphes simulation of the
ATLAS detector. Shown are results from the HPTTopTagger (HPT),
the HEPTopTagger (HEP) and from a modified HEPTopTagger (HEP′)
that requires subjets to have R ≥ 0.2. For the open markers in b, the
particles are granularised into 0.1×0.1 cells in (η, φ). From [124], used
with permission
Calibrations and uncertainties for the HPTTopTagger can
be obtained in a similar way. The minimal radius parame-
ter for the filter track jets in the HPTTopTagger is taken to
be 0.05 and it remains to be seen what the simulation uncer-
tainties are for such jets in the ATLAS or CMS detector.
As shown in Fig. 75a, the HPTTopTagger retains an effi-
ciency of ≈24 % stably up to transverse momenta of 3 TeV
(the full tested range) while the HEPTopTagger efficiency
drops from ≈32 % for 800 < pT < 1000 GeV to ≈13 % for
2600 < pT < 3000 GeV. This drop was shown (Fig. 75b)
to be due to the segmentation of the calorimeter because the
effect is reproduced at the particle level when segmenting
the particles into cells of size 0.1 × 0.1 (adding all their
momenta). With segmentation the particle-level efficiency
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starts to drop at top quark pT of 1.2 TeV while the efficiency is
a stable 53 % when the full particle level information is used.
If particles are in close proximity to each other, leaving
hits in the tracking detectors that are very close, they can
be reconstructed as only one track and the track reconstruc-
tion efficiency suffers as a consequence. The results in [124]
are obtained with a reduced tracking efficiency of 78 % to
account for this close-by effect. The ATLAS tracking effi-
ciency is 80 % at pT = 500 MeV and rises to ≈86 % for
pT = 10 GeV and higher [64,141]. The used efficiency
therefore corresponds to a 10 % relative loss of efficiency
at high pT which is considered conservative. The impact of
the tracking efficiency on the HPTTopTagger performance
is small because of the scaling to the calorimeter energy
(α j ). The weak sensitivity is illustrated by the fact that set-
ting the tracking efficiency to 100 % changes the HPTTop-
Tagger tagging efficiency only by a small amount, from 24 to
28 %.
The tagging rate is shown as a function of fat jet pT in Fig.
76a for t t¯ signal and multijet background. The background
tagging rate (fake rate) is stable at 1.6 % as a function of pT
for the HPTTopTagger. For the HEPTopTagger it increases
from ≈2 % for pT = 800 GeV to 4.5 % for pT = 2 TeV. The
HPTTopTagger fake rate is reduced with respect to the HEP-
TopTagger because not all possible triplets of substructure
objects are tried. The signal-to-background ratio obtained
with the HPTTopTagger is better at high pT than that of the
HEPTopTagger.
An example of an application of the HPTTopTagger in
a search for New Physics is shown in Fig. 76b. The signal
is a leptophobic topcolor Z ′ boson that decays to two top
quarks [31]. The width of the resonance is set to Z ′/mZ ′ =
3.2 % and the mass is 3 TeV. The production cross section
in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV is 3.5 fb. Shown are
distributions of the invariant mass m12 of the two leading
pT top quark candidates for signal and multijet background
for 300 fb−1. This is the dominant background and SM t t¯
production is smaller by a factor of ≈0.1. The number of
signal (S) and background events (B) are compared in a
mass window at the expected signal position. The signal-
to-background ratio is S/B = 0.45(7) and the significance
S/
√
B = 4.1(4) in the window 2560 < m12 < 3040 GeV.
The quoted uncertainties are statistical and are dominated by
the amount of available simulated background events. When
applying the HEPTopTagger to the same generated events,
the significance is only 3.3(3). The difference to the HPT-
TopTagger result comes from the different fat jet tagging
efficiencies shown in Fig. 76a. Applying b-quark tagging can
improve the sensitivity if the b-tagging systematic uncertain-
ties are small enough at high pT.
The HPTTopTagger is a new algorithm to find boosted top
quarks with transverse momentum pT > 1 TeV. It combines
track and calorimeter information and can find top quarks
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Fig. 76 a Efficiencies for tagging C/A R = 0.8 fat jets using the
HPTTopTagger (HPT) and the HEPTopTagger (HEP). Shown are sim-
ulations for t t¯ events and multijet background (QCD). b Invariant mass
of the two leading pT top quark candidates, reconstructed with the
HPTTopTagger from 300 fb−1 of decays of Z ′ bosons of mass 3 TeV,
produced in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV. Also shown is the back-
ground from QCD dijet production. The signal to noise ratio S/B and
the significance S/
√
B are given for the indicated mass window. All
events are generated with PYTHIA 8 and have been passed through
the Delphes simulation of the ATLAS detector. From [124], used with
permission
via their 3-prong decay because the finer spatial resolution of
tracking detectors allows the separation of close-by particle
jets that merge in the calorimeter. This tool will be useful
in analyses looking for massive particles that decay to top
quarks.
12 Conclusions and outlook
Jet structure methods that are used to identify boosted top
quarks in LHC data and analyses which employ these tech-
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niques have been reviewed. The techniques are based on large
(fat) jets which are used to capture all products of hadronic
top quark decay t → bqq.
Different classes of top quark finders have been dis-
cussed. Energy flow taggers are based on differences in
the energy sharing between particles for signal and back-
ground. The structure of background fat jets is predomi-
nantly given by soft QCD parton splitting in which the orig-
inal parton retains most of the energy. The energy is more
equally shared between the decay products in heavy parti-
cle decay. Substructure variables such as kT splitting scales
and jet mass are sensitive to this difference and cuts on
these variables can be used to reject background. The top
quark finding efficiency and the background rejection can be
adjusted by changing the cut value. These taggers are com-
monly used in analyses with relatively low background level
in which the ability to tag top quarks with high efficiency is
essential.
The second class of finders makes explicit use of the 3-
prong signature of hadronic top quark decay, which often
manifests itself as three distinct subjets within the large jet.
Three subjets are reconstructed and then used to test kine-
matic relations such as the W boson and top quark mass con-
straints. The efficiency of prong-based taggers is lower than
what is possible with energy flow taggers. This is because
(a) three subjets need to be identified, and (b) the subjets
have to pass the kinematic cuts. The advantage of the prong-
based taggers is the small fake rate: background fat jets
rarely have three hard subjets or the subjets fail the kinematic
cuts.
Fat jets are susceptible to contributions from underlying
event and pile-up. These contributions scale with the area of
the jet which is approximately proportional to the square
of the jet distance parameter. Jet grooming methods that
have been devised to overcome this problem have proven
to be remarkably effective, as demonstrated, for exam-
ple, by the pile-up stability of the reconstructed top quark
mass.
The structure of background (non-top) fat jets is described
within 10–20 % by Monte Carlo simulations. Substructure
variables such as the jet mass are sensitive to variations of the
parameters in the models used for hadronisation and underly-
ing event generation. The mentioned good level of agreement
with substructure data is possible only with model parameters
tuned to minimum bias LHC data and the best description is
obtained when using HERWIG++. Significant discrepan-
cies between simulation and data are observed in tails of
distributions such as kT splitting scales and N -subjettiness
for PYTHIA and POWHEG+PYTHIA. The agreement is
improved by jet grooming, indicating that the problem lies
in the simulation of soft energy deposits. Whether the dif-
ference between HERWIG++ and PYTHIA is due to the
hadronisation model, the underlying event model, the parton
shower, or a combination of all three is unclear and more stud-
ies are required. For example, determining to what extend
the jet substructure measurements can be used to improve
the tuning of the models seems to be a topic worth pursuing.
The structure of fat jets from top quark decay is well
described by simulation. Differences to the data are at the
level of 5 % for the fat jet mass. Even distributions of vari-
ables that involve many analysis steps, like subjet invariant
mass ratios, are well predicted. This makes it possible to
apply the substructure techniques in physics analyses, such
as searches for New Physics.
Limits on a technicolor Z ′ boson and a Kaluza–Klein
gluon have been extended beyond the Tevatron limits using
substructure techniques. Substructure techniques have a bet-
ter t t¯ mass resolution than conventional (resolved) top quark
reconstruction methods at high t t¯ masses where the top quark
decay products are contained in a fat jet. Resolved analy-
ses combine all small-R jets without exploiting the boosted
topology. Often a wrong small-R jet is picked up as a top
quark decay jet, spoiling the reconstruction of the top quark
kinematics. By considering only the subjets inside a fat jet,
the combinatorics is much reduced and the t t¯ mass is recon-
structed more precisely.
The search for new particles was the impetus in the
pioneering jet substructure studies [3,54], and substructure
methods have so far been used in New Physics searches in
events with top quarks at high or intermediate pT. These
searches will continue with higher statistics and at larger
centre-of-mass energies. The LHC Run-2 started in spring
2015 with
√
s = 13 TeV. Compared to Run-1 (7–8 TeV), the
production cross section for massive particles is increased
and the particles are in addition more boosted. The angular
resolution of the ATLAS and CMS calorimeters can become
a limiting factor as described in Sect. 11 and more emphasis
will likely have to be placed on the use of tracking informa-
tion.
The second major driving force behind substructure tech-
niques is the recovery of hadronic decay channels of the
Higgs boson. Without substructure methods, these channels
seem unpromising given the large multijet background. In
the seminal study [5], the expected significance for a Higgs
boson signal at mH = 125 GeV is ≈5σ at √s = 14 TeV and
L = 30 fb−1. The analysis used C/A R = 1.2 fat jets with
pT > 200 GeV to find boosted H → bb¯ decays in events
with V H production (V = W, Z ). In approximately 5 % of
the V H events, the Higgs boson has pT > 200 GeV. In
analyses of the LHC Run-1 data (5 fb−1 at
√
s = 7 TeV and
20 fb−1 at 8 TeV), substructure methods do not increase the
sensitivity to the Higgs boson. This is due to the smaller num-
ber of boosted Higgs bosons and top quarks at the reduced
collision energy. For LHC Run-2 it should be possible to
detect the Higgs boson in the bb¯ channel using substructure
analysis techniques.
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Events with t t¯ H production can be used to determine the
top Yukawa coupling which plays a crucial role in the run-
ning of the Higgs boson self-coupling and the stability of the
vacuum. This process has been studied in [6] in the boosted
scenario for H → bb¯ with one leptonic and one hadronic top
quark decay. With 100 fb−1 of data at 14 TeV, a significance
of ≈4σ was found for a Higgs mass of 120 GeV. Also this
analysis becomes feasible in Run-2.
Presented in this review were substructure methods that
have been used in physics analyses of LHC data. There are
many more recently proposed methods, for example shower
deconstruction [142,143] and Q- jets [144].
The research field of jet substructure and boosted heavy
particle decays is new and it evolves through a close collabo-
ration of theoretical and experimental particle physicists. In
the short time of its existence it has become a proven integral
part of the analysis tool set at the LHC. Jet structure tech-
niques will become more important in the next years with the
LHC running at full design energy and they will enhance the
physics potential and reach at the energy frontier.
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